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I. Qualifications
(1)

I am a Partner with Bates White Economic Consulting (“Bates White”), a firm based in
Washington, DC. I have more than 10 years of experience as an economist working in the
areas of data analytics, statistics, financial modeling, and econometrics (i.e., statistics applied
to economic and financial data). In my capacity as an economist and consultant in these
areas, I have gained significant experience performing economic, statistical, and financial
analyses, working with complex databases, designing and analyzing statistical samples, and
developing classification algorithms, among other things.

(2)

I received a PhD in Economics from Western University, in London, Ontario; an MA degree
in Economics from the University of Waterloo, in Waterloo, Ontario; and a Bachelor of
Commerce degree from Ryerson University, in Toronto.

(3)

I taught classes on mathematics and on probability and statistics while pursuing graduate
studies at Western University and the University of Waterloo. While on the faculty at
Vanderbilt University, I taught classes on probability, statistics, and econometrics at the
undergraduate, master’s, and PhD levels. Since joining Bates White, I have taught a masterslevel course in econometrics as an adjunct instructor at Johns Hopkins University.

(4)

My research has focused on methodological issues in statistics, econometrics, and
measurement, with applications to a variety of subfields within economics and finance. I
have published numerous academic articles in peer-reviewed journals, such as the Journal of
the American Statistical Association, International Economic Review, Journal of Business
and Economic Statistics, Journal of Financial Econometrics, and Journal of Economic
Inequality.

(5)

My background and qualifications are described further in Appendix A.

(6)

Staff at Bates White assisted me with the preparation of my analysis and report. I reserve the
right to incorporate into my analysis additional information or data that may become
available during the course of this proceeding.
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II. Scope and overview
(7)

I was asked by counsel for the Commercial Television (CTV) Claimants to prepare a
database that links cable system distant signal carriage with the programs that actually aired
on each signal that cable systems carried and to categorize the programs according to the
claimant category descriptions as identified by the Copyright Royalty Judges.1 I was further
asked to calculate and summarize distances between distant signals and the communities they
were imported into and to prepare maps to reflect the geographic distribution of distant
carriage of certain commercial broadcast stations, for use by another CTV witness.

(8)

In the next section, I describe the data sets that I relied on when creating the programming
and station carriage database. In subsequent sections, I describe how I used the information
in this database to categorize programs in accordance with the claimant category
descriptions, and I summarize my calculations of distances between distant signals and the
communities they were imported into.

1

See Exhibit A attached to “Order Lifting Stay and adopting Claimant Categories,” In re Distribution of
Cable Royalty Funds, Consolidated Proceeding No. NO. 16-CRB-0009 (2014-17).
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III. Royalty, carriage, and programming database
(9)

In this section, I describe the data sources and steps that I undertook to prepare a
comprehensive database that links operating characteristics, royalty information, and channel
lineups for cable systems to the television programming that was actually aired on the
stations that they chose to carry.

III.A. Royalty and carriage data
(10)

My first step was to link cable system characteristics and their distant signal carriage to the
programs carried on each signal. I created this link by merging cable system and distant
signal carriage data to television programming and scheduling data.

(11)

For cable system and distant signal carriage data, I used a dataset provided by Cable Data
Corporation (CDC) that covers each semiannual accounting period from 2014-1 through
2017-2 for the larger “Form 3” cable systems.2 CDC compiles and digitizes data directly
from the SA3 Statement of Account (SOA) forms that Form 3 cable systems are required to
file semiannually at the Licensing Section of the Copyright Office.3

(12)

The SOAs ask cable systems to provide information about their ownership, rates, gross
receipts, total number of subscribers, and communities served. The SOAs also ask cable
systems to identify every broadcast television station carried and to calculate royalties owed
for the transmission of distant signals under Section 111 of the Copyright Act of 1976.

(13)

Figure 1 shows the number of Form 3 cable systems, gross receipts, and total royalties per
accounting period from 2014 to 2017.

2

3

“Form 3” systems are cable systems with semiannual gross receipts in excess of $527,600 that are required
to submit an SA3 Long Form to the US Copyright Office. They are the only systems required to identify
which of the stations they carry are distant signals, and they account for over 90% of the total royalties paid
by all cable systems during 2014–2017.
I understand that the CDC data will be introduced by Jonda K. Martin, President and Owner of CDC, in her
direct testimony in this proceeding.
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Figure 1. Number of systems, gross receipts, and total royalties in each accounting period
Accounting
period
2014-1
2014-2
2015-1
2015-2
2016-1
2016-2
2017-1
2017-2

Number of
systems

Number of systems that carry
at least one distant signal

Gross receipts
($ millions)

Total royalties
($ millions)

948
951
962
953
940
934
941
924

826
819
674
585
525
515
516
508

8,933
9,151
9,405
9,473
9,349
9,174
9,266
9,200

111.9
113.8
104.7
103.0
101.3
99.3
100.4
99.8

Source: CDC data.
Note: The figure includes the number of Form 3 cable systems per accounting period, as well as gross receipts collected, and
total royalties paid by these systems (in millions).

(14)

Starting with the first accounting period of 2010, the SOAs asked cable systems to associate
each community served with (1) the set of local and distant broadcast stations that a system
carried in a community (i.e., the channel lineup) and (2) a subscriber group that includes the
names of all communities receiving the same complement of distant signals. For example,
Blue Ridge Communications in Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania, reported a single channel lineup
in 2014-2 for its 36 communities. However, Blue Ridge also reported multiple subscriber
groups to account for the fact that WSKG-DT was carried systemwide but was distant to only
8 of the 36 communities it served.

(15)

The addition of subscriber groups to the SOAs in 2010 addressed the issue of cases where
distant signals were actually carried to fewer than all of the system’s subscribers; this helped
align royalty calculations with actual carriage. Because all subscribers in a subscriber group
receive the same set of distant signals, cable systems are able to calculate and report royalties
based on only the gross receipts derived from subscribers within a subscriber group and the
distant signals carried to that subscriber group.

(16)

Figure 2 reports the average number of subscriber groups in each accounting period together
with the average numbers of communities served and distant signals per subscriber group. As
is clear from the table, the average number of subscriber groups—and hence the average
number of distinct bundles of distant signals offered to communities—declined by 1.4
between the first accounting period in 2014 and the second accounting period in 2017.
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Figure 2. Average subscriber groups per system, and average communities and distant signals per
subscriber group
Accounting
Period
2014-1
2014-2
2015-1
2015-2
2016-1
2016-2
2017-1
2017-2

Average number of
subscriber groups
per system

Average number of
communities served
per subscriber group*

Average number of distant signals per
subscriber group*

3.6
3.5
2.7
2.4
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2

7.1
7.1
7.5
7.8
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4

2.3
2.3
2.0
1.8
1.9
2.1
2.2
2.2

Source: CDC data.
Note: The figure reports the average number of subscriber groups per system, as well as the average numbers of communities served and distant signals
broadcast per subscriber group. *These calculations exclude subscriber groups that report no distant signals.

III.B. Station, program, and scheduling data
(17)

While the CDC database provides detailed information about cable systems, their carriage of
television broadcast stations to the communities they serve, and the royalties paid for their
carriage of distant signals, it does not contain information about the television programs these
distant signals actually aired. Thus, to link the carriage and royalty data with television
programming, I supplemented the CDC database with station, program, and scheduling data
provided by Red Bee Media.

(18)

Red Bee Media is an international broadcasting and media services company that provides
television airing data to a wide variety of clients.4 Indeed, among other things, Red Bee
Media publishes interactive program guides for cable systems using programming data that it
sources directly from stations.5

(19)

I used Red Bee Media’s entire database of US, Canadian, and Mexican broadcast and cable
channels carried by US cable television systems, together with its network data and its
detailed program and scheduling data for every day from January 1, 2014, to December 31,
2017. In particular, for each station, the database lists the set of program IDs that aired on the
station and the dates and times when those programs aired. For each program ID, the
4

5

Red Bee Media, formerly Ericsson Broadcast and Media Services, acquired the TV metadata company FYI
Television, Inc. in 2016. See Ericsson, “Ericsson Announces Intention to Acquire FYI Television,” press
release, January 18, 2016, https://www.ericsson.com/en/press-releases/2016/1/ericsson-announces-intentionto-acquire-fyi-television.
See “AT&T Signs Long-Term Agreement with for Exclusive TV Metadata & Image Content Services,” FYI
Television, September 17, 2013, http://blog.fyitelevision.com/2013/09/at-signs-long-term-agreement-withfyi.html#sthash.Di7aSC6p.dpbs.
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database includes the program’s title, type (e.g., movie or series), its station of origination,
and a host of other information. For example, the Red Bee Media database shows that WPIXDT aired Friends at 8:30 am (UTC) on March 3, 2014, and that this particular episode is an
off-network syndicated program that is part of a situational comedy series that was originally
broadcast by NBC.
(20)

In total, the Red Bee Media database includes intraday scheduling data for each of the 1,461
days in the 4-year period and for over 8,000 broadcast stations and cable channels that,
combined, aired over 1.5 million unique programs.6
Figure 3. Summary statistics for the Red Bee Media database
Unique broadcast station IDs
8,087

Unique cable station IDs

Unique program IDs

Total broadcast programming
hours (millions)

2,274

1,591,239

229

Note: The figure shows the count of unique broadcast station IDs, cable station IDs, and program IDs, as well as the total
broadcast programming hours (i.e., total runtime) as reported in the Red Bee Media data.

III.C. CRTC program log data
(21)

In addition to the CDC and Red Bee Media data, I also downloaded television program log data7 from
the Canadian Radio‑television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), which regulates and
supervises broadcasting and telecommunications within Canada. According to the CRTC, program
logging “enables the Commission to verify the compliance of television licensees with regulations
and conditions of licen[s]e, and to gather information necessary for monitoring the impact of its
policies on the broadcasting system….”8

(22)

Included in the program logs is a “country of origin” field that “describes the country in which the
program is produced.”9 Because the “country of origin” field is useful in the categorization of
programming on Canadian broadcast stations that were retransmitted by US cable systems, I include
this field in the final database by merging the station-level airings reported in the CRTC data with the
station-level airings reported in the Red Bee Media database.

6

7

8

9

The database reflects 24 hours of scheduled airings data for each of the 1,461 days in the 4-year period
(including a leap day in 2016).
See “Television Program Logs,” accessed 2020-11-13, https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/800106c10b08-401e-8be2-ac45d62e662e.
See “Program Logs,” accessed 2020-11-13,
https://applications.crtc.gc.ca/opendata/television%20logs/data%20dictionary.doc.
Id.
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IV. Categorization of programs and program minutes
(23)

I understand that this proceeding involves six claimant groups: Canadian, Commercial
Television (CTV), Devotional, Joint Sports Claimants (JSC), Program Suppliers, and Public
Television (PTV). I further understand that, in prior proceedings, the claimant groups agreed
on the types of programs that fall within their category. I have included these claimant
category descriptions in Appendix D.

(24)

I developed an algorithm using the data fields and information provided by Red Bee Media
and the CRTC to assign program airings to their correct categories. The algorithm works by
sequentially identifying, categorizing, and then removing successfully categorized programs.
For example, my algorithm identified every program broadcast on US noncommercial
educational stations,10 categorized them as PTV programs, and removed them from the list of
program airings that remained to be categorized. Similarly, I identified Canadian content
broadcast on Canadian stations, categorized them as Canadian programs, and removed them
from the list of program airings that remained to be categorized. Next, I used Red Bee
Media’s network data to identify airings that were fed by one of the big three (Big-3) national
networks: ABC, NBC, and CBS. These Big-3 program airings were categorized as such and
then removed from the list of program airings that remained to be categorized. This step was
followed by identification of JSC programming, movies—which belong to the Program
Suppliers—then Devotional and CTV programming. Any programming that remained
uncategorized after this process was completed was categorized as a Program Suppliers
program.11

(25)

Some parts of the categorization are straightforward. For example, Red Bee Media’s
show_type_code indicates whether a program is a movie, and I relied on this field to
categorize movies that belong to the Program Suppliers category. Other parts of the
categorization are more nuanced and often require consideration of multiple fields. For
example, the JSC category includes only live telecasts of professional sports, thereby
requiring consideration of not only the program but also its airing type.12

(26)

To assist with some of the more nuanced categories, I also added new fields. For example,
for each of the four years, I calculated the total number of broadcast stations and cable
10

11

12

On their SOA forms, cable systems are required to identify whether stations are noncommercial,
independent, or network, and this information is included in the CDC data.
I excluded “off-air” and “TBA” minutes from the categorization. Programming minutes on commercial
stations that were carried as distant signals but not found in the Red Bee Media database and not proxied for
were assigned to an “uncategorized” category, which comprised less than 1.2% of station-accounting
period-subscriber group observations.
The ltr field in the Red Bee Media database indicates whether a program airing is live, taped, or replayed.
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channels that aired a given program, and I calculated the number of Designated Market Areas
(DMAs) in which that program aired.13 I used these and other calculated fields to refine and
enhance the accuracy of the categorization algorithm.
(27)

I reviewed the application of the algorithm on a program-by-program basis and compared the
results to claimant lists that were provided to me. I also continued supplementing and
refining the algorithm until it appeared to be categorizing programs accurately.

(28)

Figure 4 summarizes total minutes airing on distant signals by claimant category and year.
Figure 4. Total minutes airing on non-exempt distant signals by year (millions)
Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2014–17

Number of unique
distant signals

Program
Suppliers

JSC

CTV

PTV

Devotional

Canadian

2,610
2,626
2,913
3,140
2,822

303.24
312.38
336.76
347.25
1,299.63

2.67
2.60
2.48
2.67
10.43

48.71
45.99
43.71
44.28
182.69

182.80
187.42
249.84
296.61
916.68

27.56
26.73
28.77
26.86
109.91

7.37
7.83
7.71
7.72
30.62

Sources: Red Bee Media and CDC.
Note: The figure reports the total number of minutes airing on non-exempt distant signals by claimant category and year.

(29)

Having assigned programs to the claimant categories, I proceeded to identify the share of
compensable minutes of each claimant type that aired on WGN prior to WGNA’s conversion
to a cable network on December 13, 2014.14 I performed this calculation by comparing
individual program airings on WGNA to the individual program airings on WGN and
categorizing the overlapping program airings as compensable. For example, Figure 5 shows
that WGN and WGNA both aired “WGN News at Nine” in the same time slot on January 2,
2014, and different programming in the adjacent time slots. Consequently, I categorize this
airing of “WGN News at Nine” as compensable, and I categorize the non-overlapping
programs in the adjacent time slots as non-compensable.

13

14

I have compiled a list of calculated fields in Appendix C.
See “News Nation” at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NewsNation#:~:text=On%20December%2013%2C%202014%2C%20WGN,p
roviders%20DirecTV%20and%20Dish%20Network. In addition to Big-3 network airings that were already
excluded, I understand that programs airing on WGN’s over-the-air Chicago station (WGN-local) that were
not simultaneously broadcast on WGN’s nationally distributed distant signal (WGNA) are noncompensable.
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Figure 5. Snapshot of WGN and WGNA airings data

Time (UTC)
02:00:00
02:30:00
03:00:00
04:00:00
04:30:00

WGNA

WGN

Program title

Program runtime

Rules of Engagement
Rules of Engagement
WGN News at Nine
How I Met Your Mother
Rules of Engagement

30 min
30 min
60 min
30 min
30 min

Program title

Program runtime

The Tomorrow People

60 min

WGN News at Nine
The Arsenio Hall Show

60 min
60 min

Source: Red Bee data.
Note: The figure shows a subset of programs that aired on WGNA and WGN on January 2, 2014.

(30)

I also calculated the numbers of minutes of programming fed by networks (e.g., ABC, CBS,
NBC, Fox, PBS, or CW) on distant signals that were duplicative of network programs airing
on local stations or multiple distant signals carried in the same subscriber group.

(31)

I include a detailed description of the final categorization algorithm and my process for
identification of compensable WGNA minutes and duplicative network minutes in Appendix
D.
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V. Distance measures
(32)

I was asked by counsel for the CTV Claimants to analyze the available information to map
the locations of broadcast stations and the communities that received their programming as
distant signals, in order to calculate the straight-line distances between the distant cable
communities and the stations they received. The CDC database includes geographic
information for each station’s city of license15 as well as geographic information identifying
the communities served by cable systems. I used this information together with Google
Maps, a web-based mapping service, to assign numerical coordinates to each community and
the city of license for each station that was retransmitted as a distant signal.16 I then
computed the distance between each pair of distant station-community coordinates.17

(33)

Figure 6 shows the distribution of distances between stations and the communities that
received their content as distant signals. Across 2014–2017, nearly 95% of the distant signals
imported were within 150 miles of the community served, and over 97% were within 200
miles.

(34)

I was also asked to prepare maps showing the geographic concentration of distant Form 3
system carriage for KOZL-DT, KARK-DT, WJHL-DT, and WREG-DT in the first and
second accounting periods of 2015. I did so using location information available from CDC,
web-based mapping tools available from Google Maps, and DMA-related information from
Nielsen. I understand that these maps, which are included in Exhibit E below, will be
discussed by another CTV expert, Mike Vaughn in the course of his testimony.

15

16

17

Section G of the SA3 Long Form asks cable systems to list the community to which the station is licensed
by the FCC. See, e.g., https://www.copyright.gov/forms/sa3.pdf.
See, e.g., “Geocoding API,” Google Maps Platform, accessed 2022-06-22,
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/.
Consistent with distance-measure analyses presented in previous copyright royalty distribution proceedings,
I excluded the superstations WGN, WPIX, WSBK, and WWOR from my analysis.
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Figure 6. Distribution of distances between communities and non-exempt distant signals
Distance in
miles
50 or under
50-100
100-150
150-200
200-250
250-300
300-350
350-400
400-500
500-600
600-700
700-800
800-900
900-1,000
1,000-1,500
1,500-2,000
2,000-2,500

Number of distant signal-community pairs
2014
5,088
22,363
5,164
720
212
121
41
12
32
122
41
43
5
1
3
188
9

2015
4,765
22,857
5,709
791
267
122
37
15
35
119
42
46
5
1
3
173
4

2016
4,608
22,390
5,660
804
233
107
35
13
35
123
40
48
5
1
3
171
7

Cumulative percentage

2017
5,014
25,223
6,446
1,092
310
132
41
7
45
121
40
46
5
2
4
295
9

2014
14.89%
80.35%
95.46%
97.57%
98.19%
98.55%
98.67%
98.70%
98.79%
99.15%
99.27%
99.40%
99.41%
99.41%
99.42%
99.97%
100.00%

2015
13.62%
78.94%
95.26%
97.52%
98.28%
98.63%
98.73%
98.78%
98.88%
99.22%
99.34%
99.47%
99.48%
99.49%
99.49%
99.99%
100.00%

2016
13.44%
78.75%
95.26%
97.61%
98.28%
98.60%
98.70%
98.74%
98.84%
99.20%
99.31%
99.45%
99.47%
99.47%
99.48%
99.98%
100.00%

2017
12.91%
77.87%
94.47%
97.28%
98.08%
98.42%
98.52%
98.54%
98.66%
98.97%
99.07%
99.19%
99.20%
99.21%
99.22%
99.98%
100.00%

Sources: CDC and location coordinates calculated using Google Map API. Excluding WGN, WPIX, WSBK, and WWOR.
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DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER J. BENNETT

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on:

November 2, 2022

Christopher J. Bennett
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Appendix A. Curriculum vitae
A.1. Summary of experience
Chris Bennett is an expert in financial modeling, data analytics, statistics, and econometrics.
He has been retained to provide oral and written testimony in federal and state courts on a
range of issues including economic and financial damages, class certification, and statistical
sampling, working on behalf of whistleblowers, class representatives, law firms, and
corporate clients. In his roles as both a testifying expert and consulting economist, Dr.
Bennett has gained significant experience in a wide range of high-profile matters involving
financial securities, structured products, contract claims, copyright infringement, the
allocation of copyright royalties, and qui tam actions brought under the False Claims Act.
Prior to joining Bates White, Dr. Bennett was an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Economics at Vanderbilt University where he conducted original research and taught courses
in statistics and econometric analysis. His research has been published in leading academic
journals, including the Journal of Financial Econometrics, the International Economic
Review, the Journal of Business and Economic Statistics, and the Journal of the American
Statistical Association.

A.2. Education
◼

PhD, Economics, Western University, ON, Canada

◼

MA, Economics, University of Waterloo, ON, Canada

◼

BComm, Ryerson University, ON, Canada

A.3. Professional experience
◼

Bates White Economic Consulting


Partner, 2021–present



Principal, 2017–2020



Managing Economist, 2013–2016

◼

Adjunct Instructor, Johns Hopkins University, 2015

◼

Assistant Professor, Vanderbilt University, 2008–2013

◼

Instructor, Western University, 2006, 2007; Instructor, University of Waterloo, 2001, 2002
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A.4. Expert reports, declarations, and testimony
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Authored expert report and provided deposition testimony in United States of America ex rel.
Gwen Thrower, Plaintiff, v. Academy Mortgage Corp., No. 16-CV-02120-EMC (U.S. Dist. Ct.
N.D.CA): 2021-2022
Authored expert report and provided deposition testimony in Adrian Bombin et al v. Southwest
Airlines Co., No. 5:20-cv-01883-JMG (E.D. Pa. filed 2020): 2021-2022.
Authored declaration on behalf of the National Association of Broadcasters in In Categorization
of Claims for Cable or Satellite Royalty Funds and Treatment of Ineligible Claims No. 19-CRB0014-RM (U.S. Copyright Royalty Board): 2020
Authored expert report and provided deposition testimony in In Phoenix Light SF DAC and
Kleros Preferred Funding V PLC v. The Bank of New York Mellon, No. 18-cv-1194 (U.S. Dist.
Ct. S.D.N.Y.): 2019–2021.
Authored expert reports in In re Distribution of 2010–2013 Satellite Royalty Funds No. 14-CRB0011-SD (2010-13) (U.S. Copyright Royalty Board): 2018–2019
Authored expert reports and provided trial testimony in In re Distribution of 2010–2013 Cable
Royalty Funds, No. 14-CRB-0010-CD (2010-2013) (U.S. Copyright Royalty Board): 2014–2019.

A.5. Selected litigation and consulting experience
◼

◼

◼

◼

Led team supporting testifying expert with data analytics and statistical analysis in UMG
Recordings, Inc., et al v. Bright House Networks, LLC. No. 1:19-cv-00874 (U.S. Dist. Ct. M.D.
Fla.): 2021–present.
Led team supporting testifying expert with data analytics and statistical analysis in Warner
Records Inc. et al v. Charter Communications, Inc. No. 1:19-cv-00874 (U.S. Dist. Ct. D. Colo.):
2021–present.
On behalf of IBM, led team in responding to a complaint filed by the People of the State of
California, alleging that The Weather Channel (TWC) mobile app misled users by failing to
provide transparent details about how TWC used app users’ location data. Analyzed the response
of The Weather Channel app users to various events as well as TWC's disclosures and changes to
permission prompts related to the use and sharing of location data.
Supported experts with econometric modeling of overcharges In re Rail Freight Fuel Surcharge
Antitrust Litigation, a matter which involves allegations that the four largest US-based Class I
railroads conspired to increase the price of rail freight transportation services in the United States
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Supported testifier in Gerrit H. Brouwer et al. v. Wyndham Vacation Resorts, Inc. et al., No.
2014-CA008533 (Fl. Cir. Ct. 9th Jud. Cir. Orange Ct.): 2017–present. Provided support to
evaluate lost profits damages and the reasonableness and reliability of opinions offered by
Plaintiffs' expert.
Led team supporting testifying expert to quantify damages in a reinsurance arbitration: 2019–
present.
In the matter ResCap Liquidating Trust v. Primary Residential Mortgage, Inc., No. 16-cv-4070
(SRN/HB) (U.S. Dist. Ct. MN.): 2016–2020, led team supporting testifying expert and counsel
with sampling and damages analyses. Final judgment amounting to $22M entered in ResCap’s
favor.
Supported testifying expert report in Ernest Yaeger, Jr. et al. v. Wyndham Vacation Resorts, Inc.
et al., No. 2014-CA008054 (Fl. Cir. Ct. 9th Jud. Cir. Orange Ct.): 2017–present. Provided support
to evaluate lost profits damages and the reasonableness and reliability of opinions offered by
Plaintiffs' expert.
Provided consulting services and supported testifying expert in ResCap Liquidating Trust v.
Home Loan Center, No. 14-cv-1716 (U.S. Dist. Ct. MN.): 2015–2018. Jury awarded ResCap
damages in the amount of $28.7M.
Led economic and statistical analyses on behalf of the U.S. Department of Justice in a FIRREA
action brought against a major US. Bank.
Supported testifying expert on behalf of monoline insurer in Financial Guaranty Insurance
Company v. Morgan Stanley ABS Capital I Inc., 652853/2014 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed
2014): 2018–2019.
Supported Plaintiffs’ expert with the estimation of economic damages in Commerzbank AG v.
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 15-cv-10033 (S.D.N.Y. filed 2015): 2018–present.
Provided consulting services and supported testifying expert in Phoenix Light SF Limited v. Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 14-cv-10102 (S.D.N.Y. filed 2014): 2018–present.
Led team of consultants on behalf of monoline insurer in Ambac Assurance Corp. v. First
Franklin Financial Corp., No. 651217/2012 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2018–2020.
Provided consulting services on sampling and damages to the U.S. Department of Justice in
United States of America v. Guild Mortgage Company., No. 1:13-cv-01913 (U.S. Dist. Ct.
D.D.C.): 2016–2020. Guild Mortgage agreed to pay $24.9 million to the federal government to
resolve the False Claims Act suit.
Supported testifying expert’s written report and deposition testimony on sampling and damages
on behalf of the U.S. Department of Justice in United States of America v. Quicken Loans Inc.,
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No. 2:16-cv-14050 (U.S. Dist. Ct. E.D.Mich.): 2016–2019. Quicken ultimately agreed to pay
$32.5 million to the federal government to resolve the False Claims Act suit.
◼

◼

◼

Led economic and statistical analyses for the US. DOJ in a FIRREA action brought against a
major US. Bank.
Supported testifying expert on behalf of the Securities Exchange Commission to estimate
damages in an enforcement action brought under Rule 10(b)-5.
Provided support with sampling designs and the estimation of damages in numerous RMBS putback cases, including:














◼

◼

◼

U.S. Bank Nat’l Ass’n (as Trustee) v. Merrill Lynch Mortg. Invrs. and Bank of Am., N.A.,
654403/2012 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2016.
Citigroup Mortgage Loan Trust 2007-AMC3 v. Citigroup Global Markets Realty Corp., No.
13-cv-2843-GBD) (S.D.N.Y. filed 2013): 2016.
Home Equity Asset Trust 2007-1 v. DLJ Mortgage Capital, Inc., 650369/2013 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.,
N.Y. Cnty. filed 2013): 2016–2017.
Morgan Stanley Mort. Loan Trust 2006-10SL, Mortg. Pass-Through Certificates, Series
2006-10SL v. Morgan Stanley Mortg. Capital Holdings LLC, 652612/2012 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.,
N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2016.
Morgan Stanley Mort. Loan Trust 2006-14SL, Mortg. Pass-Through Certificates, Series
2006-14SL v. Morgan Stanley Mortg. Capital Holdings LLC, No. 652763/2012 (N.Y. Sup.
Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2015–2016.
Home Equity Mortg. Trust Series 2006-1 v. DLJ Mortg. Capital, Inc., No. 156016/2012
(N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2014–2019.
Bank of N.Y. Mellon v. WMC Mortg. Corp., No. 654464/2012 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty.
filed 2012): 2015.

Provided economic and statistical consulting support to the U.S. Department of Justice in its
investigation of stated-income mortgage loans sold by one of the top 10 retail banks in the U.S.
Supported testifying expert with the submission of expert reports and the preparation of oral
testimony at preliminary and final International Trade Commission hearings in Certain Oil
Country Tubular Goods (OCTG) (701-TA-499) demonstrating the deleterious effects of unfairly
traded imports of OCTG, including lower levels of investment, profitability, and employment in
the domestic oil industry.
In In re TFT-LCD Antitrust Litigation, supported testifying expert to a large coalition of directaction plaintiffs involved in price-fixing litigations in the United States, Asia, and Europe.
Performed economic analyses to assess liability and damages resulting from the illegal conduct.
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◼

Provided consulting services for a coalition of direct-action plaintiffs in In re Puerto Rican
Cabotage Antitrust Litigation.

A.6. Other professional experience
Prior to joining Bates White, Dr. Bennett was Assistant Professor of Economics at Vanderbilt
University. He has also taught courses at Johns Hopkins University, Western University, and the
University of Waterloo, and was formerly a licensed Investment Representative at TD Waterhouse,
where he executed securities trades on behalf of retail clients.

A.7. Publications
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

“CLO Structures, Risk, and Participants” (with Ilan Guedj, Karl Snow, Jason Vitullo). Bloomberg
Law. October 2020.
"Graphical Procedures for Multiple Comparisons under General Dependence" (with Brennan S.
Thompson). Journal of the American Statistical Association 111, no. 515 (2016): 1278–88.
"Ignorance, lotteries, and measures of economic inequality" (with Ricardas Zitikis). Journal of
Economic Inequality 13, no. 2 (2015): 309–16.
"Estimation of Optimal Portfolio Weights under Parameter Uncertainty and User-Specified
Constraints: A Perturbation Method" (with Ricardas Zitikis). Journal of Statistical Theory and
Practice 8, no. 3 (2014): 423–38.
"Estimating Optimal Decision Rules in the Presence of Model Parameter Uncertainty." Journal of
Financial Econometrics 11, no. 1 (2013): 47–75.
"Examining the Distributional Treatment Effects of Military Service on Earnings: A Test of
Initial Dominance" (with Ricardas Zitikis). Journal of Business and Economic Statistics 31, no. 1
(2013): 1–15.
"Inference for Dominance Relations." International Economic Review 54, no. 4 (2013): 1309–28.
"Multidimensional Poverty: Measurement, Estimation, and Inference" (with Shabana Mitra).
Econometric Reviews 32, no. 1 (2011): 57–83.

A.8. Academic seminars
◼

2012 Brock University, Simon Fraser University, University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, University of Colorado at Denver, Carleton University, University of Calgary,
University of Western Ontario

◼

2011 Pennsylvania State University

◼

2010 Ohio State University, Kansas State University

◼

2009 University of Texas at Austin, Rice University
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◼

2008 Université Laval, Vanderbilt University, University of Western Ontario

A.9. Conference participation
◼
◼

◼

◼

American Economic Association Meeting, San Diego, January 2013 (session chair)
Canadian Econometrics Study Group (CESG), Queen’s University, Kingston, November
2012 (presenter and discussant)
International Conference on Canadian Econometrics Study Group, Queens University,
Kingston, October 2012
Advances in Interdisciplinary Statistics and Combinatorics, University of North Carolina
at Greensboro, October 2012

◼

Midwest Econometrics Group Meeting, Lexington, Kentucky, September 2012

◼

University of Western Ontario Alumni Conference, London, Ontario, September 2012

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Canadian Econometrics Study Group (CESG), Ryerson University, Toronto, October
2011 (presenter and discussant)
Midwest Econometrics Group Meeting, Washington University in St. Louis, September
2010
Canadian Econometrics Study Group (CESG), University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, October 2010
OPHI Workshop on Robustness Methods for Multidimensional Welfare Analysis,
University of Oxford, May 2009 (invited)
Midwest Econometrics Group Meeting, Purdue University, September 2009
North American Summer Meeting of the Econometric Society, Boston University, June
2009 (presenter and session chair)

◼

Midwest Econometrics Group Meeting, Saint Louis University, October 2007

◼

Canadian Economics Association Meeting, Dalhousie University, June 2007

◼

Canadian Econometrics Study Group (CESG), Brock University, October 2006

◼

8th Annual Financial Econometrics Conference, University of Waterloo, March 2006
(invited)

A.10. Awards
◼

Junior Faculty Teaching Fellowship, Vanderbilt University, 2010–2011

◼

T. Merritt Brown Thesis Prize, University of Western Ontario, 2008

◼

◼

Nominated for Undergraduate Professor of the Year, Department of Economics,
University of Western Ontario, 2007
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Doctoral Fellowship, 2006
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◼
◼

Ontario Graduate Scholarship, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
Graduate Teaching Assistant Award, Department of Economics, University of Western
Ontario, 2004

A.11. Peer reviewer of academic articles
◼

American Economic Review, Biometrics, Canadian Journal of Economics, Econometrica,
Economic Inquiry, Economics Letters, Econometric Reviews, Empirical Economics,
European Journal of Health Economics, International Economic Review, Journal of
Applied Econometrics, Journal of Development Economics, Journal of Econometrics,
Journal of Economic Inequality, Journal of Financial Econometrics, Journal of Income
Distribution, Journal of Nonparametric Statistics, Journal of Statistical Planning and
Inference, Journal of Statistical Theory and Practice, Quality and Quantity, World
Development

A.12. Professional memberships
◼

American Economic Association

◼

American Bar Association

◼

American Statistical Association

◼

American Finance Association
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Appendix B. Program category descriptions
Below I list the program category descriptions that I rely on when categorizing programs: 18
Program Suppliers. Syndicated series, specials, and movies, except those included in the
Devotional Claimants category. Syndicated series and specials are defined as including (1)
programs licensed to and broadcast by at least one US commercial television station during
the calendar year in question, (2) programs produced by or for a broadcast station that are
broadcast by two or more U.S. television stations during the calendar year in question, and
(3) programs produced by or for a U.S. commercial television station that are comprised
predominantly of syndicated elements, such as music videos, cartoons, "PM Magazine," and
locally-hosted movies.
Joint Sports Claimants. Live telecasts of professional and college team sports broadcast by
US and Canadian television stations, except programs in the Canadian Claimants category.
Commercial Television Claimants. Programs produced by or for a US commercial television
station and broadcast only by that station during the calendar year in question, except those
listed in subpart (3) of the Program Suppliers category.
Public Television Claimants. All programs broadcast on US noncommercial educational
television stations.
Devotional Claimants. Syndicated programs of a primarily religious theme, but not limited to
programs produced by or for religious institutions.
Canadian Claimants. All programs broadcast on Canadian television stations, except: (1) live
telecasts of Major League Baseball, National Hockey League, and US college team sports,
and (2) programs owned by US copyright owners.

18

See Exhibit A attached to “Order Lifting Stay and Adopting Claimant Categories,” In re Distribution of
Cable Royalty Funds, Consolidated Proceeding No. 16-CRB-0009-CD (2014-17).
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Appendix C. Description of newly created fields
Fields

Description

total_stations

The total number of stations (by call sign) airing a given program ID (Note: Count excludes simulcast stations).

total_DMA

The total number of DMAs in which a program ID is aired

max_DMA

The maximum number of DMAs by parent ID

ever_big3

Assigned the value 1 when programs with the same parent ID are ever fed by a Big 3 network

ever_syn

Assigned the value 1 when one or more programs with the same parent id are marked as syndicated

network_parent

Assigned the value 1 when one or more programs with the same parent ID are fed by a network. (Programs airing
on WGNA are assigned the value 1 if the same program ID never airs on WGN in the same year AND is not a
news program. These airings receive special treatment because WGNA is recorded as a network in the Red Bee
Media database.)
Assigned the value NULL if station of origination is NULL

local_orig

For non WGNA stations, assigned the value 1 if call sign (without suffix) is the same as the call sign (without
suffix) of the station of origination
For WGNA, assigned the value 1 if station of origination is “WGN” or “WGNA”

live

Assigned the value 1 for all first airings (with ltr is NULL) of programs that are recorded as “live” (ltr= “L”) on
one or more stations within three hours of the original live air_datetime

evidence_of_syndication

If max_DMA>1, total_stations>1, everBig3=1, everSyndicated=1, localOrig=0, or network_parent=1, or
cable_parent = 1, or (broadcast_soo = 0 and station_of_origination IS NOT NULL));

broadcast_soo

Assigned the value 1 if station of origination starts with (“K” or “W”); and is not NULL; and not in
'KBSWORLD', 'KCOS CABLE', 'KCSI', 'KENOBLUE', 'KIDS', 'KIDSHD', 'KIDSME', 'KIDSTEEN', 'KISB4',
'KISB5', 'KISBRADIO1', 'KNN', 'KNOW99', 'KOREANTV', 'WALKTV', 'WAPATV', 'WAZOO', ‘WB’, 'WE',
'WEATH', 'WEATH2', ‘WGTECABLE’, ‘WHT’, ‘WNC8’, ‘WNETWORK’, ‘WOD’, ‘WORDNET’,
‘WORLDFISH’, ‘WORLDFISHD’, ‘WORLD’, ‘WORSHIP’, ‘WOW’, ‘WPTCABLE’, ‘WRN’, ‘WT05’,
‘WTHRNATION’

missing_soo

Assigned the value 1 if station of origination is NULL

is_news

Assigned the value 1 if title contains “news” and genre equals “news” OR title equals “stories of hope: facing
breast cancer” OR title contains “Chicago’s summer blast” OR “Chicago’s very own”
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Appendix D. Categorization
D.1. Identification of educational programs
(35)

All airings of programs on stations identified as educational (i.e., contains “E” in the
station_type field within the CDC Data) are categorized as PTV.

D.2. Identification of Canadian programs
(36)

Programs that remain uncategorized are included in the Canadian category if
1. The program aired on a Canadian broadcast station, and
2. The program is not in Major League Baseball, National Hockey League, or US college
team sports, and
3. The program either
A. Originated from a country other than the United States,19 or
B. Is missing the program’s country of origin but the station of origination is a
Canadian station.

D.3. Identification of Big-3 programs
(37)

Any uncategorized program airing on a commercial over-the-air (OTA) station is categorized
as Big-3 if
1. The program aired within a day of the same program being aired by any of the Big-3
network stations;20 or
2. The program has the same parent ID as a program airing simultaneously on any of the
Big-3 network stations; or
3. The program has the same parent ID as a program aired on any of the Big3 network
stations within a day of the original program; and
19
20

CRTC maintains program log data that include a country of origin field.
The Big-3 networks include ABC, CBS, and NBC.
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A. The program is not an off-network syndicated program; and
B. The commercial OTA station is affiliated with any of the Big-3 networks.

D.4. Identification of sports programs
(38)

Any uncategorized program is categorized as a JSC program if the program is live, longer
than 30 minutes, and any one of the following conditions is true:
1. The show type is “Sports Programming” and contains sports-related key words in the title
or categories; or
2. The program has a parent ID that is associated with programs that have sports-related key
words in the title or categories and does not have “national team” listed in the categories.

(39)

Additionally, any uncategorized programs are included in the JSC program category if they
are
1. Longer than 90 minutes; and
2. Missing information on whether the program is “Live;” and
3. Have a show type that is “Sports Programming.”

D.5. Identification of movies
(40)

Uncategorized programs that contain either “MOV” or “MOVTBA” listed as the show type
code are categorized as a movie.

D.6. Identification of Devotional programs
(41)

Uncategorized programs that have evidence of syndication21 and either have religious key
words in their titles, genres, and categories or the station of origination is CBN or CTN are
categorized as devotional.

21

For the purposes of categorization, a program is considered as having evidence of syndication if (1) it ever aired on a
network or cable station, (2) it is ever categorized as Big-3, (3) the station of origination is not missing and not the same
as the airing station, or (4) it is aired by more than one station or within multiple DMAs.
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D.7. Identification of commercial programs
(42)

Uncategorized programs that are aired on commercial US stations and that do not have
evidence of syndication—including programs containing “local program” or “local
programming” in the title—are categorized as CTV programs.

D.8. Identification of program supplier programs
(43)

Movies and uncategorized programs (other than those with show type code “OFFAIR” or
“TBA”) are categorized as program supplier programs.
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Appendix E. Maps
E.1. KOZL-DT
Figure 7. Locations of communities that received KOZL-DT as a distant signal in 2015

Sources: CDC data, Red Bee Media data and Nielsen DMA data.
Note: The circle illustrates a 150-mile radius from the location of the station. The coloring and labels in the map correspond to
Nielsen DMA data.
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Figure 8. CTV programming aired on KOZL-DT in 2015
Title
Daybreak on Z
KOLR 10 News at 9 on Z
The New Uncle Gregory Horror Hour
Full Draw Madness
Bowdacious Outdoors
Capitol View
Missouri State Men's Basketball Highlights
Ozark Traditions
417 Waterfowl
Go Bluegrass
Show-Me Chefs
Andy B's Charity Bowling League
KOLR 10 News @ 9 on Z-Saturday
Bluegrass Local
SOS Springfield
Ozarks News Journal
Four State Franchise Boxing
No Holds Barred
Ryde It TV
Salvation Army Bucket Blitz
Cares TV
417Bowhunters
Lady Bear Basketball Courtside
KOLR10 Pet Connection
Houston Afterhours
Mountain Home Arkansas...A Well Kept Secret
We Live United
Source: Red Bee Media data.
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E.2. WREG-DT
Figure 9. Locations of communities that received WREG-DT as a distant signal in 2015

Sources: CDC data, Red Bee Media data and Nielsen DMA data.
Note: The circle illustrates a 150-mile radius from the location of the station. The coloring and labels in the map correspond to
Nielsen DMA data.
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Figure 10. CTV programming aired on WREG-DT in 2015
Title
WREG News Channel 3 Live at 9am
WREG News Channel 3 at 10pm
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak Saturday Edition
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 4:30am
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 5:30am
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 5am
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 6:30am
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 6am
WREG News Channel 3 at 5pm
WREG News Channel 3 at 4:30pm
WREG News Channel 3 at 4pm
WREG News Channel 3 at Noon
WREG News Channel 3 at 6pm
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak Sunday Edition
WREG News Channel 3 Live at 9am
Touched by the Truth
WREG News Channel 3 Sunday at 5pm
WREG News Channel 3 Sunday at 10pm
WREG News Channel 3 Saturday at 10pm
Informed Sources
Life Church Of Memphis
WREG News Channel 3 Saturday at 6pm
WREG News Channel 3 Saturday at 5pm
WREG Severe Weather Coverage
WREG Local Special
FedEx St. Jude Classic Highlights
Memphis: On a Mission
10th Annual Go Jim Go Telethon
Grizzlies Playoff Special: We are Memphis
MLGW Plus One Telethon
Source: Red Bee Media data.
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E.3. KARK-DT
Figure 11. Locations of communities that received KARK-DT as a distant signal in 2015 (by system)

Sources: CDC data, Red Bee Media data and Nielsen DMA data.
Note: The circle illustrates a 150-mile radius from the location of the station. The coloring and labels in the map correspond to
Nielsen DMA data.
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Figure 12. CTV programming aired on KARK-DT in 2015
Title
KARK 4 Today
KARK 4 Today @ 5
KARK 4 Today @ 6
KARK 4 @ 10
KARK 4 @ 5
KARK 4 @ 6
KARK 4 @ 10 Weekend
KARK 4 @ 5 Weekend
KARK 4 @ 6 Weekend
2015 Community Service Awards
Ahead of the Storm: Arkansas Storm Team Severe Weather Special
Source: Red Bee Media data.
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E.4. WJHL-DT
Figure 13. Locations of communities that received WJHL-DT as a distant signal in 2015

Sources: CDC data, Red Bee Media data and Nielsen DMA data.
Note: The circle illustrates a 150-mile radius from the location of the station. The coloring and labels in the map correspond to
Nielsen DMA data.
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Figure 14. CTV programming aired on WJHL-DT in 2015
Title
WJHL 6a News
Daytime Tri-Cities
WJHL 11p News
WJHL 6p News
WJHL 4:30a News
WJHL 5:30a News
WJHL 5a News
WJHL 12p News
WJHL 5:30p News
WJHL 5p News
WJHL 7p News
WJHL 7a News Saturday
WJHL 7a News Sunday
WJHL 8a News Sunday
University of Tennessee Coach's Show
ETSU Courtside
WJHL 7a News
Lady Vol Basketball Preview
Men's Vol Basketball Preview
University of Tennessee Coaches Show
ETSU Football Kick-off Special
Source: Red Bee Media data.
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I. Qualifications
(1)

I am a Partner with Bates White Economic Consulting (“Bates White”), a firm based in
Washington, DC. I have more than 10 years of experience as an economist working in the
areas of data analytics, statistics, financial modeling, and econometrics (i.e., statistics applied
to economic and financial data). In my capacity as an economist and consultant in these
areas, I have gained significant experience performing economic, statistical, and financial
analyses, working with complex databases, designing and analyzing statistical samples, and
developing classification algorithms, among other things.

(2)

I received a PhD in Economics from Western University, in London, Ontario; an MA degree
in Economics from the University of Waterloo, in Waterloo, Ontario; and a Bachelor of
Commerce degree from Ryerson University, in Toronto.

(3)

I taught classes on mathematics and on probability and statistics while pursuing graduate
studies at Western University and the University of Waterloo. While on the faculty at
Vanderbilt University, I taught classes on probability, statistics, and econometrics at the
undergraduate, master’s, and PhD levels. Since joining Bates White, I have taught a masterslevel course in econometrics as an adjunct instructor at Johns Hopkins University.

(4)

My research has focused on methodological issues in statistics, econometrics, and
measurement, with applications to a variety of subfields within economics and finance. I
have published numerous academic articles in peer-reviewed journals, such as the Journal of
the American Statistical Association, International Economic Review, Journal of Business
and Economic Statistics, Journal of Financial Econometrics, and Journal of Economic
Inequality.

(5)

My background and qualifications are described further in Appendix A.

(6)

Staff at Bates White assisted me with the preparation of my analysis and report. I reserve the
right to incorporate into my analysis additional information or data that may become
available during the course of this proceeding.
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II. Scope and overview
(7)

I was asked by counsel for the Commercial Television (CTV) Claimants to prepare a
database that links cable system distant signal carriage with the programs that actually aired
on each signal that cable systems carried and to categorize the programs according to the
claimant category descriptions as identified by the Copyright Royalty Judges.1 I was further
asked to calculate and summarize distances between distant signals and the communities they
were imported into and to prepare maps to reflect the geographic distribution of distant
carriage of certain commercial broadcast stations, for use by another CTV witness.

(8)

In the next section, I describe the data sets that I relied on when creating the programming
and station carriage database. In subsequent sections, I describe how I used the information
in this database to categorize programs in accordance with the claimant category
descriptions, and I summarize my calculations of distances between distant signals and the
communities they were imported into.

1

See Exhibit A attached to “Order Lifting Stay and adopting Claimant Categories,” In re Distribution of
Cable Royalty Funds, Consolidated Proceeding No. NO. 16-CRB-0009 (2014-17).
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III. Royalty, carriage, and programming database
(9)

In this section, I describe the data sources and steps that I undertook to prepare a
comprehensive database that links operating characteristics, royalty information, and channel
lineups for cable systems to the television programming that was actually aired on the
stations that they chose to carry.

III.A. Royalty and carriage data
(10)

My first step was to link cable system characteristics and their distant signal carriage to the
programs carried on each signal. I created this link by merging cable system and distant
signal carriage data to television programming and scheduling data.

(11)

For cable system and distant signal carriage data, I used a dataset provided by Cable Data
Corporation (CDC) that covers each semiannual accounting period from 2014-1 through
2017-2 for the larger “Form 3” cable systems.2 CDC compiles and digitizes data directly
from the SA3 Statement of Account (SOA) forms that Form 3 cable systems are required to
file semiannually at the Licensing Section of the Copyright Office.3

(12)

The SOAs ask cable systems to provide information about their ownership, rates, gross
receipts, total number of subscribers, and communities served. The SOAs also ask cable
systems to identify every broadcast television station carried and to calculate royalties owed
for the transmission of distant signals under Section 111 of the Copyright Act of 1976.

(13)

Figure 1 shows the number of Form 3 cable systems, gross receipts, and total royalties per
accounting period from 2014 to 2017.

2

3

“Form 3” systems are cable systems with semiannual gross receipts in excess of $527,600 that are required
to submit an SA3 Long Form to the US Copyright Office. They are the only systems required to identify
which of the stations they carry are distant signals, and they account for over 90% of the total royalties paid
by all cable systems during 2014–2017.
I understand that the CDC data will be introduced by Jonda K. Martin, President and Owner of CDC, in her
direct testimony in this proceeding.
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Figure 1. Number of systems, gross receipts, and total royalties in each accounting period
Accounting
period
2014-1
2014-2
2015-1
2015-2
2016-1
2016-2
2017-1
2017-2

Number of
systems

Number of systems that carry
at least one distant signal

Gross receipts
($ millions)

Total royalties
($ millions)

948
951
962
953
940
934
941
924

826
819
674
585
525
515
516
508

8,933
9,151
9,405
9,473
9,349
9,174
9,266
9,200

111.9
113.8
104.7
103.0
101.3
99.3
100.4
99.8

Source: CDC data.
Note: The figure includes the number of Form 3 cable systems per accounting period, as well as gross receipts collected, and
total royalties paid by these systems (in millions).

(14)

Starting with the first accounting period of 2010, the SOAs asked cable systems to associate
each community served with (1) the set of local and distant broadcast stations that a system
carried in a community (i.e., the channel lineup) and (2) a subscriber group that includes the
names of all communities receiving the same complement of distant signals. For example,
Blue Ridge Communications in Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania, reported a single channel lineup
in 2014-2 for its 36 communities. However, Blue Ridge also reported multiple subscriber
groups to account for the fact that WSKG-DT was carried systemwide but was distant to only
8 of the 36 communities it served.

(15)

The addition of subscriber groups to the SOAs in 2010 addressed the issue of cases where
distant signals were actually carried to fewer than all of the system’s subscribers; this helped
align royalty calculations with actual carriage. Because all subscribers in a subscriber group
receive the same set of distant signals, cable systems are able to calculate and report royalties
based on only the gross receipts derived from subscribers within a subscriber group and the
distant signals carried to that subscriber group.

(16)

Figure 2 reports the average number of subscriber groups in each accounting period together
with the average numbers of communities served and distant signals per subscriber group. As
is clear from the table, the average number of subscriber groups—and hence the average
number of distinct bundles of distant signals offered to communities—declined by 1.4
between the first accounting period in 2014 and the second accounting period in 2017.
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Figure 2. Average subscriber groups per system, and average communities and distant signals per
subscriber group
Accounting
Period
2014-1
2014-2
2015-1
2015-2
2016-1
2016-2
2017-1
2017-2

Average number of
subscriber groups
per system

Average number of
communities served
per subscriber group*

Average number of distant signals per
subscriber group*

3.6
3.5
2.7
2.4
2.2
2.23
2.2
2.2

7.1
7.12
7.5
7.8
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4

2.3
2.3
2.0
1.8
1.9
2.1
2.2
2.2

Source: CDC data.
Note: The figure reports the average number of subscriber groups per system, as well as the average numbers of communities served and distant signals
broadcast per subscriber group. *These calculations exclude subscriber groups that report no distant signals.

III.B. Station, program, and scheduling data
(17)

While the CDC database provides detailed information about cable systems, their carriage of
television broadcast stations to the communities they serve, and the royalties paid for their
carriage of distant signals, it does not contain information about the television programs these
distant signals actually aired. Thus, to link the carriage and royalty data with television
programming, I supplemented the CDC database with station, program, and scheduling data
provided by Red Bee Media.

(18)

Red Bee Media is an international broadcasting and media services company that provides
television airing data to a wide variety of clients.4 Indeed, among other things, Red Bee
Media publishes interactive program guides for cable systems using programming data that it
sources directly from stations.5

(19)

I used Red Bee Media’s entire database of US, Canadian, and Mexican broadcast and cable
channels carried by US cable television systems, together with its network data and its
detailed program and scheduling data for every day from January 1, 2014, to December 31,
2017. In particular, for each station, the database lists the set of program IDs that aired on the
station and the dates and times when those programs aired. For each program ID, the
4

5

Red Bee Media, formerly Ericsson Broadcast and Media Services, acquired the TV metadata company FYI
Television, Inc. in 2016. See Ericsson, “Ericsson Announces Intention to Acquire FYI Television,” press
release, January 18, 2016, https://www.ericsson.com/en/press-releases/2016/1/ericsson-announces-intentionto-acquire-fyi-television.
See “AT&T Signs Long-Term Agreement with for Exclusive TV Metadata & Image Content Services,” FYI
Television, September 17, 2013, http://blog.fyitelevision.com/2013/09/at-signs-long-term-agreement-withfyi.html#sthash.Di7aSC6p.dpbs.
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database includes the program’s title, type (e.g., movie or series), its station of origination,
and a host of other information. For example, the Red Bee Media database shows that WPIXDT aired Friends at 8:30 am (UTC) on March 3, 2014, and that this particular episode is an
off-network syndicated program that is part of a situational comedy series that was originally
broadcast by NBC.
(20)

In total, the Red Bee Media database includes intraday scheduling data for each of the 1,461
days in the 4-year period and for over 8,000 broadcast stations and cable channels that,
combined, aired over 1.5 million unique programs.6
Figure 3. Summary statistics for the Red Bee Media database
Unique broadcast station IDs
8,087

Unique cable station IDs

Unique program IDs

Total broadcast programming
hours (millions)

2,274

1,591,239

229

Note: The figure shows the count of unique broadcast station IDs, cable station IDs, and program IDs, as well as the total
broadcast programming hours (i.e., total runtime) as reported in the Red Bee Media data.

III.C. CRTC program log data
(21)

In addition to the CDC and Red Bee Media data, I also downloaded television program log data7 from
the Canadian Radio‑television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC), which regulates and
supervises broadcasting and telecommunications within Canada. According to the CRTC, program
logging “enables the Commission to verify the compliance of television licensees with regulations
and conditions of licen[s]e, and to gather information necessary for monitoring the impact of its
policies on the broadcasting system….”8

(22)

Included in the program logs is a “country of origin” field that “describes the country in which the
program is produced.”9 Because the “country of origin” field is useful in the categorization of
programming on Canadian broadcast stations that were retransmitted by US cable systems, I include
this field in the final database by merging the station-level airings reported in the CRTC data with the
station-level airings reported in the Red Bee Media database.

6

7

8

9

The database reflects 24 hours of scheduled airings data for each of the 1,461 days in the 4-year period
(including a leap day in 2016).
See “Television Program Logs,” accessed 2020-11-13, https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/800106c10b08-401e-8be2-ac45d62e662e.
See “Program Logs,” accessed 2020-11-13,
https://applications.crtc.gc.ca/opendata/television%20logs/data%20dictionary.doc.
Id.
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IV. Categorization of programs and program minutes
(23)

I understand that this proceeding involves six claimant groups: Canadian, Commercial
Television (CTV), Devotional, Joint Sports Claimants (JSC), Program Suppliers, and Public
Television (PTV). I further understand that, in prior proceedings, the claimant groups agreed
on the types of programs that fall within their category. I have included these claimant
category descriptions in Appendix D.

(24)

I developed an algorithm using the data fields and information provided by Red Bee Media
and the CRTC to assign program airings to their correct categories. The algorithm works by
sequentially identifying, categorizing, and then removing successfully categorized programs.
For example, my algorithm identified every program broadcast on US noncommercial
educational stations,10 categorized them as PTV programs, and removed them from the list of
program airings that remained to be categorized. Similarly, I identified Canadian content
broadcast on Canadian stations, categorized them as Canadian programs, and removed them
from the list of program airings that remained to be categorized. Next, I used Red Bee
Media’s network data to identify airings that were fed by one of the big three (Big-3) national
networks: ABC, NBC, and CBS. These Big-3 program airings were categorized as such and
then removed from the list of program airings that remained to be categorized. This step was
followed by identification of JSC programming, movies—which belong to the Program
Suppliers—then Devotional and CTV programming. Any programming that remained
uncategorized after this process was completed was categorized as a Program Suppliers
program.11

(25)

Some parts of the categorization are straightforward. For example, Red Bee Media’s
show_type_code indicates whether a program is a movie, and I relied on this field to
categorize movies that belong to the Program Suppliers category. Other parts of the
categorization are more nuanced and often require consideration of multiple fields. For
example, the JSC category includes only live telecasts of professional sports, thereby
requiring consideration of not only the program but also its airing type.12

(26)

To assist with some of the more nuanced categories, I also added new fields. For example,
for each of the four years, I calculated the total number of broadcast stations and cable
10

11

12

On their SOA forms, cable systems are required to identify whether stations are noncommercial,
independent, or network, and this information is included in the CDC data.
I excluded “off-air” and “TBA” minutes from the categorization. Programming minutes on commercial
stations that were carried as distant signals but not found in the Red Bee Media database and not proxied for
were assigned to an “uncategorized” category, which comprised less than 1.2% of station-accounting
period-subscriber group observations.
The ltr field in the Red Bee Media database indicates whether a program airing is live, taped, or replayed.
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channels that aired a given program, and I calculated the number of Designated Market Areas
(DMAs) in which that program aired.13 I used these and other calculated fields to refine and
enhance the accuracy of the categorization algorithm.
(27)

I reviewed the application of the algorithm on a program-by-program basis and compared the
results to claimant lists that were provided to me. I also continued supplementing and
refining the algorithm until it appeared to be categorizing programs accurately.

(28)

Figure 4 summarizes total minutes airing on distant signals by claimant category and year.
Figure 4. Total minutes airing on non-exempt distant signals by year (millions)
Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2014–17

Number of unique
distant signals

Program
Suppliers

JSC

CTV

PTV

Devotional

Canadian

2,610
2,626
2,913
3,140
2,822

303.2468
312.3878
336.767.25
347.2578
1,299.63301.50

2.67
2.60
2.48
2.67
10.43

48.71
45.99
43.71
44.28
182.69

182.80
187.42
249.84
296.61
916.68

27.56
26.73
28.77
26.86
109.91

7.376.93
7.8343
7.7121
7.7218
30.6228.75

Sources: Red Bee Media and CDC.
Note: The figure reports the total number of minutes airing on non-exempt distant signals by claimant category and year.

(29)

Having assigned programs to the claimant categories, I proceeded to identify the share of
compensable minutes of each claimant type that aired on WGN prior to WGNA’s conversion
to a cable network on December 13, 2014.14 I performed this calculation by comparing
individual program airings on WGNA to the individual program airings on WGN and
categorizing the overlapping program airings as compensable. For example, Figure 5 shows
that WGN and WGNA both aired “WGN News at Nine” in the same time slot on January 2,
2014, and different programming in the adjacent time slots. Consequently, I categorize this
airing of “WGN News at Nine” as compensable, and I categorize the non-overlapping
programs in the adjacent time slots as non-compensable.

13

14

I have compiled a list of calculated fields in Appendix C.
See “News Nation” at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NewsNation#:~:text=On%20December%2013%2C%202014%2C%20WGN,p
roviders%20DirecTV%20and%20Dish%20Network. In addition to Big-3 network airings that were already
excluded, I understand that programs airing on WGN’s over-the-air Chicago station (WGN-local) that were
not simultaneously broadcast on WGN’s nationally distributed distant signal (WGNA) are noncompensable.
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Figure 5. Snapshot of WGN and WGNA airings data

Time (UTC)
02:00:00
02:30:00
03:00:00
04:00:00
04:30:00

WGNA

WGN

Program title

Program runtime

Rules of Engagement
Rules of Engagement
WGN News at Nine
How I Met Your Mother
Rules of Engagement

30 min
30 min
60 min
30 min
30 min

Program title

Program runtime

The Tomorrow People

60 min

WGN News at Nine
The Arsenio Hall Show

60 min
60 min

Source: Red Bee data.
Note: The figure shows a subset of programs that aired on WGNA and WGN on January 2, 2014.

(30)

I also calculated the numbers of minutes of programming fed by networks (e.g., ABC, CBS,
NBC, Fox, PBS, or CW) on distant signals that were duplicative of network programs airing
on local stations or multiple distant signals carried in the same subscriber group.

(31)

I include a detailed description of the final categorization algorithm and my process for
identification of compensable WGNA minutes and duplicative network minutes in Appendix
D.
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V. Distance measures
(32)

I was asked by counsel for the CTV Claimants to analyze the available information to map
the locations of broadcast stations and the communities that received their programming as
distant signals, in order to calculate the straight-line distances between the distant cable
communities and the stations they received. The CDC database includes geographic
information for each station’s city of license15 as well as geographic information identifying
the communities served by cable systems. I used this information together with Google
Maps, a web-based mapping service, to assign numerical coordinates to each community and
the city of license for each station that was retransmitted as a distant signal.16 I then
computed the distance between each pair of distant station-community coordinates.17

(33)

Figure 6 shows the distribution of distances between stations and the communities that
received their content as distant signals. Across 2014–2017, nearly 95% of the distant signals
imported were within 150 miles of the community served, and over 97% were within 200
miles.

(34)

I was also asked to prepare maps showing the geographic concentration of distant Form 3
system carriage for KOZL-DT, KARK-DT, WJHL-DT, and WREG-DT in the first and
second accounting periods of 2015. I did so using location information available from CDC,
web-based mapping tools available from Google Maps, and DMA-related information from
Nielsen. I understand that these maps, which are included in Exhibit E below, will be
discussed by another CTV expert, Mike Vaughn in the course of his testimony.

15

16

17

Section G of the SA3 Long Form asks cable systems to list the community to which the station is licensed
by the FCC. See, e.g., https://www.copyright.gov/forms/sa3.pdf.
See, e.g., “Geocoding API,” Google Maps Platform, accessed 2022-06-22,
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/.
Consistent with distance-measure analyses presented in previous copyright royalty distribution proceedings,
I excluded the superstations WGN, WPIX, WSBK, and WWOR from my analysis.
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Figure 6. Distribution of distances between communities and non-exempt distant signals
Distance in
miles
50 or under
50-100
100-150
150-200
200-250
250-300
300-350
350-400
400-500
500-600
600-700
700-800
800-900
900-1,000
1,000-1,500
1,500-2,000
2,000-2,500

Number of distant signal-community pairs
2014
5,088
22,363
5,164
720
212
121
41
12
32
122
41
43
5
1
3
188
9

2015
4,765
22,857
5,709
791
267
122
37
15
35
119
42
46
5
1
3
173
4

2016
4,608
22,390
5,660
804
233
107
35
13
35
123
40
48
5
1
3
171
7

Cumulative percentage

2017
5,014
25,223
6,446
1,092
310
132
41
7
45
121
40
46
5
2
4
295
9

2014
14.89%
80.35%
95.46%
97.57%
98.19%
98.55%
98.67%
98.70%
98.79%
99.15%
99.27%
99.40%
99.41%
99.41%
99.42%
99.97%
100.00%

2015
13.62%
78.94%
95.26%
97.52%
98.28%
98.63%
98.73%
98.78%
98.88%
99.22%
99.34%
99.47%
99.48%
99.49%
99.49%
99.99%
100.00%

2016
13.44%
78.75%
95.26%
97.61%
98.28%
98.60%
98.70%
98.74%
98.84%
99.20%
99.31%
99.45%
99.47%
99.47%
99.48%
99.98%
100.00%

2017
12.91%
77.87%
94.47%
97.28%
98.08%
98.42%
98.52%
98.54%
98.66%
98.97%
99.07%
99.19%
99.20%
99.21%
99.22%
99.98%
100.00%

Sources: CDC and location coordinates calculated using Google Map API. Excluding WGN, WPIX, WSBK, and WWOR.
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Appendix A. Curriculum vitae
A.1. Summary of experience
Chris Bennett is an expert in financial modeling, data analytics, statistics, and econometrics.
He has been retained to provide oral and written testimony in federal and state courts on a
range of issues including economic and financial damages, class certification, and statistical
sampling, working on behalf of whistleblowers, class representatives, law firms, and
corporate clients. In his roles as both a testifying expert and consulting economist, Dr.
Bennett has gained significant experience in a wide range of high-profile matters involving
financial securities, structured products, contract claims, copyright infringement, the
allocation of copyright royalties, and qui tam actions brought under the False Claims Act.
Prior to joining Bates White, Dr. Bennett was an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Economics at Vanderbilt University where he conducted original research and taught courses
in statistics and econometric analysis. His research has been published in leading academic
journals, including the Journal of Financial Econometrics, the International Economic
Review, the Journal of Business and Economic Statistics, and the Journal of the American
Statistical Association.

A.2. Education
◼

PhD, Economics, Western University, ON, Canada

◼

MA, Economics, University of Waterloo, ON, Canada

◼

BComm, Ryerson University, ON, Canada

A.3. Professional experience
◼

Bates White Economic Consulting


Partner, 2021–present



Principal, 2017–2020



Managing Economist, 2013–2016

◼

Adjunct Instructor, Johns Hopkins University, 2015

◼

Assistant Professor, Vanderbilt University, 2008–2013

◼

Instructor, Western University, 2006, 2007; Instructor, University of Waterloo, 2001, 2002
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A.4. Expert reports, declarations, and testimony
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Authored expert report and provided deposition testimony in United States of America ex rel.
Gwen Thrower, Plaintiff, v. Academy Mortgage Corp., No. 16-CV-02120-EMC (U.S. Dist. Ct.
N.D.CA): 2021-2022
Authored expert report and provided deposition testimony in Adrian Bombin et al v. Southwest
Airlines Co., No. 5:20-cv-01883-JMG (E.D. Pa. filed 2020): 2021-2022.
Authored declaration on behalf of the National Association of Broadcasters in In Categorization
of Claims for Cable or Satellite Royalty Funds and Treatment of Ineligible Claims No. 19-CRB0014-RM (U.S. Copyright Royalty Board): 2020
Authored expert report and provided deposition testimony in In Phoenix Light SF DAC and
Kleros Preferred Funding V PLC v. The Bank of New York Mellon, No. 18-cv-1194 (U.S. Dist.
Ct. S.D.N.Y.): 2019–2021.
Authored expert reports in In re Distribution of 2010–2013 Satellite Royalty Funds No. 14-CRB0011-SD (2010-13) (U.S. Copyright Royalty Board): 2018–2019
Authored expert reports and provided trial testimony in In re Distribution of 2010–2013 Cable
Royalty Funds, No. 14-CRB-0010-CD (2010-2013) (U.S. Copyright Royalty Board): 2014–2019.

A.5. Selected litigation and consulting experience
◼

◼

◼

◼

Led team supporting testifying expert with data analytics and statistical analysis in UMG
Recordings, Inc., et al v. Bright House Networks, LLC. No. 1:19-cv-00874 (U.S. Dist. Ct. M.D.
Fla.): 2021–present.
Led team supporting testifying expert with data analytics and statistical analysis in Warner
Records Inc. et al v. Charter Communications, Inc. No. 1:19-cv-00874 (U.S. Dist. Ct. D. Colo.):
2021–present.
On behalf of IBM, led team in responding to a complaint filed by the People of the State of
California, alleging that The Weather Channel (TWC) mobile app misled users by failing to
provide transparent details about how TWC used app users’ location data. Analyzed the response
of The Weather Channel app users to various events as well as TWC's disclosures and changes to
permission prompts related to the use and sharing of location data.
Supported experts with econometric modeling of overcharges In re Rail Freight Fuel Surcharge
Antitrust Litigation, a matter which involves allegations that the four largest US-based Class I
railroads conspired to increase the price of rail freight transportation services in the United States
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Supported testifier in Gerrit H. Brouwer et al. v. Wyndham Vacation Resorts, Inc. et al., No.
2014-CA008533 (Fl. Cir. Ct. 9th Jud. Cir. Orange Ct.): 2017–present. Provided support to
evaluate lost profits damages and the reasonableness and reliability of opinions offered by
Plaintiffs' expert.
Led team supporting testifying expert to quantify damages in a reinsurance arbitration: 2019–
present.
In the matter ResCap Liquidating Trust v. Primary Residential Mortgage, Inc., No. 16-cv-4070
(SRN/HB) (U.S. Dist. Ct. MN.): 2016–2020, led team supporting testifying expert and counsel
with sampling and damages analyses. Final judgment amounting to $22M entered in ResCap’s
favor.
Supported testifying expert report in Ernest Yaeger, Jr. et al. v. Wyndham Vacation Resorts, Inc.
et al., No. 2014-CA008054 (Fl. Cir. Ct. 9th Jud. Cir. Orange Ct.): 2017–present. Provided support
to evaluate lost profits damages and the reasonableness and reliability of opinions offered by
Plaintiffs' expert.
Provided consulting services and supported testifying expert in ResCap Liquidating Trust v.
Home Loan Center, No. 14-cv-1716 (U.S. Dist. Ct. MN.): 2015–2018. Jury awarded ResCap
damages in the amount of $28.7M.
Led economic and statistical analyses on behalf of the U.S. Department of Justice in a FIRREA
action brought against a major US. Bank.
Supported testifying expert on behalf of monoline insurer in Financial Guaranty Insurance
Company v. Morgan Stanley ABS Capital I Inc., 652853/2014 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed
2014): 2018–2019.
Supported Plaintiffs’ expert with the estimation of economic damages in Commerzbank AG v.
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 15-cv-10033 (S.D.N.Y. filed 2015): 2018–present.
Provided consulting services and supported testifying expert in Phoenix Light SF Limited v. Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 14-cv-10102 (S.D.N.Y. filed 2014): 2018–present.
Led team of consultants on behalf of monoline insurer in Ambac Assurance Corp. v. First
Franklin Financial Corp., No. 651217/2012 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2018–2020.
Provided consulting services on sampling and damages to the U.S. Department of Justice in
United States of America v. Guild Mortgage Company., No. 1:13-cv-01913 (U.S. Dist. Ct.
D.D.C.): 2016–2020. Guild Mortgage agreed to pay $24.9 million to the federal government to
resolve the False Claims Act suit.
Supported testifying expert’s written report and deposition testimony on sampling and damages
on behalf of the U.S. Department of Justice in United States of America v. Quicken Loans Inc.,
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No. 2:16-cv-14050 (U.S. Dist. Ct. E.D.Mich.): 2016–2019. Quicken ultimately agreed to pay
$32.5 million to the federal government to resolve the False Claims Act suit.
◼

◼

◼

Led economic and statistical analyses for the US. DOJ in a FIRREA action brought against a
major US. Bank.
Supported testifying expert on behalf of the Securities Exchange Commission to estimate
damages in an enforcement action brought under Rule 10(b)-5.
Provided support with sampling designs and the estimation of damages in numerous RMBS putback cases, including:














◼

◼

◼

U.S. Bank Nat’l Ass’n (as Trustee) v. Merrill Lynch Mortg. Invrs. and Bank of Am., N.A.,
654403/2012 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2016.
Citigroup Mortgage Loan Trust 2007-AMC3 v. Citigroup Global Markets Realty Corp., No.
13-cv-2843-GBD) (S.D.N.Y. filed 2013): 2016.
Home Equity Asset Trust 2007-1 v. DLJ Mortgage Capital, Inc., 650369/2013 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.,
N.Y. Cnty. filed 2013): 2016–2017.
Morgan Stanley Mort. Loan Trust 2006-10SL, Mortg. Pass-Through Certificates, Series
2006-10SL v. Morgan Stanley Mortg. Capital Holdings LLC, 652612/2012 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.,
N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2016.
Morgan Stanley Mort. Loan Trust 2006-14SL, Mortg. Pass-Through Certificates, Series
2006-14SL v. Morgan Stanley Mortg. Capital Holdings LLC, No. 652763/2012 (N.Y. Sup.
Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2015–2016.
Home Equity Mortg. Trust Series 2006-1 v. DLJ Mortg. Capital, Inc., No. 156016/2012
(N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty. filed 2012): 2014–2019.
Bank of N.Y. Mellon v. WMC Mortg. Corp., No. 654464/2012 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., N.Y. Cnty.
filed 2012): 2015.

Provided economic and statistical consulting support to the U.S. Department of Justice in its
investigation of stated-income mortgage loans sold by one of the top 10 retail banks in the U.S.
Supported testifying expert with the submission of expert reports and the preparation of oral
testimony at preliminary and final International Trade Commission hearings in Certain Oil
Country Tubular Goods (OCTG) (701-TA-499) demonstrating the deleterious effects of unfairly
traded imports of OCTG, including lower levels of investment, profitability, and employment in
the domestic oil industry.
In In re TFT-LCD Antitrust Litigation, supported testifying expert to a large coalition of directaction plaintiffs involved in price-fixing litigations in the United States, Asia, and Europe.
Performed economic analyses to assess liability and damages resulting from the illegal conduct.
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◼

Provided consulting services for a coalition of direct-action plaintiffs in In re Puerto Rican
Cabotage Antitrust Litigation.

A.6. Other professional experience
Prior to joining Bates White, Dr. Bennett was Assistant Professor of Economics at Vanderbilt
University. He has also taught courses at Johns Hopkins University, Western University, and the
University of Waterloo, and was formerly a licensed Investment Representative at TD Waterhouse,
where he executed securities trades on behalf of retail clients.

A.7. Publications
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

“CLO Structures, Risk, and Participants” (with Ilan Guedj, Karl Snow, Jason Vitullo). Bloomberg
Law. October 2020.
"Graphical Procedures for Multiple Comparisons under General Dependence" (with Brennan S.
Thompson). Journal of the American Statistical Association 111, no. 515 (2016): 1278–88.
"Ignorance, lotteries, and measures of economic inequality" (with Ricardas Zitikis). Journal of
Economic Inequality 13, no. 2 (2015): 309–16.
"Estimation of Optimal Portfolio Weights under Parameter Uncertainty and User-Specified
Constraints: A Perturbation Method" (with Ricardas Zitikis). Journal of Statistical Theory and
Practice 8, no. 3 (2014): 423–38.
"Estimating Optimal Decision Rules in the Presence of Model Parameter Uncertainty." Journal of
Financial Econometrics 11, no. 1 (2013): 47–75.
"Examining the Distributional Treatment Effects of Military Service on Earnings: A Test of
Initial Dominance" (with Ricardas Zitikis). Journal of Business and Economic Statistics 31, no. 1
(2013): 1–15.
"Inference for Dominance Relations." International Economic Review 54, no. 4 (2013): 1309–28.
"Multidimensional Poverty: Measurement, Estimation, and Inference" (with Shabana Mitra).
Econometric Reviews 32, no. 1 (2011): 57–83.

A.8. Academic seminars
◼

2012 Brock University, Simon Fraser University, University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, University of Colorado at Denver, Carleton University, University of Calgary,
University of Western Ontario

◼

2011 Pennsylvania State University

◼

2010 Ohio State University, Kansas State University

◼

2009 University of Texas at Austin, Rice University
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◼

2008 Université Laval, Vanderbilt University, University of Western Ontario

A.9. Conference participation
◼
◼

◼

◼

American Economic Association Meeting, San Diego, January 2013 (session chair)
Canadian Econometrics Study Group (CESG), Queen’s University, Kingston, November
2012 (presenter and discussant)
International Conference on Canadian Econometrics Study Group, Queens University,
Kingston, October 2012
Advances in Interdisciplinary Statistics and Combinatorics, University of North Carolina
at Greensboro, October 2012

◼

Midwest Econometrics Group Meeting, Lexington, Kentucky, September 2012

◼

University of Western Ontario Alumni Conference, London, Ontario, September 2012

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Canadian Econometrics Study Group (CESG), Ryerson University, Toronto, October
2011 (presenter and discussant)
Midwest Econometrics Group Meeting, Washington University in St. Louis, September
2010
Canadian Econometrics Study Group (CESG), University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, October 2010
OPHI Workshop on Robustness Methods for Multidimensional Welfare Analysis,
University of Oxford, May 2009 (invited)
Midwest Econometrics Group Meeting, Purdue University, September 2009
North American Summer Meeting of the Econometric Society, Boston University, June
2009 (presenter and session chair)

◼

Midwest Econometrics Group Meeting, Saint Louis University, October 2007

◼

Canadian Economics Association Meeting, Dalhousie University, June 2007

◼

Canadian Econometrics Study Group (CESG), Brock University, October 2006

◼

8th Annual Financial Econometrics Conference, University of Waterloo, March 2006
(invited)

A.10. Awards
◼

Junior Faculty Teaching Fellowship, Vanderbilt University, 2010–2011

◼

T. Merritt Brown Thesis Prize, University of Western Ontario, 2008

◼

◼

Nominated for Undergraduate Professor of the Year, Department of Economics,
University of Western Ontario, 2007
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Doctoral Fellowship, 2006
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◼
◼

Ontario Graduate Scholarship, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
Graduate Teaching Assistant Award, Department of Economics, University of Western
Ontario, 2004

A.11. Peer reviewer of academic articles
◼

American Economic Review, Biometrics, Canadian Journal of Economics, Econometrica,
Economic Inquiry, Economics Letters, Econometric Reviews, Empirical Economics,
European Journal of Health Economics, International Economic Review, Journal of
Applied Econometrics, Journal of Development Economics, Journal of Econometrics,
Journal of Economic Inequality, Journal of Financial Econometrics, Journal of Income
Distribution, Journal of Nonparametric Statistics, Journal of Statistical Planning and
Inference, Journal of Statistical Theory and Practice, Quality and Quantity, World
Development

A.12. Professional memberships
◼

American Economic Association

◼

American Bar Association

◼

American Statistical Association

◼

American Finance Association
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Appendix B. Program category descriptions
Below I list the program category descriptions that I rely on when categorizing programs: 18
Program Suppliers. Syndicated series, specials, and movies, except those included in the
Devotional Claimants category. Syndicated series and specials are defined as including (1)
programs licensed to and broadcast by at least one US commercial television station during
the calendar year in question, (2) programs produced by or for a broadcast station that are
broadcast by two or more U.S. television stations during the calendar year in question, and
(3) programs produced by or for a U.S. commercial television station that are comprised
predominantly of syndicated elements, such as music videos, cartoons, "PM Magazine," and
locally-hosted movies.
Joint Sports Claimants. Live telecasts of professional and college team sports broadcast by
US and Canadian television stations, except programs in the Canadian Claimants category.
Commercial Television Claimants. Programs produced by or for a US commercial television
station and broadcast only by that station during the calendar year in question, except those
listed in subpart (3) of the Program Suppliers category.
Public Television Claimants. All programs broadcast on US noncommercial educational
television stations.
Devotional Claimants. Syndicated programs of a primarily religious theme, but not limited to
programs produced by or for religious institutions.
Canadian Claimants. All programs broadcast on Canadian television stations, except: (1) live
telecasts of Major League Baseball, National Hockey League, and US college team sports,
and (2) programs owned by US copyright owners.

18

See Exhibit A attached to “Order Lifting Stay and Adopting Claimant Categories,” In re Distribution of
Cable Royalty Funds, Consolidated Proceeding No. 16-CRB-0009-CD (2014-17).
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Appendix C. Description of newly created fields
Fields

Description

total_stations

The total number of stations (by call sign) airing a given program ID (Note: Count excludes simulcast stations).

total_DMA

The total number of DMAs in which a program ID is aired

max_DMA

The maximum number of DMAs by parent ID

ever_big3

Assigned the value 1 when programs with the same parent ID are ever fed by a Big 3 network

ever_syn

Assigned the value 1 when one or more programs with the same parent id are marked as syndicated

network_parent

Assigned the value 1 when one or more programs with the same parent ID are fed by a network. (Programs airing
on WGNA are assigned the value 1 if the same program ID never airs on WGN in the same year AND is not a
news program. These airings receive special treatment because WGNA is recorded as a network in the Red Bee
Media database.)
Assigned the value NULL if station of origination is NULL

local_orig

For non WGNA stations, assigned the value 1 if call sign (without suffix) is the same as the call sign (without
suffix) of the station of origination
For WGNA, assigned the value 1 if station of origination is “WGN” or “WGNA”

live

Assigned the value 1 for all first airings (with ltr is NULL) of programs that are recorded as “live” (ltr= “L”) on
one or more stations within three hours of the original live air_datetime

evidence_of_syndication

If max_DMA>1, total_stations>1, everBig3=1, everSyndicated=1, localOrig=0, or network_parent=1, or
cable_parent = 1, or (broadcast_soo = 0 and station_of_origination IS NOT NULL));

broadcast_soo

Assigned the value 1 if station of origination starts with (“K” or “W”); and is not NULL; and not in
'KBSWORLD', 'KCOS CABLE', 'KCSI', 'KENOBLUE', 'KIDS', 'KIDSHD', 'KIDSME', 'KIDSTEEN', 'KISB4',
'KISB5', 'KISBRADIO1', 'KNN', 'KNOW99', 'KOREANTV', 'WALKTV', 'WAPATV', 'WAZOO', ‘WB’, 'WE',
'WEATH', 'WEATH2', ‘WGTECABLE’, ‘WHT’, ‘WNC8’, ‘WNETWORK’, ‘WOD’, ‘WORDNET’,
‘WORLDFISH’, ‘WORLDFISHD’, ‘WORLD’, ‘WORSHIP’, ‘WOW’, ‘WPTCABLE’, ‘WRN’, ‘WT05’,
‘WTHRNATION’

missing_soo

Assigned the value 1 if station of origination is NULL

is_news

Assigned the value 1 if title contains “news” and genre equals “news” OR title equals “stories of hope: facing
breast cancer” OR title contains “Chicago’s summer blast” OR “Chicago’s very own”
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Appendix D. Categorization
D.1. Identification of educational programs
(35)

All airings of programs on stations identified as educational (i.e., contains “E” in the
station_type field within the CDC Data) are categorized as PTV.

D.2. Identification of Canadian programs
(36)

Programs that remain uncategorized are included in the Canadian category if
1. The program aired on a Canadian broadcast station, and
2. The program is not in Major League Baseball, National Hockey League, or US college
team sports, and
3. The program either
A. Originated from a country other than the United States,19 or
B. Is missing the program’s country of origin but the station of origination is a
Canadian station.

D.3. Identification of Big-3 programs
(37)

Any uncategorized program airing on a commercial over-the-air (OTA) station is categorized
as Big-3 if
1. The program aired within a day of the same program being aired by any of the Big-3
network stations;20 or
2. The program has the same parent ID as a program airing simultaneously on any of the
Big-3 network stations; or
3. The program has the same parent ID as a program aired on any of the Big3 network
stations within a day of the original program; and
19
20

CRTC maintains program log data that include a country of origin field.
The Big-3 networks include ABC, CBS, and NBC.
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A. The program is not an off-network syndicated program; and
B. The commercial OTA station is affiliated with any of the Big-3 networks.

D.4. Identification of sports programs
(38)

Any uncategorized program is categorized as a JSC program if the program is live, longer
than 30 minutes, and any one of the following conditions is true:
1. The show type is “Sports Programming” and contains sports-related key words in the title
or categories; or
2. The program has a parent ID that is associated with programs that have sports-related key
words in the title or categories and does not have “national team” listed in the categories.

(39)

Additionally, any uncategorized programs are included in the JSC program category if they
are
1. Longer than 90 minutes; and
2. Missing information on whether the program is “Live;” and
3. Have a show type that is “Sports Programming.”

D.5. Identification of movies
(40)

Uncategorized programs that contain either “MOV” or “MOVTBA” listed as the show type
code are categorized as a movie.

D.6. Identification of Devotional programs
(41)

Uncategorized programs that have evidence of syndication21 and either have religious key
words in their titles, genres, and categories or the station of origination is CBN or CTN are
categorized as devotional.

21

For the purposes of categorization, a program is considered as having evidence of syndication if (1) it ever aired on a
network or cable station, (2) it is ever categorized as Big-3, (3) the station of origination is not missing and not the same
as the airing station, or (4) it is aired by more than one station or within multiple DMAs.
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D.7. Identification of commercial programs
(42)

Uncategorized programs that are aired on commercial US stations and that do not have
evidence of syndication—including programs containing “local program” or “local
programming” in the title—are categorized as CTV programs.

D.8. Identification of program supplier programs
(43)

Movies and uncategorized programs (other than those with show type code “OFFAIR” or
“TBA”) are categorized as program supplier programs.
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Appendix E. Maps
E.1. KOZL-DT
Figure 7. Locations of communities that received KOZL-DT as a distant signal in 2015

Sources: CDC data, Red Bee Media data and Nielsen DMA data.
Note: The circle illustrates a 150-mile radius from the location of the station. The coloring and labels in the map correspond to
Nielsen DMA data.
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Figure 8. CTV programming aired on KOZL-DT in 2015
Title
Daybreak on Z
KOLR 10 News at 9 on Z
The New Uncle Gregory Horror Hour
Full Draw Madness
Bowdacious Outdoors
Capitol View
Missouri State Men's Basketball Highlights
Ozark Traditions
417 Waterfowl
Go Bluegrass
Show-Me Chefs
Andy B's Charity Bowling League
KOLR 10 News @ 9 on Z-Saturday
Bluegrass Local
SOS Springfield
Ozarks News Journal
Four State Franchise Boxing
No Holds Barred
Ryde It TV
Salvation Army Bucket Blitz
Cares TV
417Bowhunters
Lady Bear Basketball Courtside
KOLR10 Pet Connection
Houston Afterhours
Mountain Home Arkansas...A Well Kept Secret
We Live United
Source: Red Bee Media data.
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E.2. WREG-DT
Figure 9. Locations of communities that received WREG-DT as a distant signal in 2015

Sources: CDC data, Red Bee Media data and Nielsen DMA data.
Note: The circle illustrates a 150-mile radius from the location of the station. The coloring and labels in the map correspond to
Nielsen DMA data.
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Figure 10. CTV programming aired on WREG-DT in 2015
Title
WREG News Channel 3 Live at 9am
WREG News Channel 3 at 10pm
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak Saturday Edition
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 4:30am
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 5:30am
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 5am
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 6:30am
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak at 6am
WREG News Channel 3 at 5pm
WREG News Channel 3 at 4:30pm
WREG News Channel 3 at 4pm
WREG News Channel 3 at Noon
WREG News Channel 3 at 6pm
WREG News Channel 3 Daybreak Sunday Edition
WREG News Channel 3 Live at 9am
Touched by the Truth
WREG News Channel 3 Sunday at 5pm
WREG News Channel 3 Sunday at 10pm
WREG News Channel 3 Saturday at 10pm
Informed Sources
Life Church Of Memphis
WREG News Channel 3 Saturday at 6pm
WREG News Channel 3 Saturday at 5pm
WREG Severe Weather Coverage
WREG Local Special
FedEx St. Jude Classic Highlights
Memphis: On a Mission
10th Annual Go Jim Go Telethon
Grizzlies Playoff Special: We are Memphis
MLGW Plus One Telethon
Source: Red Bee Media data.
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E.3. KARK-DT
Figure 11. Locations of communities that received KARK-DT as a distant signal in 2015 (by system)

Sources: CDC data, Red Bee Media data and Nielsen DMA data.
Note: The circle illustrates a 150-mile radius from the location of the station. The coloring and labels in the map correspond to
Nielsen DMA data.
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Figure 12. CTV programming aired on KARK-DT in 2015
Title
KARK 4 Today
KARK 4 Today @ 5
KARK 4 Today @ 6
KARK 4 @ 10
KARK 4 @ 5
KARK 4 @ 6
KARK 4 @ 10 Weekend
KARK 4 @ 5 Weekend
KARK 4 @ 6 Weekend
2015 Community Service Awards
Ahead of the Storm: Arkansas Storm Team Severe Weather Special
Source: Red Bee Media data.
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E.4. WJHL-DT
Figure 13. Locations of communities that received WJHL-DT as a distant signal in 2015

Sources: CDC data, Red Bee Media data and Nielsen DMA data.
Note: The circle illustrates a 150-mile radius from the location of the station. The coloring and labels in the map correspond to
Nielsen DMA data.
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Figure 14. CTV programming aired on WJHL-DT in 2015
Title
WJHL 6a News
Daytime Tri-Cities
WJHL 11p News
WJHL 6p News
WJHL 4:30a News
WJHL 5:30a News
WJHL 5a News
WJHL 12p News
WJHL 5:30p News
WJHL 5p News
WJHL 7p News
WJHL 7a News Saturday
WJHL 7a News Sunday
WJHL 8a News Sunday
University of Tennessee Coach's Show
ETSU Courtside
WJHL 7a News
Lady Vol Basketball Preview
Men's Vol Basketball Preview
University of Tennessee Coaches Show
ETSU Football Kick-off Special
Source: Red Bee Media data.
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I. Introduction
I.A. Qualifications
(1)

My name is Leslie Marx. I am the Robert A. Bandeen Professor of Economics at the Fuqua School of
Business at Duke University. In addition, I am a Partner at Bates White, LLC, a professional services
firm that performs economic and statistical analyses in a variety of industries and forums. I specialize
in microeconomics, particularly the fields of industrial organization and applied game theory. I
received my PhD in Economics from Northwestern University and my BS in Mathematics from Duke
University, where I graduated summa cum laude and was the valedictorian.

(2)

Prior to joining the faculty at Duke, I was an Associate Professor of Economics and Management at
the W.E. Simon Graduate School of Business Administration at the University of Rochester. I have
taught PhD-level courses in game theory and industrial organization and MBA courses on managerial
decision analysis, managerial economics, managerial game theory, and environmental economics.

(3)

From 2005 to 2006, I was the Chief Economist for the Federal Communications Commission. Among
other things, a focus of my work was competition issues in media markets and markets for
multichannel video programming distribution.

(4)

I was qualified as an expert in economics and industrial organization in the Phonorecords III
proceeding, during which I submitted written testimony and provided live testimony before the
Copyright Royalty Board (“Board”).1 I have also submitted written direct and rebuttal testimony to
the Board in the Phonorecords IV proceeding.2 I have been qualified as an expert in other proceedings
involving the music industry in the United States and Canada.

(5)

Throughout my career, I have pursued a research program focusing on auctions, procurement, cartels,
and collusive behavior. My research incorporates my training in economic theory and econometrics. I
have authored papers in many areas relevant to competition policy, including papers examining the
conduct of the vitamins cartel, papers related to collusion at auctions, and papers on coordinated
effects related to merger analysis. These and other of my professional papers have been published in
peer-reviewed publications, as shown in my attached curriculum vitae. I am the coauthor of a book
published by MIT Press titled The Economics of Collusion: Cartels and Bidding Rings.

1

2

Determination of Rates and Terms for Making and Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords III), Docket No. 16-CRB0003-PR (2018-2022).
Determination of Royalty Rates and Terms for Making and Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords IV), Case No. 21CRB-0001-PR (2023-2027).
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(6)

In addition to my teaching responsibilities at Duke University, I have taught economics to federal
judges. I have twice been paired with another economist to teach the sessions on “Cartels” and
“Agreement and Facilitation Practices” at the Antitrust Law & Economics Institute for Judges,
cosponsored by the American Bar Association (ABA) Section of Antitrust Law and the Law &
Economics Center at George Mason University School of Law. I have also taught sessions on the
economics of cartels and the economics of mergers to participants in the ABA’s Antitrust Master’s
Program.

(7)

Additional information about my previous testifying experience and my professional experience as an
economist, including publications and affiliations, is included in my curriculum vitae, attached as
Appendix A.

I.B. Scope of charge
(8)

Counsel for the Commercial Television (“CTV”) claimants have asked me to evaluate changes in the
cable industry and carriage of distant signals since the 2010–2013 royalties hearings and
determination. In particular, I was asked to identify and assess market factors and changes that may
have affected the CTV claimants’ relative market value between 2014 and 2017. In addition, I was
asked to evaluate the reliability and applicability of Professor Gregory Crawford’s regression model
from the 2010–2013 proceeding to the 2014–2017 period at issue in the current proceeding.

I.C. Summary of opinions
(9)

My primary conclusions are as follows:
a) Key data relevant to assessing relative market value are similar between 2010–2013 and
2014, but change sharply after 2014. Although there were significant market changes in the
2014–2017 period overall, those occurred at the end of 2014 or later. Data on programming
minutes, carriage of distant signals, and royalty payments for 2014 align well with analogous
data from 2010–2013 but change sharply in 2015 and afterwards. This implies that Professor
Crawford’s regression approach, properly implemented, is informative for 2014. However,
his regression model is substantially less informative and reliable for years after 2014.
b) Professor Crawford’s regression model, applied to 2014 data, produces estimated royalty
shares for the CTV claimant group that are similar to the corresponding estimated shares
from the 2010–2013 time period.
c) Significant market changes render Professor Crawford’s regression model substantially less
informative and less reliable for the 2015–2017 period. On December 15, 2014, WGN
America (WGNA), which was received as a distant signal by 69% of subscriber groups,
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converted to a cable network. As a result, WGNA could no longer be carried as a distant
signal. In turn, this resulted in significantly fewer cable system operators (CSOs) having two
or more subscriber groups, which is a necessary condition for inclusion of a CSO in Professor
Crawford’s regression analysis. Thus, applied after 2014, a regression similar to Professor
Crawford’s would exclude a large proportion of CSOs and royalties from the analysis,
making the approach less informative and less reliable.
d) Reclassification of many Public TV (PTV) signals from exempt to non-exempt explains a
large proportion of the increase in PTV minutes carried after 2014, but such reclassification is
not a valid basis to ascribe a higher relative valuation to the PTV claimant group. Consumers
can access the same PTV signals before and after reclassification by a CSO. With no change
in the actual content available to consumers, and thus no change in the value that distant PTV
signals bring to a CSO, there is no logical basis to ascribe a higher relative valuation to the
PTV claimant group for changes in minutes that result from reclassification.
e) Streaming expanded while cable TV subscriptions fell over the 2014–2017 period, with the
likely effect of reducing the value of Program Suppliers and PTV claimants’ retransmitted
programming relative to the programming offered by CTV claimants. Consistent with the
decline in cable TV subscriptions, Nielsen data show a decrease in household viewership of
TV signals during this period. However, the decline in importance of TV viewing was less
pronounced for content from CTV claimants than for content from Program Suppliers and
PTV claimants, meaning that viewership of CTV content increased relative to viewership of
Program Suppliers and PTV content. In short, the growth of streaming likely had a greater
adverse impact on Program Suppliers and PTV claimants than on CTV claimants. All else
equal, this is consistent with a higher relative market value for CTV claimants over the 2014–
2017 period as compared with the Program Suppliers and PTV claimant groups.
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II. Background
II.A. Carriage of distant broadcast television signals
(10)

CSOs assemble cable networks and broadcast stations into bundles that they market to their actual
and potential subscribers.3 The majority of CSO revenue is from the monthly subscription fees that
households pay for that programming, with a portion of the CSOs’ subscription revenue typically
passed through to the cable networks in the form of an “affiliate fee” for the right to distribute the
signals on their systems. In addition, CSOs may earn advertising revenues on cable channels that
permit advertising.

(11)

CSOs can include distant over-the-air broadcast station signals (or “distant signals”) in their channel
line-ups. Each distant signal has a digital signal equivalent (“DSE”), defined as the value assigned to
the “secondary transmission of any non-network television programming carried by a cable system . .
. beyond the local area of the primary transmitter of such programming.”4 In contrast to cable
networks and local broadcast signals, CSOs are not allowed to insert their own advertisements in
distant signals.5 Accordingly, a CSO’s decision to carry one or more distant signals will, all else
equal, be based on the incremental subscription revenue associated with doing so minus the
corresponding incremental cost. Adding a distant signal to a CSO’s line-up can generate incremental
subscription revenue through some combination of charging a higher subscription fee to existing
subscribers, attracting new subscribers, or lowering the rate at which existing subscribers depart.

(12)

The incremental cost of carrying a distant signal—i.e., the royalties that CSOs must pay for the
distant signals they carry—depends on the license fee for the signal, which is set according to rules
embodied in Section 111 of the Copyright Act. A CSO would pay the maximum of (1) a fee based on
a percentage of total subscription revenues (“minimum fee”) and (2) a royalty based on the DSE
assigned to each distant signal for every subscriber group, aggregated across subscriber groups.6 If a
3

4

5
6

I use the term “CSO” to include not only cable system operators per se but also telecommunications companies that now
provide pay television services (e.g., Verizon Fios and AT&T U-verse). I include the telecommunications companies
because they pay royalties for distant signals under the same system as CSOs. The term “CSO” should be read to
include these companies throughout this report. I do not include satellite television service providers because they do not
pay royalties for the carriage of distant signals under Section 111 at issue in this proceeding.
“Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form), 2015, General Instructions, p. (vi).” A television broadcast station may
transmit multiple digital signals or channels, such as its primary signal and multicast signals. For the purposes of my
report, I refer to each individual transmitted channel as a “signal.”
17 U.S.C. § 111(c)(3).
A subscriber group is a community of subscribers with a channel line-up that is designated by a number in the Statement
of Accounts (SOA). For a given accounting period, a cable system assigns a subscriber group number to communities
whose bundle of cable networks and broadcast stations includes at least one distant signal. See “Statement of Account,
SA3 (Long Form),” 2015, Form SA3, p. 1b and DSE Schedule, p. 17. For communities with no distant signal, the SOA
may not assign a subscriber group number. Typically, a CSO assigns the same subscriber group number to communities
with the same distant signal(s) in an accounting period, as it does not affect the CSO’s total royalties. For example, a
CSO with two communities offering four DSEs to both its communities with subscription revenues of $1,000 and
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CSO does not carry any distant signal or carries signals with a total DSE of 1 or less, it pays the
minimum fee as royalties.7
(13)

While CSOs have to pay royalties for some distant signals, they may be “exempt” from paying
royalties on some other distant signals.8 For purposes of allocating royalties under Section 111, not all
programming minutes on paid distant signals are eligible for compensation. Specifically,
programming minutes associated with content from the Big-3 networks or with content on a distant
signal that is not identical with the content on the corresponding local signal are not compensable.
The rest of the programming minutes on paid distant signals are “compensable.”

II.B. Data description
(14)

I primarily rely on data on the minutes of programming contained on each distant signal imported by
CSOs between 2014 and 2017 and the associated royalties paid by CSOs. These data were provided
to me by Dr. Christopher Bennett, a Partner at Bates White, LLC. Further details regarding the
construction of the data may be found in Dr. Bennett’s report.9

(15)

In my discussion below, I also evaluate selected data from 2010 through 2013 based on the 2010–
2013 proceeding for reference purposes.

II.B.1. Programming minutes
(16)

I use data on the minutes of different programming types carried on distant broadcast signals, as
prepared under the direction of Dr. Bennett and his team at Bates White.10 Dr. Bennett used Red Bee
Media data on the programming aired on each distant broadcast signal imported on any Form 3 cable
system from 2014 to 2017 and categorized the aired programming into groups representing the six
claimant groups in this proceeding (Sports, Program Suppliers, CTV, PTV, Canadian, and
Devotional) and a group containing non-compensable Big-3 network (ABC, CBS, and NBC)

7

8
9
10

$2,000, respectively, would pay the same total royalty irrespective of whether it treats the two communities as two
separate subscriber groups (i.e., $1,000 × 4 × 1.064% + $2,000 × 4 × 1.064% = $196.8) or aggregates the subscription
revenues across the two communities and treats them as a single subscriber group (i.e., ($1,000 + $2,000) × 4 × 1.064%
= $196.8).
The Copyright Office’s Statement of Account forms define DSE type-values and how to calculate the royalty for any
combination of distant broadcast signals. See, for example, “Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form),” 2015,
Instructions for DSE Schedule, DSE Schedule, p. 10–11.
See, for example, “Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form),” 2015, Instructions for DSE Schedule, DSE Schedule, p.
11. Any CSO with DSEs totaling 1 or less will pay the minimum fee as royalties. However, a CSO may carry signals
with DSEs summing to more than 1 yet pay the minimum fee (e.g., when a CSO carries a distant signal to only some of
its subscriber groups).
Unless otherwise stated, in this report I use “distant signal” to refer to a paid, not exempt, distant signal.
See Testimony of Christopher Bennett, July 1, 2022 [hereinafter “2014–17 Bennett Report”], section III.
See 2014–2017 Bennett Report, section IV.
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programming and off-air minutes.11 Furthermore, Dr. Bennett merged the broadcast signals data from
Red Bee Media (along with the associated minutes of each program type) with the broadcast signals
carried on each subscriber group of each system, as noted in the CSO’s Form 3 Statement of
Accounts (“SOAs”).12
(17)

Figure 1 reports each claimant group’s share of total minutes carried by CSOs on paid distant
broadcast signals between 2010 and 2017 (minutes on exempt distant signals are excluded). These
shares are weighted by each CSO’s number of subscribers.13 During 2014–2017, PTV claimants
accounted for the largest share of paid distant minutes carried and Program Suppliers accounted for
the second-largest share. Compared with 2010–2013, shares of carried minutes declined for the
Sports, Program Suppliers, and CTV claimants.
Figure 1. Shares of subscriber-weighted total distant minutes carried, by claimant group
Year

Sports

Program
Suppliers

Commercial
TV

Public TV

Canadian

Devotional

Big3/Off-air

2010

2.5%

60.9%

6.9%

15.0%

2.8%

5.6%

6.3%

2011

2.5%

61.2%

7.0%

16.4%

2.7%

4.4%

5.8%

2012

2.8%

61.6%

7.1%

15.7%

3.0%

3.8%

6.0%

2013

2.9%

61.7%

6.7%

16.8%

3.2%

4.2%

4.4%

2014

3.1%

61.7%

5.9%

17.7%

2.8%

4.8%

4.1%

2015

0.4%

41.2%

3.9%

38.1%

6.5%

2.7%

7.1%

2016

0.4%

19.5%

4.0%

59.3%

7.6%

1.1%

8.1%

2017

0.3%

17.3%

3.8%

63.5%

7.1%

0.9%

7.1%

Source: 2010–2013 data are from Crawford CWDT, Figure 11; 2014–2017 data are from CDC and Red Bee Media.
Note. A claimant group’s share of total distant minutes carried in a year is (1) the group’s total distant minutes carried (i.e., the
sum of its subscriber-weighted distant minutes across all subscriber groups and CSOs for the two accounting periods that
define the year) divided by (2) the sum of all groups’ total distant minutes carried in the relevant year.

(18)

Figure 2 reports the same information as Figure 1 but for compensable programming minutes only;
that is, it excludes non-compensable Big-3 Network and Off-air programming as well as WGNA
programming that is not retransmitted from WGN-TV in Chicago (“WGN”). The differences in
shares of total minutes and compensable minutes are largely driven by the non-compensability of
significant portions of the programming on WGNA, particularly content from Program Suppliers (I
discuss WGNA in more detail in section IV.A).
11

12

13

1.2% of programming remained “to be announced” or “Off-air,” and detailed program information was not available for
that in the Red Bee Media data. See 2014–2017 Bennett Report, footnote 11.
All Form 3 cable system in the United States file semi-annual SOAs with the Copyright Office. “Form 3” systems are
cable systems with semi-annual gross receipts in excess of $527,600. These systems are required to file an SOA 3 (Long
Form) semi-annually with the Licensing Section of the Copyright Office (referred to as an “accounting period”).
Because royalty costs for distant broadcast signals are a share of a CSO’s revenue for the bundle on which distant
signals are carried, bundles with more subscribers pay higher royalties. To account for the effect of the number of
subscribers, I weight the total number of distant minutes carried by each CSO by its number of subscribers.
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Figure 2. Shares of subscriber-weighted compensable distant minutes carried, by claimant group

5.4%

Program
Suppliers
38.3%

Commercial
TV
14.7%

5.2%

33.7%

15.7%

2012

6.2%

31.9%

2013

6.7%

2014

6.6%

2015

Year

Sports

Public TV

Canadian

Devotional

2010
2011

32.3%

6.0%

3.2%

36.9%

6.2%

2.3%

16.5%

36.6%

7.0%

1.8%

28.7%

15.6%

39.7%

7.6%

1.6%

27.3%

14.5%

43.5%

6.8%

1.2%

0.6%

26.9%

5.6%

56.0%

9.5%

1.5%

2016

0.4%

21.2%

4.4%

64.5%

8.3%

1.2%

2017

0.4%

18.6%

4.1%

68.3%

7.6%

0.9%

Source: 2010–2013 data are from Crawford CWDT, Figure 12; 2014–2017 data are from CDC and Red Bee Media.
Note. A claimant group’s share of compensable distant minutes carried in a year is (1) the group’s total compensable distant
minutes carried (i.e., the sum of its subscriber-weighted compensable minutes across all subscriber groups and CSOs for the
two accounting periods that define the year) divided by (2) the sum of all groups’ total compensable distant minutes carried in
the relevant year.

(19)

As with total minutes, shares of compensable minutes declined for the Sports, Program Suppliers, and
CTV claimant groups between 2010–2013 and 2014–2017, while shares of compensable minutes
increased for PTV (I discuss the increase in PTV minutes in section IV.C).

II.B.2. Royalty payments
(20)

Data on royalty payments are from the Cable Data Corporation (CDC). These data are digitized
versions of the semi-annual information in the SOAs that CSOs file at the Licensing Section
(formerly, Licensing Division) of the Copyright Office. The SOA asks for information from the CSO
at both the level of the cable system and the level of each subscriber group designated by the CSO. In
his report, Dr. Bennett describes in more detail what the SOA asks of CSOs.14 My analyses focus on
the Form 3 CSOs that have more than $527,600 in semiannual gross receipts. For purposes of my
analyses, one of the most relevant fields from the CDC data is the royalty paid by a given CSO for a
given subscriber group in a given accounting period.

(21)

A CSO’s royalty fee is calculated as a share of its semi-annual gross receipts from subscriber fees. A
CSO that does not carry any distant signal pays the “minimum fee,” which is 1.064% of gross receipts
for the accounting period. As discussed above, for CSOs that carry at least one distant signal, the
royalty depends on the DSE-type values of those distant signals.

(22)

Figure 3 reports the count of CSOs carrying at least one distant signal, along with those CSOs’ total
subscription fees and royalties paid from 2010 through 2017.15 For 2014, distant signal carriage, gross
14
15

See 2014–2017 Bennett Report, section III.A.
For each accounting period in a given year, I assign a “flag” for a system with at least one distant signal. I then count the
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receipts, and royalties paid were in line with 2012 and 2013. But for 2015 onward, substantially fewer
CSOs carried distant signals; for example, whereas 816 CSOs carried a distant signal in 2013, only
512 did so in 2017. Corresponding to this, total royalties paid also declined in 2015–2017.16 In section
IV, I discuss the factors that underlie the substantive shifts that began in 2015.
Figure 3. CSOs carrying at least one distant signal and their gross receipts and total royalties, 2010–2017
Year

# CSOs

Gross receipts
($ millions)

Total royalties
($ millions)

2010

1,063

$13,421

$177

2011

968

$14,343

$189

2012

838

$15,500

$201

2013

816

$16,316

$208

2014

822

$17,100

$215

2015

630

$14,901

$165

2016

520

$13,229

$144

2017

512

$13,408

$146

Source: 2010–2013 data are from 2010–2013 Bennett Report, Figure 1. 2014–2017 data are from CDC.
Note. The count of CSOs is the average number of CSOs over the two accounting periods in each year; gross receipts and
total royalties are summed across the two accounting periods in each year. Data are limited to CSOs carrying at least one
distant signal.

II.C. The 2010–2013 proceeding
(23)

In the previous proceeding, the Copyright Royalty Judges (“Judges”) determined the allocation of
semi-annual royalty payments submitted by CSOs for the distant broadcast programming that cable
operators retransmitted during 2010–2013. As in prior proceedings, the Judges adopted the “relative
marketplace value” of retransmitted programs as the standard for allocation.17

(24)

In the 2010–2013 proceeding, the Judges evaluated “five discrete analytical methodologies”
presented by the parties as part of their determination of relative market value: “regression analyses,
CSO survey results, viewership measurements, a changed circumstances analysis, and a cable content
analysis.”18 Several experts in that proceeding, including Professor Crawford, used a regression
approach.19 The Judges recognized regression analysis as one methodology for relating CSOs’

16

17

18
19

number of unique CSOs with a flag across the two accounting periods for the year. Gross receipts and royalties are the
sum of receipts and royalties across each system with a flag in the two accounting periods.
The total number of CSOs (i.e., ones carrying a distant signal and ones that did not) declined slightly from 2014 to 2017,
from 966 to 954. This shows that the decline in the count of CSOs carrying distant signals was the result of fewer CSOs
carrying distant signals rather than an overall decline in the number of CSOs.
Final Determination of Royalty Allocation, Consolidated Proceeding No. 14-CRB-0010-CD (2010-13), October 18,
2018 [hereinafter “2010–13 Distribution Order”], p. 7.
2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 9.
Testimony of Gregory S. Crawford, Corrected April 11, 2017, in re Distribution of Cable Royalty Funds, Consolidated
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royalties paid to their revealed preferences among program categories offered by the various
claimants.20 The Judges found that Professor Crawford’s regression analysis was “highly useful in
estimating relative values in this [2010–2103] proceeding” and was “better constructed” and more
reliable than those offered by other experts.21 I describe this regression analysis and Professor
Crawford’s methodology in more detail below.
(25)

Ultimately, the Judges used Professor Crawford’s estimates of relative market values and the
resulting Basic Fund allocations as a starting point and then made adjustments in order to reach their
final share allocations for all claimant groups.22

II.D. Professor Crawford’s regression analysis
(26)

In this section, I briefly summarize regression analysis, with a focus on requirements for such an
analysis to be reliable and informative. I start by describing regression generally and then summarize
Professor Crawford’s methodology.

II.D.1. Regression analysis overview
(27)

Regression analysis is a statistical methodology for measuring the empirical relationships between
variables in a sample of data. In the simplest form, a regression model relates one variable, called the
dependent variable (the “left-hand side” variable), to one or more other variables, called the
independent or explanatory variables (the “right-hand side” variables). For instance, the Department
of Education might collect data on individuals’ wages, education (years of schooling), and income of
the individual’s parent (parental income) to understand how wages (dependent variable) relate to
academic achievement and parental income (explanatory variables). Economists who testified in past
proceedings before this Board, such as Professors Waldfogel and Crawford, have used regression
analysis as part of their calculations of relative market value.

(28)

The goal of a regression analysis depends on the issue at hand. In some settings, the goal is to predict
the dependent variable as accurately as possible, given the values of all the explanatory variables
(e.g., What is the probability of rain tomorrow given measurable conditions today?). In other settings,
including in the current proceeding, the coefficients (or “parameters”) that measure the relationships

20
21
22

Proceeding No. 14-CRB-0010-CD (2010-13) [hereinafter “Crawford CWDT”]; 2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 10. The
2010–2013 Distribution Order refers to Professor Crawford’s regression as a “Waldfogel-type” regression, alluding to
the regression approach undertaken by Dr. Joel Waldfogel in the 2004–05 proceeding.
2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 9.
2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 37, 54, 61.
2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 117–119.
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between explanatory variables and the dependent variable are of greater interest (e.g., By how much
would one more year of schooling increase income?).23
(29)

Relationships between a dependent variable and explanatory variables are generally not exact. In the
example above, two individuals with the same academic achievement and identical levels of parental
income would likely have different wages, but their wages would likely be more similar on average
than two individuals who did not share those characteristics. In an econometric model, unobserved
factors that affect the dependent variables are captured by an “error term.”24 For example, luck (a
truly random factor) and motivation (a systematic but unobserved factor) also affect wages but are
typically not readily measurable and so would be included in the “error term.”

(30)

“Motivation” highlights an econometric challenge that arises in many settings: omitted variable bias
(this is one example of a general concern in econometrics—namely, factors that are unobserved by
the econometrician but correlated with one or more of the explanatory variables). Continuing the
education example, part of a measured positive relationship between schooling and wages may reflect
not just the benefit of schooling but also the fact that high motivation tends to result in both more
schooling and higher wages (i.e., “motivation” rather than schooling per se causes at least some of the
positive association).25

(31)

When decision-makers, be they individuals or, say, business entities, are observed repeatedly (e.g., biannually for several years, in multiple geographies, or both), economists commonly use fixed effects
to reduce or remove the bias that would otherwise result.26 In some settings, fixed effects can be used
to eliminate bias associated with omitted variables that do not vary over time. For example, in the
schooling example, including a fixed effect for each individual could remove the bias associated with
not including motivation as an explanatory variable, so long as data are available for each individual
repeatedly and with differing levels of both education and wages.27

23

24

25
26

27

This distinction mirrors the distinction between a “prediction” regression and an “effects” regression as discussed by the
Judges in the prior proceeding. 2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 25–26.
For example, a multiple regression aimed at measuring the effect of education on income while controlling for parental
income would take the form 𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 . In this equation, 𝜀 is the error
term that captures the combined effect of unmeasured factors, such as luck and motivation, that affect wages.
In this case, the estimated effect of schooling on wages would be “biased upwards.”
For example, Professor Crawford included fixed effects for “each cable system in each accounting period.” Crawford
CWDT, ¶ 107. In the 2010–2013 proceeding, the Judges included that “[Professor Crawford’s] use of a fixed effects
approach avoided the criticism that he had omitted key variables” among the six reasons why they concluded that
Professor Crawford’s model was “highly useful in estimating relative values.” 2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 36–37.
For additional discussion of fixed effects, see Jeffrey Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach, 6th
ed. (Boston: Cengage Learning, 2016), 412–13.
For example, we might observe individuals who are in the labor force after having 12 years of schooling and the same
individuals in the labor force after 16 years of schooling. Intuitively, under the assumption that individuals’
“motivation” does not change over time, the effect of four additional years of schooling would be the average of the
increase in wages (= wage16 – wage12) across the individuals in the sample. In this calculation, the effect of “motivation”
on an individual’s wages is present at both points in time and so is removed via the subtraction. In practice, such an
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II.D.2. Professor Crawford’s regression model in the 2010–2013 proceeding
(32)

For the 2010–2013 proceeding, Professor Crawford used a regression approach to estimate the
relative value to CSOs of distant minutes of alternative types of content.28 His econometric model
related the “natural log of the royalties to the minutes of programming of the respective groups
carried on distant broadcast signals within a given subscriber group and accounting period.”29 It
included other control variables, such as the number of local and distant broadcast signals, the number
of activated cable channels, and the size of the CSO. Additionally, Professor Crawford’s econometric
model included CSO-accounting period “fixed effects,” such that the model relies on “variation in the
royalty paid across subscriber groups within each CSO and across time within those subscriber
groups” to estimate the impact of changes in minutes of each programming type on royalties.30

(33)

For such variation to exist between subscriber groups within a CSO, the CSO must have at least two
subscriber groups.31 Such CSOs may or may not have paid the minimum fee. If a CSO had two
subscriber groups, even if it paid the minimum fee, then the CSO would be included in the fixedeffect estimation.32 However, a CSO with only one subscriber group would be excluded from
Professor Crawford’s econometric model.33 I evaluate Professor Crawford’s regression model in more
detail in section IV.

28

29
30
31
32
33

analysis would typically be implemented as a multiple regression with time-varying control variables such as age, years
in the workforce, marital status, number of children, and perhaps macro-economic measures. The regression would not
include time-invariant factors such as gender or race because those are already captured by the individual-specific fixed
effects.
This example raises another important consideration in econometric analyses. Most people do not complete schooling,
enter the labor force, return for more schooling, and then re-enter the labor force. Certainly, some people do, and one
could run a fixed effects regression based on them. But that would raise the question of whether conclusions derived
from the idiosyncratic individuals (those with the school-work-school-work pattern) included in the regression are
representative of the broader population of individuals (those with the typical school-work pattern).
Crawford CWDT, p. 28. The Judges agreed that Professor Crawford’s regression model was informative: “the Judges
place primary reliance on Professor Crawford’s regression analysis. . . .” See 2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 118.
Crawford CWDT, p. 31.
Crawford CWDT, p. 31.
Jeffrey Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach, 6th ed. (Boston: Cengage Learning, 2016), 435.
Even for a system that ultimately pays the minimum fee, the SOA reports the royalties for each subscriber group.
As discussed previously, if a CSO offers the same channel line-up across its communities, it typically, but not always,
assigns the same subscriber group number to those communities. For the question of whether a CSO can be included in
the fixed effects regression, this possibility does not matter. Two subscriber groups with the exact same channel line-up
would have the exact same programming minutes and hence would not contribute more than the underlying single
observation to understanding the variation in royalties associated with CSOs’ subscriber groups. So, for the purposes of
the regression analysis, it is immaterial whether those communities are assigned the same subscriber group number or
different numbers.
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III. Key data are similar between 2010–2013 and 2014, but
change sharply for 2015 onward
(34)

As I noted above, the Judges in the 2010–2013 proceeding relied in significant part, although not
solely, upon Professor Crawford’s regression analysis in estimating relative values.34 Professor
Crawford’s methodology relates, at the subscriber group level, (1) the royalties paid by CSOs to (2)
the total minutes of programming within each claimant group that are carried on the distant signals
that CSOs offer to each subscriber group. Royalties paid by CSOs and claimant groups’ programming
minutes were key data elements in the 2010–2013 proceeding. As I show below, these key data for
2014 are similar to the prior years but change sharply for 2015 and subsequent years. Specifically,
data on programming minutes and royalties based on the carriage of distant signals for 2014 are a
close match to comparable data from the 2010–2013 proceeding. That is not the case for data from
2015 through 2017.

(35)

First, shares of total distant minutes for each claimant group for 2014 are similar to the same shares in
2010–2013, but show significant differences from total distant minute shares in 2015–2017. Figure 4
shows that the shares of subscriber-weighted total distant minutes across claimant groups in 2014 are
almost perfectly correlated (correlation near 1.0) with the corresponding distant minute shares in each
of 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013. In contrast, the same correlations between distant minute shares in
2014 and each of 2015, 2016, and 2017 are low (0.8 in 2015, dropping to about 0.3 in 2016 and
2017).35 This is true whether I include or exclude total distant minutes associated with Big-3 network
programming and off-air time, which are both non-compensable. In short, the underlying total distant
minutes data are similar between 2014 and the prior four years but show significant differences for
the three years after 2014.36

34
35

36

2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 37.
Correlation is a measure of the association between two random variables. Statistically, it is measured by the correlation
coefficient, which takes a value between -1 and 1. If the correlation coefficient between two random variables is equal to
zero, they are uncorrelated. If the correlation coefficient is equal to 1, they are perfectly correlated (and negatively
correlated if it is equal to -1). The closer the coefficient is to 0, the less correlation there is between these two variables.
See Marno Verbeek, A Guide to Modern Econometrics, 4th ed. (Chichester, West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, 2012),
452-53
Intuitively, this pattern of correlations quantifies the transition that is readily apparent from inspection of Figure 1:
shares of subscriber-weighted total distant minutes across the various claimant groups are similar across all years from
2010 through 2014 but then change sharply starting in 2015 and even more so in 2016 and 2017. The same pattern holds
for compensable distant minutes, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4. Correlations by year with 2014 subscriber-weighted total distant minute shares across claimant
groups
Correlation with 2014 shares, by year
2010

2011

2012

2013

2015

2016

2017

Including Big3/Off-air

0.998

0.999

0.998

1.000

0.828

0.337

0.289

Excluding Big3/Off-air

0.998

0.999

0.999

1.000

0.822

0.319

0.268

Source. Figure 1, supra.

(36)

Figure 5 shows that royalty payments by CSOs carrying at least one distant signal grew steadily from
2010 through 2014. Then, in 2015, royalties from CSOs carrying at least one distant signal dropped
by about 23% compared with 2014; by 2017, these royalties were about 32% lower than in 2014. As
with the total distant minutes, data for 2014 are consistent with the prior four years but not with years
after 2014.
Figure 5. Royalty payments by CSOs that carried at least one distant signal

5
240

220

Royalty ($ million)

200

180

160

140

120

100
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: Figure 3, supra.

(37)

Returning to regression, one methodology for deriving estimates analogous to Professor Crawford’s
regression from the 2010–2013 proceeding for the year 2014 is a Bayesian approach. A Bayesian
regression uses Professor Crawford’s 2010–2013 estimates as a starting point and statistically updates
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those estimates using the 2014 data.37 (I do not do this for years after 2014 for the reasons that I
explain in section IV.) The resulting estimated regression coefficients for 2014 are shown in Figure 6
and Figure 7, where the first figure is based on including all distant minutes in the regression while
the second figure excludes duplicated broadcast network programming minutes.38 Both figures also
include Professor Crawford’s estimated coefficients from the 2010–2013 proceeding for comparison.
Overall, whether duplicated minutes are included or excluded, Bayesian updating does not
substantially change the estimated coefficients on the minutes of programming from the various
claimants. This provides further evidence that 2014 market conditions and data are in line with 2010–
2013 market conditions and data.39
Figure 6. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Crawford (2010–2013) and
Bayesian updates (2014), including duplicative minutes
Year
2010–2013
2014

Program
Suppliers
2.31
2.39

Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

32.55

4.88

1.84

1.08

4.08

35.16

4.44

1.41

1.11

3.95

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 15; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; for coefficients with standard errors, see Appendix C.

Figure 7. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Crawford (2010–2013) and
Bayesian updates (2014), excluding duplicative minutes
Year
2010–2013
2014

Program
Suppliers
2.49
2.73

Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

34.96

5.77

1.98

1.17

4.26

43.01

5.64

1.62

1.31

4.11

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 18; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; for coefficients with standard errors, see Appendix C.

(38)

In the 2010–2013 proceeding, the Judges considered regression evidence (primarily Professor
Crawford’s regression results) along with survey evidence in determining their final allocations.40 A
key implication of comparing 2014 with 2010–2013 is that Professor Crawford’s regression approach,
properly implemented, is informative for 2014.

37

38
39

40

The model that I use has a specification similar to Professor Crawford’s. I slightly modify his specification to
accommodate a Bayesian regression approach and because I do not have all of Professor Crawford’s data. The
modifications do not affect the interpretation of the estimated regression coefficients. In Appendix B, I discuss details of
the Bayesian model, my regression specifications, and differences between my specification and Professor Crawford’s.
For a discussion of duplicated minutes, see Crawford CWDT, § VII.B.
Professor Crawford also tested statistically whether his estimated coefficients on the various categories of minutes are
stable over time and finds that they are. Crawford CWDT, ¶ 12 and Appendix C.2. Qualitatively, that the Bayesian
updating does not substantively change the coefficients indicates that this stability extended to 2014.
2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 117–119; Table 18.
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(39)

Using the Bayesian regression approach for 2014, estimated shares by claimant are as follows. First,
for the analysis including duplicated minutes, the estimated shares are (1) Program Suppliers—
20.69%; (2) Sports—41.73%; (3) CTV—13.94%; (4) PTV—18.85%; (5) Devotional—0.47%; (6)
Canadian—4.31 %. Second, for the analysis excluding duplicated minutes, the estimated shares are
(1) Program Suppliers—19.73%; (2) Sports—43.89%; (3) CTV—15.56%; (4) PTV—16.41%; (5)
Devotional—0.48%; (6) Canadian—3.93%.

(40)

Importantly, as I show in the next section, Professor Crawford’s regression approach is substantially
less informative and reliable for years after 2014.
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IV. Post-2014 marketplace changes render Professor
Crawford’s 2010–2013 regression model substantially less
informative and less reliable as a measure of relative
marketplace value for 2015–2017
(41)

As I discussed above, compared with the 2010–2013 period, patterns of programming minutes on
distant signals are similar in 2014 but changed thereafter. In this section, I describe two important
changes in the market for cable television services since the 2010–2013 royalties proceeding. First,
WGNA converted from a broadcast station into a cable network in December 2014 and became
ineligible for carriage as a distant signal. Second, in 2016 Charter Communications acquired two
CSOs, Time Warner Cable and Bright House Networks. These post-2014 events underlie many of the
changes in programming minutes and shares across claimant groups that I described above. One
important implication of these changes is that Professor Crawford’s regression methodology, which
the Judges relied upon in the 2010–2013 proceeding, is substantially less reliable and less informative
for the 2015–2017 period.

IV.A. WGNA, the most widely carried distant signal, became a cable
network in December 2014
(42)

WGNA redistributed the signal of WGN, an independent TV broadcast station in Chicago. As the
national feed of WGN, WGNA had a program schedule that was initially substantially the same as
that of WGN. Over time, WGNA programming deviated from that of WGN, which caused the
proportion of non-compensable programming minutes on WGNA to increase.41 Throughout 2010–
2013 and continuing into 2014, most CSOs carried WGNA as a distant signal.

(43)

On December 15, 2014, WGNA converted to a cable network.42 As a cable network, WGNA
programming was no longer compensable as a distant signal.43 Below, I review the post-conversion
changes on CSOs that had previously carried WGNA as a distant signal. Many of those CSOs carried
no distant signal after not replacing the lost WGNA signal.

41

42

43

As mentioned previously, for a programming minute on a distant signal to be compensable, it must carry the same
content at the same time as the corresponding local signal.
Kent Gibbons, “WGN America Converts to Cable in 5 Markets,” NextTV, December 16, 2014, available at
https://www.nexttv.com/news/wgn-america-converts-cable-5-markets-386348. See also David Lieberman, “Tribune
Media Execs Urge Wall Street to Wait for Payoff from New Initiatives,” Deadline, December 11, 2014, available at
https://deadline.com/2014/12/tribune-media-peter-liguori-investors-wgn-original-shows-1201320406/.
SOA data show that some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a paid distant signal even after 2014. I treat WGNA as a
paid signal for those CSOs reporting WGNA as such but with no compensable programming minutes after its
conversion. By the second accounting period in 2017, almost no CSOs reported WGNA as a paid distant signal.
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IV.A.1. While the majority of CSOs carried WGNA as a distant signal in 2014,
few CSOs changed their distant signal carriage after WGNA’s conversion
(44)

WGNA was a popular distant signal that was available on the majority of subscriber groups’ channel
line-ups. Figure 8 highlights the broad carriage of WGNA as of 2014. Specifically, the figure reports
for each accounting period from 2014 through 2017 counts of CSOs with at least one distant signal,
those that carried WGNA as a distant signal, and those that carried WGNA as the only distant
signal.44 Additionally, it reports counts of subscriber groups and subscriber groups that carried
WGNA as a distant signal. WGNA was prominent among CSOs that carried a distant signal: among
the 819 CSOs that carried distant signals in 2014-2, most (78% = 642 ÷ 819) carried WGNA, and,
moreover, one-third (33% = 270 ÷ 819) of CSOs that carried a distant signal had WGNA as their sole
distant signal. Likewise, in 2014, most subscriber groups—almost 69% in 2014-2—had WGNA as a
distant signal.

(45)

After 2014, and especially after 2015-1, reported carriage of WGNA as a distant signal plummets,
which is as expected given WGNA’s conversion to a cable network.45 By 2017, only two subscriber
groups reported carrying WGNA as a distant signal.
Figure 8. Subscriber group carriage of WGNA, 2014–2017
Accounting
Period

# CSOs with
distant signals

# CSOs with
WGNA

# CSOs with
only WGNA

# SGs

# SGs with
WGNA

2014-1

826

644

272

3,623

2,492

2014-2

819

642

270

3,628

2,501

2015-1

674

274

137

3,302

882

2015-2

585

96

61

3,140

177

2016-1

525

6

0

2,926

10

2016-2

515

3

0

2,932

4

2017-1

516

1

0

2,929

2

2017-2

508

1

0

2,917

2

Source: CDC data.
Note. CSOs report annual data separately for two accounting periods, which are denoted with “-1” and “-2” suffixes. Some
CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in December 2014. The
count of CSOs and subscriber groups that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data. This figure excludes CSOs that carry
no distant signals.

(46)

The conversion of WGNA from a distant signal to a cable network had implications for the distant
signals that CSOs subsequently carried. Below, I discuss CSOs’ responses and ways in which the
WGNA conversion had differential impacts across CSOs. I show that CSOs carrying WGNA in 2014,
44

45

Not all CSOs carried a distant signal. For instance, in 2014-2, 819 of 951 CSOs in total carried at least one distant signal
but the remainder carried none.
CSOs report annual data separately for two accounting periods, which are denoted with “-1” and “-2” suffixes.
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and particularly those carrying only WGNA as a distant signal, were less likely to make changes to
their distant signal carriage decisions than CSOs that did not carry WGNA. In addition, after having
one fewer distant signal following the WGNA conversion, many CSOs carried only local signals or
had only one subscriber group and so would be excluded from a regression analysis along the lines of
Professor Crawford’s in the 2010–2013 proceeding.
(47)

Figure 9 summarizes CSOs’ responses after WGNA’s conversion. I start with the set of CSOs that
carried WGNA as a distant signal in 2014-2 and track their carriage of distant signals through 20172.46 To evaluate the decisions that CSOs made after the WGNA conversion, I compare the carriage of
distant signals other than WGNA by two groups of CSOs: (1) CSOs that had carried WGNA in 20142 and (2) CSOs that did not carry WGNA in 2014-2.47 CSOs in the former group lost an important
distant signal after 2014, so their carriage decisions reflect their responses to that loss as well as to
factors other than the WGNA conversion. CSOs in the second group did not carry WGNA in the first
place, so their carriage decisions reflect responses to factors other than the WGNA conversion.
Differences between the two groups after 2014 provide insight into how CSOs that had carried
WGNA responded to its conversion.

(48)

As shown in Figure 9, 57% (= 347 ÷ 611) of the CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014-2 had a “net zero
change” in their distant signal carriage of stations other than WGNA as of 2017-2.48 And, among
CSOs that had WGNA as their only distant signal, 95% (= 241 ÷ 254) had a “net zero change” as of
2017-2.49 As this shows, it was common for CSOs that had offered WGNA in 2014—and especially
common among CSOs that had only offered WGNA as a distant signal—to not expand their carriage
of other distant signals after the WGNA conversion. By comparison, among the 153 CSOs without
WGNA in 2014-2, 45% (= 69 ÷ 153) had a “net zero change” to their distant signal carriage by 20172.

(49)

Thus, CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014-2 were less likely to make net changes to their distant signal
carriage decisions than CSOs that did not carry WGNA. As a result, many of these CSOs had, after
2014, fewer than two subscriber groups.50 As I explain below, this means that a regression analyses
46

47
48

49
50

Because WGNA became a cable network in December 2014, I consider the systems and their distant carriage signals as
of the second accounting period of 2014 (“2014-2”) and compare those systems as of the second accounting period of
2017 (“2017-2”). For purposes of comparison, I only consider those CSOs in 2014-2 that also filed an SOA in 2017-2.
For purposes of comparison, I limit the set of “No WGNA” CSOs to ones that carry at least one distant signal.
“Net zero change” includes 2014-2 systems that, by 2017-2, may have added and dropped equal numbers of distant
signals such that the net change in the count of distant signals is zero (excluding WGNA). Additionally, a CSO that
carried WGNA in 2014-2 and made no changes to its distant signal carriage would have a “net zero change” (excluding
WGNA) and would have in total one fewer distant signal (including WGNA). The majority of “net zero change” CSOs
made zero changes at all in carried distant signals as of 2017-2 (347 CSOs with WGNA in 2014-2, 241 CSOs with only
WGNA in 2014-2, and 69 CSOs with no WGNA in 2014-2 had no change in their distant signal carriage beyond the
WGNA conversion).
13 of the 254 “Only WGNA” CSOs added one or more distant signals as of 2017-2.
See Figure 13 which shows that 45% of the CSOs carrying WGNA in 2014-2 ended up carrying no distant signals in
2017-2.
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along the lines of Professor Crawford’s model in the 2010–2013 proceeding would capture fewer
CSOs and a smaller proportion of total royalty payments.
Figure 9. CSOs’ responses as of 2017-2 after the WGNA conversion, by WGNA carriage status in 2014-2
# CSOs with ONLY WGNA
in 2014-2
As of 2014-2
254
CSOs’ Response by 2017-2
241

# CSOs with WGNA in 2014-2

No WGNA in 2014-2

# CSOs

611

153

# "Net zero change" CSOs

347

69

Source: CDC data.
Note. Some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014-2.
The count of CSOs that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data. This figure includes only 2014-2 CSOs that carried at
least one distant signal (including CSOs with "No WGNA") and also filed an SOA in 2017-2. “Net zero change” CSOs are those
with zero net change in the number of distant signals (excluding WGNA) by 2017-2 relative to 2014-2. These include CSOs
that made no change as well as CSOs that added and dropped equal numbers of distant signals.

IV.A.2. WGNA’s conversion to a cable network
(50)

In this section, I describe the effects of the substantial changes induced by the WGNA conversion on
the CTV claimant group.

(51)

Figure 10 itemizes WGNA programming minutes across the claimant groups annually from 2014 to
2017. Of the six claimant groups, WGNA did not carry programs from the PTV or Canadian
claimants in any year. In 2014, Program Suppliers constituted the largest share of WGNA
programming minutes in total. However, over 97% of these minutes were non-compensable because
they were not retransmitted WGN programs. Restricting to compensable minutes in 2014, CTV
claimants had the highest share of WGNA minutes (48%), followed by Sports and then by Program
Suppliers.51

(52)

After 2014, WGNA programming minutes were no longer compensable, even though noncompensable minutes continued to appear in the data for the Program Suppliers, CTV, and
Devotional claimant groups.

51

Programming minutes on WGNA were not compensable after it converted to a cable network, even if it continued to be
reported as a paid distant carriage signal in the SOA by some CSOs after 2014. Total compensable WGNA
programming minutes fell starting December 15, 2014, the day the conversion took effect, and the loss of these
programming minutes is reflected in the compensable minutes for 2014 in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. WGNA minutes across claimant groups, 2014–2017
Sports

Program Suppliers

Commercial TV

Devotional

Year

Noncompensable

Compensable

Noncompensable

Compensable

Noncompensable

Compensable

Noncompensable

Compensable

2014

3,128

20,648

419,805

14,122

112

31,845

35,580

360

2015

0

0

486,630

0

1,590

0

37,320

0

2016

0

0

484,410

0

1,290

0

41,280

0

2017

0

0

495,240

0

420

0

29,940

0

Source: Red Bee Media data.
Note. WGNA minutes are summed across the two accounting periods each year. WGNA has no compensable programming
minutes after its conversion. Compensable WGNA minutes for 2014 reflect the loss of WGNA compensable minutes for a short
period after its conversion starting December 15, 2014.

(53)

WGNA accounted for a significant proportion, 69%, of CTV compensable minutes in 2014.52 So the
post-2014 decline in aggregate compensable minutes would be high for CTV claimant group unless
(1) CSOs added more distant signals with CTV content and/or (2) distant signals changed their mix of
programming to include more content from CTV. To evaluate this, I focus on the contribution of
WGNA to the CTV claimant group’s programming minutes, as well as CSOs’ responses to WGNA
becoming a cable network.

(54)

Figure 11 subdivides CSOs into ones that carried WGNA in 2014 and ones that did not.53 For each set
of CSOs, the figure shows the average number of distant and local signals per subscriber group across
CSOs and the corresponding average number of distant and local minutes.54
◼

◼

52

53

54

55

Across the 611 CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014-2, subscriber groups had, on average, 1.6
distant signals with CTV programming and offered about 42,000 compensable distant CTV
minutes.
In 2017-2, 337 of the 611 CSOs that had offered WGNA in 2014 offered a distant signal and the
associated subscriber groups offered, on average, 1.1 distant signals and carried about the same
number of distant CTV programming minutes as in 2014-2.55
This is WGNA compensable minutes from CTV as a percent of total CTV minutes. The numerator is subscriberweighted WGNA compensable minutes from CTV in a subscriber group (which equals zero for subscriber groups
without WGNA) summed across all subscriber groups and then aggregated across the two accounting periods in 2014.
The denominator is subscriber-weighted compensable minutes from CTV from all distant signals (not just WGNA) in a
subscriber group summed across all subscriber groups and then aggregated across the two accounting periods in 2014.
For purposes of comparison, CSOs carrying WGNA and those with “No WGNA” carry a distant signal to at least one of
their subscriber groups.
This figure does not include local signals carried on CSOs that have no subscriber groups. In the SOA, a CSO assigns a
subscriber group number to communities that receive a channel line-up with at least one distant signal. There is no
reliable method to identify the programming received by communities that receive no distant signal. So “local” minutes
comprise minutes associated with a local signal offered in a channel line-up that includes at least one distant signal (i.e.,
the local signal is part of a subscriber group).
As I show in Figure 13, 274 of the 611 CSOs offered no distant signal as of 2017-2.
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(55)

In other words, by 2017, many CSOs had taken measures to replace the CTV minutes that were
previously offered on WGNA—otherwise, given that WGNA had about 31,800 compensable CTV
minutes in 2014 but none thereafter, CTV minutes would have declined commensurately.

(56)

By comparison, there was little change in the average number of distant signals and distant minutes
per subscriber group among CSOs that did not carry WGNA in 2014. Likewise, there was no large
change in local CTV carriage or minutes, whether for CSOs with WGNA or CSOs without WGNA.
These data indicate that CSOs did not substantially increase the number of local signals they carried
in order to compensate for the lost distant CTV minutes.56
Figure 11. Average Commercial TV minutes per subscriber group on CSOs with and without WGNA as of
2014
CSO category
in 2014
With WGNA
Without WGNA

Accounting
period

Distant CTV

Local CTV

# CSOs with
CTV content

# Signals

# Minutes

# Signals

# Minutes

2014-2

611

1.6

42,027

10.6

414,696

2017-2

337

1.1

43,136

10.7

404,473

2014-2

153

1.3

50,274

9.7

371,069

2017-2

146

1.1

49,858

9.9

369,452

Sources: CDC and Red Bee Media data.
Note. Some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014-2.
The count of CSOs that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data. This figure includes only 2014-2 CSOs that carried at
least one distant signal (including CSOs with "No WGNA") and also filed an SOA in 2017-2. The count of distant (or local)
signals is the average number of distant (or local) signals per subscriber group across CSOs; it excludes the signals and
minutes for those communities in a CSO that only received local signals (i.e., do not have a subscriber group number) as well
as for CSOs with no distant signals at all (i.e., with no subscriber groups). Thus, the count of CSOs in 2017-2 is restricted to
CSOs that carried at least one distant signal.

IV.B. Applied to the 2015–2017 period, Professor Crawford’s regression
approach would exclude many CSOs as well as the majority of paid
royalties
(57)

As I discussed above, Professor Crawford’s econometric model included CSO-accounting period
“fixed effects” and so relied on variation between subscriber groups within a CSO. If a CSO had at
least two subscriber groups, then the CSO would be included in the model but it would otherwise be
excluded.

(58)

Starting in 2015, 62% of CSOs accounting for almost 35% of total royalties did not meet the
“multiple observations” requirement that a CSO have at least two subscriber groups. This was largely
driven by a rise in the share of CSOs that, after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014, had
fewer than two subscriber groups. As I show below, the effect of these changes is that Professor
56

This analysis includes only those CSOs in 2014-2 that also filed an SOA in 2017-2.
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Crawford’s econometric model, applied to the 2014–2017 period or the 2015–2017 period, would
exclude a large share of CSOs and their royalties.

IV.B.1. Many CSOs that carried WGNA pre-2014 had fewer than two subscriber
groups after the WGNA conversion and so would be excluded from Professor
Crawford’s regression analysis
(59)

Figure 12 shows the trend in the number of subscriber groups CSOs had over time. The first row
shows that the proportion of CSOs with no subscriber groups (i.e., CSOs that carried no distant
signal) increased from 13% in 2014 to 45% in 2017. Likewise, the proportion of CSOs with fewer
than two subscriber groups increased from 55% in 2014 to 62% in 2015 and then to 69% in 2017.57
Recall that Professor Crawford’s regression includes fixed effects for each CSO, an approach that
requires CSOs to have at least 2 subscriber groups. Thus, the number of CSOs excluded from
Professor Crawford’s regression analysis increases in 2015 and again in 2016 and 2017.
Figure 12. Distribution of subscriber groups per CSO, 2014–2017

# of SGs

# CSOs
2014

2015

2016

2017

0

13.0%

30.0%

44.6%

44.8%

1

41.8%

32.4%

23.5%

24.0%

<2

54.9%

62.4%

68.1%

68.8%

2+

45.1%

37.6%

31.9%

31.2%

Source: CDC data.
Note. Some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014-2.
The count of CSOs and subscriber groups that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data.

(60)

To understand the response of the CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014 to the conversion, I track those
CSOs’ carriage of distant signals. Figure 13 summarizes distant signal carriage as of 2017-2 for CSOs
that carried WGNA as a distant signal in 2014-2.58 In 2014-2, 611 CSOs carried WGNA, with 357
(58%) also carrying other distant signals and 254 (42%) carrying only WGNA. Of the 254 CSOs with
WGNA as their only distant signal in 2014, 241 (95%) did not add another distant signal to
compensate for the removal of WGNA from the channel line-up, and thus carried no distant signal by
2017-2. Further, of the 357 CSOs that in 2014 carried WGNA and other distant signals, 33 (9%)
carried no distant signals by 2017.

57

58

The increased share of “fewer than two subscriber groups” after 2014 reflects CSOs that had two or more subscriber
groups in 2014 decreasing the number of subscriber groups after 2014. For example, of 2014 CSOs that had exactly two
subscriber groups, 38% (if they survived in 2015) had fewer than two subscriber groups in 2015.
This includes both CSOs that carried and that did not carry WGNA as a distant signal in 2014-2. Additionally, I only
include those 2014-2 CSOs that also filed an SOA in 2017-2.
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(61)

With many CSOs that carried WGNA as of 2014-2 not adding another distant signal after the
conversion, more CSOs were paying the minimum fee in 2017-2. Of the 611 CSOs with WGNA in
2014-2, 44% paid the minimum fee. This increased to 92% as of 2017-2 after the WGNA conversion.
This 48-point post-conversion increase in the percentage of WGNA-carrying CSOs paying the
minimum fee was higher than the increase among CSOs without WGNA as of 2014-2, where the
percentage of CSOs that paid the minimum fee rose from 65% (100 ÷ 153) in 2014-2 to 71% (109 ÷
153) in 2017-2.

(62)

Overall, of the 611 CSOs that carried WGNA as a distant signal in 2014, 274 (45%) had no distant
signal in their channel line-up by 2017 and, consequently, could not be included in a Crawford-style
fixed-effects regression as applied to the post-2014 period.59 In contrast, among the 153 CSOs that
did not carry WGNA in 2014-2, only 7 (5%) had no distant signal by 2017. Comparing the two
percentages, CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014 were substantially more likely (45% vs. 5%) to not
carry any distant signal as of 2017. As this shows, CSOs that had carried WGNA in 2014 would be
disproportionately excluded from a regression analysis with CSO fixed effects.
Figure 13. Count and share of WGNA-carrying CSOs that carried no distant signal and paid minimum fee
post-conversion, as of 2017
CSO carriage of WGNA as of 2014-2

➔

Carriage of WGNA

Count
(1)

# paying
minimum fee
(2)

WGNA plus others

357

28

Only WGNA

254

TOTAL with WGNA
No WGNA

CSOs’ responses by 2017-2
# carrying no distant
signal
(3)

# paying minimum fee
(4)

➔

33 (9%)

309 (87%)

241

➔

241 (95%)

254 (100%)

611

269

➔

274 (45%)

563 (92%)

153

100

➔

7 (5%)

109 (71%)

Source: CDC data.
Note. Some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014-2.
The count of CSOs that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data. I only consider those CSOs in 2014-2 that carried at least
one distant signal (including CSOs with "No WGNA") and also filed an SOA in 2017-2.

(63)

In the 2010–2013 proceeding, the Judges took note of a criticism of Professor Crawford’s regression
analysis by Dr. Erkan Erdem, the Devotional claimants’ economic expert. In particular, Dr. Erdem
raised concerns about the loss of observations arising from Professor Crawford’s reliance on fixed
effects in the regression model.60 Based on the above discussion, such a concern would be further
elevated with the Crawford-style regression for the 2015–2017 period, when the loss of WGNA as a
distant signal left a large number of CSOs without any distant signal.
59

60

One CSO of the 611 CSOs with WGNA in 2014-2 continued to report WGNA as a distant signal as of 2017-2. So that
CSO would continue to count toward CSOs that had a distant signal as of 2017-2.
2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 29.
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IV.B.2. Professor Crawford’s regression approach would exclude the majority
of royalties, due to the increase in CSOs that did not satisfy the “multiple
observations” requirement after 2014
(64)

The increased proportion of CSOs with fewer than the two subscriber groups after 2014, including
many CSOs that shifted from carrying WGNA in 2014 to carrying no distant signal after 2014,
reduces the amount of royalty revenue that Professor Crawford’s regression framework would
include. Specifically, in Professor Crawford’s econometric model, none of these CSOs would
contribute to the estimation of relative value for the 2014–2017 period. This omits a large amount of
information that is relevant to the question of relative market value and renders Professor Crawford’s
model substantially less representative and less informative in the current proceeding than in the
2010–2013 proceeding.

(65)

Figure 14 shows the share of royalties attributable to CSOs paying the minimum fee as well as the
share of royalties attributable to CSOs that do not meet the “multiple observations” requirement (i.e.,
“< 2 SGs”), annually from 2014 through 2017. The first panel shows that the share of royalties
generated by CSOs paying the minimum fee increased after 2014—from 39% in 2014 to 94% in
2017. As shown in the second panel, the share of royalties associated with CSOs with less than two
subscriber groups also increased, from 26% in 2014 to 38% in 2017.
Figure 14. Total royalties and royalties from CSOs with at least 1 DSE and with at least 2 subscriber
groups, 2014–2017
CSOs paying minimum fee
Year

Total royalties

2014

CSOs with < 2 SGs

Royalties

% of Total
royalties

Royalties

% of Total
royalties

$225,787,643

$88,559,463

39.2%

$59,366,240

26.3%

2015

$207,614,933

$167,086,862

80.5%

$73,090,517

35.2%

2016

$200,589,126

$188,325,027

93.9%

$78,768,816

39.3%

2017

$200,192,670

$187,725,902

93.8%

$76,055,070

38.0%

Source: CDC data.

(66)

This has two implications. First, post-2015 royalty payments were less tied to whether the various
CSOs carried a distant signal (i.e., whether the CSO had a subscriber group); instead, payments after
2015 are driven more by minimum fees. Second, a smaller proportion of royalty payments are
attributable to CSOs that meet the “multiple observations” condition necessary to implement
Professor Crawford’s fixed effects regression model.

(67)

Overall, by 2017, 69% of CSOs had fewer than two subscriber groups and so would be excluded from
a Crawford-style regression (see Figure 12). This set of regression-excluded CSOs accounted for 38%
of royalties paid in 2017. Both percentages are substantially higher after 2014. In sum, applied after
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2014, the Crawford regression model incorporates economic decisions by substantially fewer CSOs
that collectively represent a substantially lower proportion of royalty payments. This renders the
approach less informative and less reliable for estimating relative marketplace value after 2014.

IV.C. Public TV minutes increased in 2015 and 2017, due in large part to
changed accounting treatment of exempt signals and to significant CSO
mergers
(68)

Alongside the WGNA conversion in December 2014, but not directly related to it, PTV minutes
began to increase in 2015. As Figure 1 and Figure 2 show, while most claimant groups saw either a
decline or small increase in their shares of total and compensable minutes after 2014, shares of
minutes increased for PTV. As I show below, the increase in PTV minutes coincides with the
reclassification of previously exempt PTV signals as paid signals, particularly following Charter
Communications’ acquisition of two other CSOs in 2016—Time Warner Cable and Bright House
Networks (the “Charter transactions”). This reclassification of PTV signals explains a large
proportion of the higher share of carried compensable minutes for the PTV claimant group after 2014.
Specifically, 231 PTV signals were reclassified from exempt to paid between 2014-2 and 2017-2, and
81% of those reclassifications were associated with the entities in the Charter transactions.

(69)

Importantly, the increase in PTV claimant group minutes results in large part from reclassification of
existing signals and not from the offering to consumers of new or additional PTV content or viewing
options. An increase in compensable minutes from reclassification of PTV signals (rather than an
improved offering to consumers on some dimension) is not a sound basis to ascribe a higher relative
valuation to the PTV claimant group.

IV.C.1. Reclassification of previously exempt PTV signals into paid signals
after 2014 explains a large portion of the increase in distant PTV signals and
minutes
(70)

While CSOs do not pay for local PTV signals, they pay for distant PTV signals in some
circumstances but are “exempt” from paying royalties on other PTV distant signals.61 In particular, a
distant signal may be retransmitted on different subchannels (i.e., a multicast stream). Some of these
multicast streams are exempt if they were first retransmitted by a CSO before February 27, 2010, or if
there was a written agreement between the CSO and the station.62 For example, KEET is a PBS
61

62

Both PTV and non-PTV distant signals may be exempt from royalty payments. Also, not all programming minutes on a
paid signal need be compensable. For example, a paid signal carrying content from a Big 3 network or WGNA content
that is not identical with WGN’s content is not compensable. See 17 U.S.C. § 111 (d)(3).
The SOA defines a multicast as “a digital stream of programming that is transmitted by a television broadcast station
and is not the station’s primary stream” and a simulcast as “a multicast stream of a television broadcast station that
duplicates the programming transmitted by the primary stream or another multicast stream of such station.” See
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member television station, and its digital signal is multiplexed with call signs KEET-DT, KEET-DT2,
KEET-DT3, and KEET-DT4. Between 2012 and 2015, Charter treated KEET-DT as a paid signal and
the others as exempt signals.
(71)

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show significant increases in PTV’s shares of total minutes and compensable
minutes after 2014. While the addition of new paid PTV signals may increase PTV’s share of minutes
carried, a large proportion of the increase was due to previously exempt signals being reclassified as
not exempt (“reclassified PTV signals”). This reclassification changes the reporting of PTV minutes
in the data, but it does not change the content or value that CSOs offer to their subscribers and
therefore should not affect relative market value.
IV.C.1.a. Increases in distant PTV signals did not proportionately increase PTV programming
available to consumers

(72)

Figure 15 shows the count of paid PTV signals on a semi-annual basis from 2014-2 through 2017-2,
along with the period-to-period net change in that count. From the beginning of 2014 through 2017,
the number of paid PTV signals increased by almost 60%, from 806 to 1,287, with the largest
increases happening during the two 2016 accounting periods.
Figure 15. Number of and changes in paid PTV signals between 2014 and 2017
Accounting period

Number of paid PTV signals

Net change in paid PTV signals

2014-1

806

2014-2

817

11

2015-1

827

10

2015-2

835

8

2016-1

972

137

2016-2

1,151

179

2017-1

1,236

85

2017-2

1,287

51

Total

481

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV signals are non-exempt PTV distant signals carried by CSOs. The number of paid PTV signals in an
accounting period is the count of each CSO’s unique paid PTV signals, summed across all CSOs in the accounting period.
“Net change in paid PTV signals” is the difference in the number paid PTV signals between two consecutive accounting
periods.

(73)

The count of paid distant PTV signals will increase if a CSO reclassifies a previously exempt PTV
signal as a paid signal, even if the channel line-ups available to consumers do not change. Figure 16
provides one example. During two distinct periods, 2014–2015 and 2016–2017, Charter offered its
“Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form), 2015, Important Notice About This Statement of Account.” In my analyses, I
exclude simulcast signals because they are duplicative. See also “Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form),” 2015,
General Instructions for SA3 (Long Form), p. (vi).”
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subscribers the exact same set of distant PTV signals: KEET and three subchannels (KEET-DT2,
DT3, and DT4). However, the subchannels were exempt in the former period but non-exempt (i.e.,
paid) in the latter period. Solely from this reclassification, PTV distant minutes on KEET station
would be approximately four times higher in 2016–2017 than in 2014–2015, even though, from the
subscriber or viewer perspective, nothing changed at all. This is an example of the type of
reclassification that would affect the reporting of minutes but not relative market value.
Figure 16. Reclassification of a PTV station carried by Charter

Callsign

2014–2015

2016–2017

KEET-DT

Distant and paid

Distant and paid

KEET-DT2

Distant but exempt

Distant and paid

KEET-DT3

Distant but exempt

Distant and paid

KEET-DT4

Distant but exempt

Distant and paid

Source. CDC data
Note. These callsigns are associated with subscriber group number 4 of CAC860.

(74)

Changes in counts of paid PTV signals (and, correspondingly, minutes) can arise through three
routes: (1) CSOs adding paid PTV signals to their channel line-up for a subscriber group; (2) CSOs
removing paid PTV signals; and (3) CSOs switching to paying for previously exempt PTV signals, as
in the preceding example. Figure 17 shows net changes in paid PTV signals from all three sources
combined, as well as the count of PTV signals reclassified from exempt to paid. In aggregate,
reclassification of PTV signals accounts for almost half (48% = 231 ÷ 481) of the net increase in paid
PTV signals between 2014 and 2017. Over 90% of the reclassification occurred in 2016.
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Figure 17. Percentage of net additional PTV signals attributable to reclassification, 2014–2017

2014-2

Net change in paid PTV
signals
(1)
11

2015-1

10

0

0%

2015-2

8

2

25%

2016-1

137

88

64%

2016-2

179

126

70%

2017-1

85

9

11%

2017-2

51

3

6%

Total

481

231

48%

Accounting period

Reclassified PTV signals
(2)

Due to reclassification
(3) = (2) ÷ (1)

3

27%

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV signals are non-exempt PTV distant signals carried by CSOs. The number of PTV signals, paid or exempt
(which may be subsequently reclassified as paid), in an accounting period is the count of each CSO’s unique PTV signals,
summed across all CSOs in the accounting period. “Net change” in PTV signals is the difference in the number of PTV signals
between two consecutive accounting periods. “Reclassified” describes a PTV signal that was previously exempt but is
subsequently reclassified as paid.

(75)

PTV programming minutes are equally available to consumers whether they are on paid PTV signals
or exempt PTV signals. Consequently, an increase in the number of paid PTV signals that is caused
by reclassification of previously exempt PTV signals does not increase the volume of PTV
programming available to consumers—that is the same both before and after reclassification. With no
change in the actual content available to consumers, and thus no change in the value that distant PTV
signals bring to a CSO, there is no logical basis to ascribe a higher relative valuation to the PTV
claimant group for changes in minutes that are the result of reclassification.
IV.C.1.b. Few CSOs paid increased royalties after PTV signals were reclassified as paid
signals

(76)

A substantial proportion of the increase in paid PTV signals from 2014 through 2017 was the result of
the reclassification of exempt PTV signals. The majority of these reclassified PTV signals were
offered by CSOs that paid the minimum fee.

(77)

Along with net changes in paid PTV signals and the numbers of reclassified PTV signals, Figure 18
reports the number and percentage of reclassified PTV signals associated with CSOs that paid the
minimum fee in each accounting period. Almost 90% of the reclassified PTV signals are on CSOs
that paid the minimum fee and bore no incremental cost from that reclassification. This reinforces the
point above—changes in PTV minutes that result from reclassification are not a sound basis on which
to ascribe a higher relative valuation to the PTV claimant group.
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Figure 18. Share of reclassified PTV signals associated with minimum fee paying CSOs, 2014–2017

Net change in paid PTV
signals
(1)

Reclassified PTV
signals
(2)

Reclassified PTV
signals associated with
CSOs paying minimum
fee
(3)

2014-2

11

3

3

100%

2015-1

10

0

0

N/A

2015-2

8

2

2

100%

2016-1

137

88

81

92%

2016-2

179

126

112

89%

2017-1

85

9

4

44%

Accounting
period

% Reclassified
(4) = (3) ÷ (2)

2017-2

51

3

3

100%

Total

481

231

205

89%

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV signals are non-exempt PTV distant signals carried by CSOs. The number of PTV signals, paid or exempt
(which may be subsequently reclassified as paid), in an accounting period is the count of each CSO’s unique PTV signals,
summed across all CSOs in the accounting period. “Net change” in PTV signals is the difference in the number of PTV signals
between two consecutive accounting periods. “Reclassified” describes a PTV signal that was previously exempt but is
subsequently reclassified as paid.

IV.C.2. Distant PTV minutes increased following Charter Communications’
acquisitions of Time Warner Cable and Bright House Networks in 2016
(78)

Charter Communications completed its acquisitions of Time Warner Cable and Bright House
Networks in May 2016.63 These three CSOs (the “Charter entities”) were among the largest cable
systems: as of 2013, they accounted for 26.2% of total industry subscribers.64 Together, these
transactions appear to underlie much of the reclassification of PTV signals from exempt to paid.

(79)

Figure 19 displays the count of paid PTV signals from 2014 to 2017 for the three Charter entities and
for all other cable systems. Total paid PTV signals rose after 2015, and most of the increase is due to
the Charter entities, especially in 2016.

63

64

David Shepardson, “Charter Communications completes purchase of Time Warner Cable,” Reuters, May 18, 2016,
available at https://www.reuters.com/article/us-twc-m-a/charter-communications-completes-purchase-of-time-warnercable-idUSKCN0Y92BR.
6.7% (Charter), 16.5% (Time Warner), and 3% (Bright House). CDC data.
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Figure 19. Number of paid PTV signals: Charter entities and others

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV distant signals are non-exempt PTV signals that CSOs carry. The number of paid PTV signals in an accounting
period is the count of each CSO’s unique paid PTV signals, summed across all CSOs in the accounting period.

(80)

Figure 20 reports the net changes in paid PTV signals overall, the total number of PTV signals
reclassified from exempt to paid across all CSOs, and the composition of net changes in paid PTV
signals for the Charter entities (taken together both before and after the Charter transactions) in each
accounting period from 2014 through 2017. The Charter entities accounted for 69% (= 335 ÷ 481) of
the net increase in paid PTV signals over this period. As discussed previously, a substantial
proportion of the net increase in PTV signals was due to the reclassification of exempt PTV signals.
The Charter entities accounted for 81% (= 187 ÷ 231) of these reclassified PTV signals. After the
Charter transactions, especially in 2016, many of Charter’s exempt PTV signals were reclassified as
paid PTV signals with the result that the Charter entities’ reclassified PTV signals account for over
86% (= (86 + 98) ÷ (88 + 126)) of all reclassified PTV signals in 2016.
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Figure 20. The Charter entities’ share of reclassified PTV signals, 2014–2017
Charter entities
Reclassified
PTV signals
(4)
0

Net change in
paid PTV
signals
(1)

Reclassified
PTV signals
(2)

2014-2

11

3

Net change in
paid PTV signals
(3)
-5

2015-1

10

0

-1

0

N/A

2015-2

8

2

13

2

100%

2016-1

137

88

105

86

98%

2016-2

179

126

150

98

78%

2017-1

85

9

31

0

0%

2017-2

51

3

42

1

33%

Total

481

231

335

187

81%

Accounting
period

(5) = (4) ÷ (2)
0%

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV signals are non-exempt PTV distant signals carried by CSOs. The number of PTV signals, paid or exempt
(which may be subsequently reclassified as paid), in an accounting period is the count of each CSO’s unique PTV signals,
summed across CSOs in the accounting period. “Net change” in PTV signals is the difference in the number of PTV signals
between two consecutive accounting periods. “Reclassified” describes a PTV signal that was previously exempt but is
subsequently reclassified as paid. The Charter entities are Charter, Time Warner, and Bright House.

(81)

In sum, PTV’s shares of total minutes and compensable minutes rose significantly in 2015 and 2016
(see Figure 1 and Figure 2). Almost half of the net increase in paid PTV signals between 2015 and
2017 was the result of reclassification of previously exempt PTV signals, with the majority of that
attributable to Charter’s 2016 acquisitions of Time Warner and Bright House. Whatever the driver of
reclassification, the resulting changes in PTV minutes are not a sound basis on which to ascribe a
higher relative market value to the PTV claimant group.
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V. Compared with CTV, the relative value of Program Suppliers
and Public TV content has likely diminished since the prior
proceeding
(82)

As I discussed in section IV, marketplace changes over the 2015–2017 period—including the WGNA
conversion, reclassification of PTV minutes, and the Charter transactions—affected both CSOs and
claimants. In this section, I turn to evidence from the demand side: changes in the types of content
consumers viewed and, especially, changes in how they viewed content. Specifically, streaming of
programming through various over-the-top (OTT) platforms expanded rapidly over the 2014–2017
period.65 This not only affected how consumers access content but has also done so in ways that likely
had differential effects across the claimant groups.

(83)

I first summarize the expansion of streaming before and during the 2014–2017 period at issue in this
proceeding. I then use Nielsen data to evaluate the directional impact of expanded streaming on
relative market values. This is a “directional” analysis in that I do not quantitatively measure the
effect of streaming on relative market values. Instead, I provide evidence on the types of content and
thus which groups of claimants were likely to have increased or decreased relative importance as a
result of the growth of streaming. Claimant groups whose content had a larger shift to streaming
would, all else equal, be likely to have a decrease in relative importance when it comes to delivery as
a distant signal by CSOs (even if such programming had no change or even an increase in total value
to consumers across all delivery methods including streaming). Conversely, claimant groups whose
content had smaller shifts to streaming likely would, all else equal, have an increase in relative
importance.

(84)

I then review data from Nielsen on household viewership over the relevant period. At a high level,
and consistent with the growth of streaming, Nielsen data show a declining trend in TV viewership
between 2014 and 2017. For instance, the average number of households watching a TV station in a
quarter-hour interval (i.e., the average number of “quarter-hour households”) fell by 11% over this
period. The decline in viewership was larger for content from the PTV and Program Supplier
claimants than for CTV content.66

65

66

OTT services are not limited to video content but include other services, such as music and gaming. For the purposes of
my report, I use OTT to refer to the streaming of content related to TV programs, such as through Netflix, Hulu, or
Amazon, rather than other video programming content such as YouTube’s user-generated videos.
I focus on the directional relative effects of streaming growth on CTV, PTV, and Program Suppliers claimants for
practical reasons. The Nielsen Local Monthlies data only contain one Canadian station and the Devotional category is
small and thus both less reliably measured and less impactful. Sports content is more challenging to evaluate with this
data due to geographic and temporal variation in ratings driven by factors unrelated to the growth of streaming. In
addition, I understand that streaming of Sports claimants’ content was limited during the 2014-2017 period.
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V.A. Dating back to at least 2010, streaming and smart device
penetration have increased while CSOs have lost subscribers
(85)

Streaming is an alternative to traditional distribution, such as through cable or satellite.67 Netflix, one
of the most well-known streaming services, transitioned in 2007 from mail delivery to streamed
content over the Internet.68 Since then, as I review below, cable TV’s subscriber base has eroded.
(Other forms of Pay TV, such as satellite, have been similarly affected, but those are not directly
relevant to the current proceeding.)

(86)

Streaming platforms use a variety of business models, including “consumer-pays” models and
“advertisement-supported” models. Netflix and Hulu are leading examples of the “consumer-pays”
model through which consumers access a catalog of video content for a recurring periodic fee. Under
the advertisement-supported streaming model, consumers access content with no monetary fee (e.g.,
YouTube) or at a discounted fee (e.g., Hulu with ads), but are required to watch advertisements.
Finally, “Virtual TV” (sometimes alternatively labeled vMVPD or “TV Everywhere”) refers to the
provision of live linear channels and on-demand video through streaming, typically for a recurring
fee; Sling TV (launched in 2015) and YouTube TV (launched in 2017) are examples.

(87)

Figure 21 shows the number of subscriptions for traditional TV (cable and non-cable), streaming, and
Virtual TV services. During 2014–2017, the number of households with cable TV subscriptions
declined (a reflection of “cord cutting,” meaning households giving up their cable TV subscriptions).
Total cable video subscriber counts fell from 67.0 million in 2014 to 62.2 million in 2017, even as the
number of households continued to grow.69 By contrast, the number of streaming subscriptions in the
United States grew by 96%, from 74 million in 2014 to 145 million in 2017. With 124 million
households in the United States in 2017 and nearly 150 million streaming subscriptions, the average
household had more than one subscription. Finally, Virtual TV only started to reach significant
penetration in 2017 and so is of minimal relevance to the current proceeding.

67
68

69

I use the term “traditional distribution channels” and “Pay TV” interchangeably.
Stefani Munro, “When Did Netflix Start?” Fansided, accessed June 29, 2022, https://netflixlife.com/2022/02/20/whendid-netflix-start/
Pay TV subscriptions as a % of U.S. households dropped from 81.8% in 2015 to 75.3% in 2017. See Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Subscriptions for traditional TV, streaming, and Virtual TV, 2010–2020
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Source: Kagan, a division of S&P Global Market.
Note. “Cable TV” is the sum of “Cable Video Subscriptions” and “IPTV-Telco TV Video Subscriptions” in the Kagan data;
“Streaming” corresponds to “Online Video Subscriptions” in the Kagan data; and “Virtual TV” corresponds to “Virtual
Multichannel Subscriptions” in the Kagan data. “Non-cable Pay TV” is computed as the count of Pay TV subscriptions
(“Traditional Multichannel Video Subscriptions”) minus the count of “Cable TV” subscriptions. Households often have more than
one streaming subscription, which is why the line for Streaming is above the U.S household line after 2016.

(88)

Households may have streaming subscriptions in place of or alongside their Pay TV services.
According to a 2017 survey, 67.3% of respondents without Pay TV and 63.6% of respondents with
Pay TV had one or more streaming subscriptions.70 That is, households without Pay TV are only
moderately more likely to have streaming subscriptions as of 2017. Even without cutting the cord,
households with both Pay TV and one or more streaming subscriptions are likely to spend less of
their time watching content on Pay TV as they spend more time on streaming.

(89)

Multiple factors have contributed to the shift to streaming, including viewer convenience and
improved access to digital and broadband infrastructure. Unlike traditional televiewing methods that
70

TiVO, Consumer Behavior Across Pay-TV, PVOD, OTT, TVE, Streaming Devices and Content Discovery, Video Trends
Report, Q2 2017 [hereinafter “2017 TiVO Report”], p. 19. Also see Deloitte, “Digital Media Trends Survey,” 13th ed.,
Deloitte Insights 2019, p. 3. Also see Deloitte, “Digital Media Trends Survey,” 12th ed., Deloitte Insights 2018, p. 7.
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require viewers to access pre-determined and pre-scheduled TV programs, streaming offers
consumers the flexibly to choose the content they prefer at the time and largely the place of their
choosing.71 The ubiquity of smart and mobile devices has facilitated the adoption of streaming
services.72 Furthermore, broadband adoption for faster connectivity grew roughly in tandem with the
decline in Pay TV (via cable, satellite, or telecom provider) penetration rate.73 Finally, faster
download speeds of residential connections have also allowed expanded and simultaneous streaming
within a household.74

V.B. Nielsen data show diminished TV viewership over the 2014–2017
period
(90)

As Figure 21 shows, cable subscriptions, and Pay TV subscriptions in general, declined over the
2014–2017 period. Although Pay TV subscriptions fell, a large proportion of households—estimated
at 64% in 2017—used both Pay TV and streaming (i.e., had both Pay TV and one or more streaming
subscriptions).75 Thus, streaming provided an alternative source of content to some of the
programming on cable both at the household level (i.e., cancelling Pay TV subscriptions) and the
intra-household level (i.e., spending more time streaming in lieu of watching Pay TV content, but
without cancelling a Pay TV subscription). Both mechanisms likely explain the decline in the number
of households watching TV over the 2014–2017 period that is evident in the Nielsen data that I
review in this section.

V.B.1. Overview of Nielsen data
(91)

I obtained the “Local Monthlies” data for 2014 through 2017 from Nielsen (“Nielsen data”). The data
provide local household audience estimates for TV viewership at the signal level for the US. More
specifically, for each quarter-hour interval, the data provide the count of households watching a signal
carried in a designated market area (DMA).76
71
72

73
74

75

76

Some of these benefits need not apply to content that is more valuable in real-time, such as news, weather, and sports.
Kanchan Samtani and Gaurav Jindal, “Entertainment Goes Online,” Boston Consulting Group, November 2018, p. 4,
available at https://web-assets.bcg.com/img-src/Entertainment-Goes-Online_tcm9-208006.pdf. See also, Keith Nissen,
“Q1 2017 Consumer Survey Summary Report: The Rise of ‘Internet TV,’” SNL Consumer Insights, S&P Global Market
Intelligence, May 26, 2017, 1-2. Also see Pew Research Fact Sheets, April 7, 2021,
https://www.pewresearch.org/publications/?formats=fact-sheet&research-teams=internet-tech.
“U.S. Multichannel Market Industry Presentation, Q4’2017,” S&P Global Market Intelligence, p. 5.
2020 Federal Communications Commission, Communications Marketplace Report, December 31, 2020, Fig. II.B.20, p.
84.
2017 TiVO Report, p. 19. Also see Deloitte, “Digital Media Trends Survey,” 13th ed., Deloitte Insights 2019, p. 3. Also
see Deloitte, “Digital Media Trends Survey,” 12th ed., Deloitte Insights 2018, p. 7.
As described by Nielsen, “A DMA region is a group of counties and zip codes that form an exclusive geographic area in
which the home market television stations hold a dominance of total hours viewed. There are 210 DMA regions,
covering the entire continental U.S., Hawaii, and parts of Alaska.” Nielsen, DMA® Regions, accessed June 30, 2022,
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(92)

Based on the dataset and algorithms prepared by Dr. Bennett, I categorize the type of programming
and associated claimant group for the content carried on each signal in each 15-minute interval in the
Nielsen data. I restrict my analysis to the set of signals that CSOs carried in at least one accounting
period between 2014 and 2017 (as identified in the CDC data). Among 4,775 signals that were ever
carried by CSOs between 2014 and 2017, 1,059 are present in the Nielsen data.77 For the analysis in
the current section, I examine local viewership of all signals rather than of signals that were carried as
distant signals.78 Even though local signals are not at issue in the current proceeding, for the purpose
of my analysis in this section—i.e., to evaluate the potentially differential effects of declining cable
TV viewership on different categories of content—trends in viewership on local signals are
informative.

V.B.2. TV viewership fell between 2014 and 2017
(93)

To construct a consistent sample over time, I limit my analysis to the set of signals in the Nielsen data
that have coverage of at least 85% of the yearly quarter-hours and for each of the four years in
question.79 To examine viewership trends over time, I calculate the number of households per quarterhour averaged across all signals included in my analysis in each year.80 Figure 22 shows the
downward trend in the extent of viewership over the 2014–2017 period. The average number of
households watching TV per quarter-hour fell by 11% between 2014 and 2017.

77
78

79

80

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/contact-us/intl-campaigns/dma-maps/.
I exclude 27 Canadian and Mexican stations.
This is because I am not attempting to use Nielsen data to quantify the relative market values of different claimant
groups associated with programming provided on distant signals. Instead, my purposes in this section are, first, to
identify the types of content that were more and less affected by the rise of streaming and concomitant decline in Pay TV
subscribers and, second, to derive qualitative implications of those shifts for the relative market value of CTV, PTV, and
Program Suppliers claimants.
I consider alternative coverage thresholds and present the results in Appendix C.3. My conclusions are qualitatively
unchanged. Using a low coverage threshold is more likely to include smaller stations that would appear sporadically in
the Nielsen data, and are more likely to appear during quarter-hour intervals in which they are carrying more popular
content. In contrast, a higher coverage threshold includes stations that appear more consistently in the Nielsen data.
I do not use the aggregate number of households across stations within a year as a measure of viewership. Under such an
approach, yearly differences in TV viewership could be due to differences in the number of quarter-hour intervals across
the stations or the count of stations in the Nielsen data rather than due to changes in viewing patterns.
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Figure 22. Average number of viewing households per quarter-hour
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Source: Nielsen data.

V.C. Increased streaming and lower cable subscribership appear to
have diminished the importance of PTV and Program Suppliers content
relative to CTV content
(94)

Had declines in Pay TV subscribership and viewership been spread randomly across types of
consumers, the relative importance of the different claimant groups would not change—there would
be fewer cable TV subscribers overall, but they would have the same viewing patterns on average.81
But, insofar as those declines were not random, their relative importance is likely to change. Thus,
one possible implication of the growth in streaming that the Judges may wish to consider is that
viewers did not shift to streaming in a random fashion, but rather specific types of consumers were
more likely to switch to streaming (in whole, by cutting the cord, or in part by simply spending less
time watching Pay TV content), while other types of consumers were more likely to continue
accessing content through traditional Pay TV. In that case, claimant groups whose content was
increasingly viewed through mediums other than Pay TV in consequence of those systematic shifts

81

Consumers may be of different "types;” i.e., there may be observable and unobservable differences across consumers.
Observable differences could be based on gender, age, etc., while unobservable differences could be related to factors,
such as preferences. Consumers of different types may exhibit different television viewing patterns.
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would, all else equal, be likely to have a decrease in relative market value when it comes to delivery
as a distant signal by CSOs.
(95)

To illustrate, consider that some of Netflix’s highest-profile content offerings have included major
sitcoms such as Friends, Seinfeld, and The Office.82 In syndication (i.e., re-runs), these shows fall
under the Program Suppliers claimant group.83 If the consumers who valued these and similar shows
on Netflix were the most likely to cancel their Pay TV subscriptions, then the remaining pool of cable
subscribers would comprise individuals who, on average, have a lower value for Program Suppliers’
content (because the subscribers who most valued Program Suppliers’ content, in this example, are
now watching on Netflix instead of cable or other Pay TV). In that case, the relative importance of
Program Suppliers’ content to subscribers would decrease generally, including on distant signals. As
another example, suppose that consumers who most value CTV content are the least likely to cancel
their cable subscriptions. In that case, as cord-cutting progresses, a larger percentage of consumers
still paying for cable will be those who most value CTV. In this case, the relative importance of CTV
content to subscribers would increase.84 Cord-cutting is an extreme example that makes the
mechanism clearer, but the same points apply if consumers are simply watching less of specific types
of content on cable and more on streaming.

(96)

Below, I provide evidence that changes in viewership across claimant groups’ content during the
2014–2017 period were not random. In particular, declines in cable viewership were greater for
Program Suppliers and PTV claimant groups than for CTV.

V.C.1. Nielsen data show differential changes for the CTV, PTV, and Program
Suppliers claimant groups
(97)

Nielsen data show a declining trend in the number of households watching content associated with the
CTV, PTV, and Program Suppliers claimant groups. However, the declines were greater for the
content associated with PTV and Program Suppliers groups than for CTV claimants’ content. That is,
viewership of CTV content increased relative to PTV and Program Suppliers content. This is evident
in Figure 23, which depicts trends in total quarter-hour viewership for content from CTV, PTV, and
Program Suppliers, relative to their respective viewership in 2014. By 2017, viewership of CTV

82

83
84

Friends, Seinfeld, and The Office are considered to be the best sitcoms of all times according to IMDb, a popular online
database of information including ratings and reviews related to films, TV shows, and other streaming content. See “The
Best Sitcoms of All Time”, IMDb, updated April.24, 2017, available at https://www.imdb.com/list/ls069786537/.
See, 2014-2017 Bennett Report, Appendix B.
This is akin to the Judges’ discussion of revealed preference in the 2010–2013 ruling. 2010–13 Distribution Order, pp.
8–9. Consumers who cut the cord or scale back their time viewing on Pay TV are an instance of a “revealed preference”
for content available through other mediums. Understanding what those other mediums offer provides indirect evidence
on the preferences of those who did not switch.
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content was down a bit less than 5%, but viewership of Program Suppliers content was down more
than 11% and viewership of PTV content was down nearly 14%.
Figure 23. Viewership (number of quarter-hour households) for CTV, PTV, and Program Suppliers
claimant groups’ content relative to 2014 viewership
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Source: Nielsen data.
Note. Total viewership for a claimant group’s content in a given year is the count of households that watched the claimant
group’s content in a given quarter-hour, summed across all quarter-hour intervals in the year.

(98)

The falling share of viewership on cable of Program Suppliers content is in line with the improved
quality of streaming video content provided on platforms such as Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, and
Hulu. Besides licensed TV shows, these streaming platforms also produce original content. Figure 24
shows the rising trend of Emmy nominations for streaming platforms’ content over the 2013–2018
period, gains that came at least partly at the expense of traditional cable networks’ productions,
including HBO’s. This indicates that the quality of content carried by streaming platforms also
increased over the 2013–2018 period.
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Figure 24. Emmy nominations, 2013–2018

Source: Ellis Cloption, “Storming the Emmys: Netflix, Amazon and Hulu Edge Out Networks,” Variety, July 13, 2018,
https://variety.com/2018/tv/news/emmys-netflix-amazon-hulu-streaming-data-1202872238/.

(99)

In sum, streaming grew rapidly during 2014–2017. Nielsen data show concomitant declines in
viewership of the PTV and Program Suppliers claimant groups’ content. CTV content viewership also
declined, but that decline was smaller than for PTV and Program Suppliers. This implies that the
growth of streaming likely had a greater adverse impact on Program Suppliers and PTV claimants
than on CTV claimants. All else equal, this is consistent with a higher relative market value for CTV
claimants over the 2014–2017 period as compared with Program Suppliers and PTV claimants.
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DECLARATION OF LESLIE M. MARX

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on:

11-02-2022

Leslie M. Marx, PhD
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Appendix A. Curriculum Vitae
A.1. Summary of experience
Leslie M. Marx is the Robert A. Bandeen Professor of Economics at the Fuqua School of Business at
Duke University. She is an expert in auctions, vertical contracting, antitrust liability, and cartels. Dr.
Marx is well known for her innovative ideas in the areas of industrial organization, applied game
theory, auctions, procurements, and collusion. She served as Chief Economist of the Federal
Communications Commission from August 2005 through August 2006.
Dr. Marx has published extensively in peer-reviewed journals and elsewhere on topics related to
industrial organization, applied game theory, auctions, procurements, and collusion. Her published
work includes papers on collusive mechanisms, incentives in procurement contracting, slotting
allowances, and exclusive dealing. In addition, Dr. Marx has been named among the Who’s Who
Legal of Competition Economists since 2017.

A.2. Education
◼

PhD, Economics, Northwestern University

◼

MA, Economics, Northwestern University

◼

BS, Mathematics, Duke University

A.3. Professional experience
◼

Fuqua School of Business and Department of Economics, Duke University


Robert A. Bandeen Professor of Economics, 2013–present



William and Sue Gross Research Fellow and Professor of Economics, 2012–2013



Professor of Economics, 2008–2013



Associate Professor of Economics, 2002–2008 (with tenure). On leave 2005–2006

◼

Toulouse School of Economics, Visiting Scholar, 2018

◼

University of Melbourne
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Visiting Eminent Scholar, 2014, 2016, 2019



Academic Visitor, 2012

◼

US Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Chief Economist, 2005–2006

◼

W.E. Simon Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Rochester

◼



Associate Professor of Economics and Management, 2000–2002 (with tenure), 1999–2000



Assistant Professor of Economics and Management, 1994–1999

California Institute of Technology, Visiting Associate, 2000

A.4. Teaching
◼

◼

◼

MBA: Managerial Economics, Environmental Economics, Managerial Decision Analysis,
Managerial Game Theory
Executive MBA: Environmental Economics, Managerial Decision Analysis, Managerial
Economics, Managerial Game Theory
PhD: Game Theory, Industrial Organization

A.5. Selected consulting experience
◼

◼

◼

◼

On behalf of Amazon, submitted written direct and rebuttal testimony in the Phonorecords IV
proceeding before the Copyright Royalty Board analyzing reasonable royalty rates for mechanical
licenses for musical works.
On behalf of Spotify, submitted expert reports in Thomas Morgan Robertson et al. v. Spotify USA
Inc. and Robert Gaudio et al. v. Spotify USA Inc. Analyzed the economic choices faced by
relevant actors in the music streaming industry, calculated the actual economic damages caused
by Spotify’s alleged infringement, and analyzed plaintiffs’ statutory damage request in light of
actual economic damages.
On behalf of several direct action plaintiffs that include large electronic component distributors
and contract manufacturers, submitted expert reports in In re Capacitors Antitrust Litigation. The
plaintiffs allege that more than 15 capacitor manufacturers colluded to fix the prices of aluminum,
film, and tantalum capacitors in the United States for at least 12 years.
Provided economic analysis in consulting capacity related to two mergers in the retail gasoline
industry. Analyzed the relevant antitrust markets, price patterns, and market positioning of the
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merging parties. Opined on whether the proposed mergers would substantially lessen competition
in the retail gasoline market.
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

In the matter In re Optical Disk Drive Products Antitrust Litigation, testified on behalf of Dell
Inc. and Dell Products, Inc.
Retained by the Department of Justice (DOJ) to evaluate the potential competitive effects of
Sinclair Broadcast Group’s proposed acquisition of Tribune Media. Analyzed potential
competitive effects of the merger, which would have expanded Sinclair’s reach to more than 70%
of US homes. Tribune ultimately terminated the merger agreement.
In the case SOCAN-Re: Sound Pay Audio Services Tariffs, 2007–2016 (Copyright Board of
Canada proceeding), submitted an expert report and testified on behalf of Stingray Digital and the
broadcasting distribution undertakings in Canadian Copyright Board litigation involving
performing rights royalties for pay audio services payable for musical works and sound
recordings.
In In re Determination of Rates and Terms for Making and Distributing Phonorecords, testified
on behalf of Spotify USA Inc. regarding royalty payments under Section 115 of the Copyright
Act.
Submitted an expert report in In re Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Antitrust Litigation on behalf of a
class of direct purchasers. Analyzed economic evidence related to defendant’s role in alleged
price-fixing conspiracy.
Prepared as a testifying expert on behalf of DOJ in support of its successful challenge of the
proposed $34.6 billion merger of Halliburton and Baker Hughes.
Served as testifying expert at trial on behalf of a large coalition of direct action plaintiffs in In re
Urethane Antitrust Litigation. Analyzed impact and estimated damages. Analysis indicated that
plaintiffs were overcharged by $608 million, or 11%, between 1994 and 2003 as a result of
alleged price-fixing conspiracy among chemicals suppliers. Direct action plaintiffs reached
settlements, including a $400 million settlement with The Dow Chemical Company.
In the matter ACCC v. Informed Sources, provided economic analysis on behalf of the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission in its Federal Court of Australia proceedings against
Informed Sources. Analyzed whether the retail gasoline price information provided by Informed
Sources to fuel retailers that subscribed to the service likely lessened competition in metropolitan
Melbourne.
In the matter Anderson News, LLC v. American Media, Inc., submitted expert reports on behalf of
Anderson News regarding allegations that leading magazine publishers and distributors engaged
in a conspiracy to boycott magazine wholesaler Anderson.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

In the matter In re Petition of Pandora Media, Inc., served as testifying expert on behalf of
Pandora in its litigation with the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
(ASCAP). The court ultimately adopted key aspects of Dr. Marx’s analysis of proposed
benchmarks and set a rate within the range of rates proposed by Dr. Marx.
Served as a testifying damage expert on behalf of plaintiffs in In re TFT-LCD (Flat Panel)
Antitrust Litigation.
In the matter In re Chocolate Confectionary Antitrust Litigation, assisting testifying expert on
behalf of defendant regarding its participation in an alleged price-fixing conspiracy of chocolate
candy products in the United States.
Filed a report with the FCC on behalf of Verizon regarding proposals to restrict Verizon’s and
AT&T’s participation in the upcoming Incentive Auction for wireless spectrum.
Assisted lead testifying expert in United States ex rel. Bunk v. Birkart Globistics and United
States ex rel. Ammons v. Pasha Group. On behalf of the United States, provided support on
economic damages related to a conspiracy by Department of Defense contractors for moving
services.
Submitted a white paper to and participated in meetings with DOJ and the FCC on behalf of the
Communications Workers of America (CWA), an interested party in the proposed TMobile/AT&T merger. Opined on the appropriate methods of analysis and horizontal and vertical
concerns with the proposed merger.
Provided economic analysis related to the Comcast-NBCU merger on behalf of Bloomberg, LP.
Conditions were imposed on the transaction to protect Bloomberg TV and other competitors of
Comcast-NBCU’s business news network CNBC from being disadvantaged.
Served as a testifying expert in In re Electrical Carbon Products Antitrust Litigation. Submitted
an expert report on damages.
In In re Vitamins Antitrust Litigation, served as a consulting expert. Worked closely with Bates
White professionals to examine whether the economic evidence was inconsistent with
noncooperative conduct during a period of time predating the defendants’ guilty pleas.
In Oxford Health Plans v. Liberty Surplus Ins. Corp., provided expert testimony for Liberty
Surplus Insurance Corporation in litigation that concerned Oxford Health Plans’ settlement
negotiations in a securities class action lawsuit.
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A.6. Testifying experience
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

United States Copyright Royalty Judges, Determination of Royalty Rates and Terms for Making
and Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords IV), Case No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027).
Written direct and rebuttal testimony, and deposition testimony: 2021–2022.
In Re Rail Freight Fuel Surcharge Antitrust Litigation, MDL No. 1869, Case No. 07-489. Expert
report and deposition testimony: 2020–2021.
Thomas Morgan Robertson et al. v. Spotify USA Inc., No. 3:17-cv-01616 (M.D. Tenn., filed
2017) and Robert Gaudio et al. v. Spotify USA Inc., No. 3:17-cv-01052 (M.D. Tenn., filed 2017).
Expert reports, deposition testimony: 2018–2019.
In re Capacitors Antitrust Litigation, No. 3:14-cv-03264 (N.D. Cal. filed 2014). Expert reports,
deposition, and Daubert hearing testimony: 2018–2020.
Dell Inc. and Dell Products L.P. v. Hitachi-LG Data Storage Korea, Inc., et al., No. 3:13-cv03550-RS (W.D. Texas). Expert report and deposition testimony: 2017.
United States Copyright Royalty Judges, Determination of Rates and Terms for Making and
Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords III), Docket No. 16–CRB–0003–PR (2018–2022).
Written direct, rebuttal, and remand testimony, deposition, and hearing testimony: 2016–2022.
ACCC v. Informed Sources (Australia) Pty Ltd & Ors VID450/2014. Provided economic analysis
on behalf of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission in its Federal Court of
Australia proceedings against Informed Sources. Expert report: 2015.
In Re Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Antitrust Litigation, Master File No. C-07-5944 JST, MDL No.
1917. Expert report: 2016.
SOCAN-Re:Sound Pay Audio Services Tariffs, 2007–2016 (Copyright Board of Canada
proceeding). Expert report and trial testimony: 2016.
Expert report and testimony in arbitration involving two large telecommunications companies:
2016.
In re Urethane Antitrust Litig., No. 08-cv-05169 (D.N.J. filed 2008). Expert report, deposition,
and trial testimony: 2013–2016.
In re Anderson News, L.L.C. v. Am. Media, Inc., No. 09-cv-2227 PAC (S.D.N.Y.). Expert report
and deposition testimony: 2014.
In re Petition of Pandora Media, Inc., No. 12-cv-8035 (S.D.N.Y. filed 2013). Expert reports,
declaration, deposition, and trial testimony: 2013–2014.
In re Urethane Antitrust Litig., MDL No. 04-1616 (D. Kan. filed 2004). Rule 26 Disclosure and
deposition testimony: 2013.
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◼

◼
◼

In re TFT-LCD (Flat Panel) Antitrust Litig., MDL No. 07-1827 (N.D. Cal. filed 2007). Expert
reports and deposition testimony: 2011–2014.
In re Elec. Carbon Prod. Antitrust Litig., No. 05-6042 (D.N.J. filed 2006) Expert report: 2009.
Oxford Health Plans v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company et al., C.A. No. 03C-04-268
(W.C.C.) (Del. Super. Ct. filed 2004). Expert report and deposition.

A.7. Consulting
◼

Bates White Economic Consulting, Washington, DC, 2002–2005, 2007–present

◼

Bloomberg, LP, 2010

◼

Federal Communications Commission, Washington, DC, 2006–2007

◼

Latex International, Ansonia, CT, 2001

◼

Xerox Corp., Rochester, NY, 1999

◼

Rochester Gas & Electric Corp., Rochester, NY, 1997, 1998

◼

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY, 1995, 1996, 1999

A.8. Publications
A.8.a. Research papers in academic journals
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Bilateral Trade with Multi-Unit Demand and Supply.” With Simon Loertscher. Forthcoming in
Management Science.
“Incomplete Information Bargaining with Applications to Mergers, Investment, and Vertical
Integration.” (With Simon Loertscher.) American Economic Review 112, no. 2 (2022), 616–649.
“Coordinated Effects in Merger Review.” With Simon Loertscher. Journal of Law & Economics
64, no. 4 (2021): 705–744.
“The Possibility of Social-Surplus-Reducing Vertical Mergers.” With Simon Loertscher. CPI
Antitrust Chronical (October 2020): 1–5.
“Digital Monopolies: Privacy Protection or Price Regulation?” With Simon Loertscher.
International Journal of Industrial Organization 71 (2020): 1–13.
“Asymptomatically Optimal Prior-Free Clock Auctions.” With Simon Loertscher. Journal of
Economic Theory 187 (2020).
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“A Dominant Strategy Asset Market Mechanism.” With Simon Loertscher. Games and Economic
Behavior 120 (2020): 1–15.
“Merger Review with Intermediate Buyer Power.” With Simon Loertscher. International Journal
of Industrial Organization 67 (2019): 1–16.
“Mix-and-Match Divestitures and Merger Harm.” With Simon Loertscher. Japanese Economic
Review 70, no. 3 (2019): 346–66.
“Merger Review for Markets with Buyer Power.” With Simon Loertscher. Journal of Political
Economy 127, no. 9 (2019).
“Two-Sided Allocation Problems, Decomposability, and the Impossibility of Efficient Trade.”
With David Delacrètaz, Simon Loertscher, and Tom Wilkening. Journal of Economic Theory 179
(2019): 416–54.
“Auctions with Bid Credits and Resale.” With Simon Loertscher. International Journal of
Industrial Organization 55 (2017): 58–90.
“Defending Against Potential Collusion by Your Suppliers—26th Colin Clark Memorial
Lecture.” Economic Analysis and Policy 53 (2017): 123–28.
“Club Good Intermediaries.” With Simon Loertscher. International Journal of Industrial
Organization 50 (2017): 430–59.
“A Long Way Coming: Designing Centralized Markets with Privately Informed Buyers and
Sellers.” With Simon Loertscher and Tom Wilkening. Journal of Economic Literature 53(4)
(2015): 857–97.
“Antitrust Leniency with Multi-Market Colluders.” With Claudio Mezzetti and Robert C.
Marshall. American Economic Journal: Microeconomics 7, no. 3 (2015): 205–40.
“Buyer Resistance for Cartel versus Merger.” With Vikram Kumar, Robert C. Marshall, and Lily
Samkharadze. International Journal of Industrial Organization 39 (2015): 71–80.
“Effects of Antitrust Leniency on Concealment Effort by Colluding Firms.” With Claudio
Mezzetti. Journal of Antitrust Enforcement 2, no. 2 (2014): 305–32.


◼

◼

Winner of Best Economics Article—2015 Antitrust Writing Awards.

“An Oligopoly Model for Analyzing and Evaluating (Re)-Assignments of Spectrum Licenses.”
With Simon Loertscher. Review of Industrial Organization 45, no. 3 (2014): 245–73.
“Plus Factors and Agreement in Antitrust Law.” With William E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall,
and Halbert L. White. Michigan Law Review 110, no. 3 (2011): 393–436.


Winner of the 10th Annual Jerry S. Cohen Memorial Fund Writing Award for the best
antitrust piece during the prior year.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Bidder Collusion at First-Price Auctions.” With Giuseppe Lopomo and Peng Sun. Review of
Economic Design 15, no. 3 (2011): 177–211.
“Carbon Allowance Auction Design: An Assessment of Options for the U.S.” With Giuseppe
Lopomo, David McAdams, and Brian Murray. Review of Environmental Economics and Policy 5,
no. 1 (2011): 25–43.
“Coordinated Effects in the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines.” With Wayne-Roy Gayle,
Robert C. Marshall, and Jean-Francois Richard. Review of Industrial Organization 39, no. 1
(2011): 39–56.
“The Economics of Contingent Re-Auctions.” With Sandro Brusco and Giuseppe Lopomo.
American Economic Journal: Microeconomics 3, no. 2 (2011): 165–93.
“Break-Up Fees and Bargaining Power in Sequential Contracting.” With Greg Shaffer.
International Journal of Industrial Organization 28, no. 5 (2010): 451–63.
“Slotting Allowances and Scarce Shelf Space.” With Greg Shaffer. Journal of Economics &
Management Strategy 19, no. 3 (2010): 575–603.
“Cartels as Two-Stage Mechanisms: Implications for the Analysis of Dominant-Firm Conduct.”
With Randal D. Heeb, William E. Kovacic, and Robert C. Marshall. Chicago Journal of
International Law 10, no. 1 (2009): 213–31.
“Individual Accountability in Teams.” With Francesco Squintani. Journal of Economic Behavior
& Organization 72, no. 1 (2009): 260–73.
“Quantitative Analysis of Coordinated Effects.” With William E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall,
and Steven P. Schulenberg. Antitrust Law Journal 76, no. 2 (2009): 397–430.
“The ‘Google Effect’ in the FCC’s 700 MHz Auction.” With Sandro Brusco and Giuseppe
Lopomo. Information Economics and Policy 21, no. 2 (2009): 101–14.
“The Vulnerability of Auctions to Bidder Collusion.” With Robert C. Marshall. Quarterly
Journal of Economics 124, no. 2 (2009): 883–910.
“Cartel Price Announcements: The Vitamins Industry.” With Robert C. Marshall and Matthew E.
Raiff. International Journal of Industrial Organization 26, no. 3 (2008): 762–802.


◼

◼

Awarded the 2009 Paul Geroski Best Article Prize for one of the best two articles published
in the International Journal of Industrial Organization in 2008.

“Bidder Collusion.” With Robert C. Marshall. Journal of Economic Theory 133, no. 1 (2007):
374–402.
“Exploring Relations between Decision Analysis and Game Theory.” With Jules van Binsbergen.
Decision Analysis 4, no. 1 (2007): 32–40.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Rent Shifting and the Order of Negotiations.” With Greg Shaffer. International Journal of
Industrial Organization 25, no. 5 (2007): 1109–25.
“Upfront Payments and Exclusion in Downstream Markets.” With Greg Shaffer. RAND Journal
of Economics 38, no. 3 (2007): 823–43.
“Economics at the Federal Communications Commission.” Review of Industrial Organization 29,
no. 4 (2006): 349–68.
“Inefficiency of Collusion at English Auctions.” With Giuseppe Lopomo and Robert C. Marshall.
B. E. Journal of Theoretical Economics 5, no. 1 (2005).
“Opportunism and Menus of Two-Part Tariffs.” With Greg Shaffer. International Journal of
Industrial Organization 22, no.10 (2004): 1399–1414.
“Opportunism in Multilateral Vertical Contracting: Nondiscrimination, Exclusivity, and
Uniformity: Comment.” With Greg Shaffer. American Economic Review 94, no. 3 (2004): 796–
801.
“The Joint Determination of Leverage and Maturity.” With Michael J. Barclay and Clifford W.
Smith, Jr. Journal of Corporate Finance 9, no. 2 (2003): 149–67.


◼

◼

“Adverse Specialization.” With Glenn M. MacDonald. Journal of Political Economy 109, no. 4
(2001): 864–99.
“Insurer Ownership Structure and Executive Compensation as Complements.” With David
Mayers and Clifford W. Smith, Jr. Journal of Risk and Insurance 68, no. 3 (2001): 449–63.


◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Winner of Outstanding Paper in Corporate Finance at the 1997 Southern Finance Association
Meetings.

Winner of Outstanding Paper in Financial Services at the 1998 Southern Finance Association
Meetings.

“Dynamic Voluntary Contribution to a Public Project.” With Steven A. Matthews. Review of
Economic Studies 67, no. 2 (2000): 327–58.
“Adaptive Learning and Iterated Weak Dominance.” Games and Economic Behavior 26, no. 2
(1999): 253–78.
“Odd-Eighth Avoidance as a Defense against SOES Bandits.” With Eugene Kandel. Journal of
Financial Economics 51, no.1 (1999): 85–102.
“Payments for Order Flow on NASDAQ.” With Eugene Kandel. Journal of Finance 54, no. 1
(1999): 35–66.
“Predatory Accommodation: Below-Cost Pricing without Exclusion in Intermediate Goods
Markets.” With Greg Shaffer. RAND Journal of Economics 30, no. 1 (1999): 22–43.
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◼

◼

“Process Variation as a Determinant of Bank Performance: Evidence from the Retail Banking
Study.” With Frances Frei, Ravi Kalakota, and Andrew Leone. Management Science 45, no. 9
(1999): 1210–20.
“Efficient Venture Capital Financing Combining Debt and Equity.” Review of Economic Design
3, no. 4 (1998): 371–87.


◼

◼

◼

◼

Winner of the Koç University Prize for the Best Paper of the Year in Review of Economic
Design.

“The Effects of Transaction Costs on Stock Prices and Trading Volume.” With Michael J.
Barclay and Eugene Kandel. Journal of Financial Intermediation 7, no. 2 (1998): 130–50.
“Cost Effective Use of Muscle Relaxants: A Decision Analysis.” With Jeffrey S. Rubenstein,
Wendy Colin, Darryl Jackson, Craig Lockwood, and Janice Molloy. Pediatrics 100, no. 3 (1997):
451–52.
“NASDAQ Market Structure and Spread Patterns.” With Eugene Kandel. Journal of Financial
Economics 45, no. 1 (1997): 35–60.
“Order Independence for Iterated Weak Dominance.” With Jeroen M. Swinkels. Games and
Economic Behavior 18, no. 2 (1997): 219–45. Corrigendum, Games and Economic Behavior 31
(2000): 324–29.

A.8.b. Research papers published in books and conference volumes
◼

◼

◼

◼

“What Next? Cartel Strategy after Getting Caught.” With Robert C. Marshall and Claudio
Mezzetti. In Competition Law and Economics: Developments, Policies, and Enforcement Trends
in the US and Korea, eds. Jay Pil Choi, Wonhuyk Lim, and Sang-Hyop Lee, 125–144. Edward
Elgar Publishing, 2020.
“A Tussle over Royalties: Pandora v. ASCAP, Pandora v. BMI, and the DOJ’s Consent Decree
Review.” With Keith Waehrer. In The Antitrust Revolution, 7th ed., eds. John Kwoka and
Lawrence White. Oxford University Press, 2018.
“Leniency, Profiling and Reverse Profiling: Strategic Challenges for Competition Authorities.”
With Claudio Mezzetti. In Anti-Cartel Enforcement in a Contemporary Age: The Leniency
Religion, eds. C. Beaton-Wells and C. Tran. Hart Publishing, 2015.
“Tacit Collusion in Oligopoly.” With Edward J. Green and Robert C. Marshall. In Oxford
Handbook of International Antitrust Economics, vol. 2, eds. Roger D. Blair and D. Daniel Sokol.
Oxford University Press, 464–497 (2015).
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Section 1 Compliance from an Economic Perspective.” With Robert C. Marshall. In William E.
Kovacic: An Antitrust Tribute Liber Amicorum, vol. 2, eds. Nicolas Charbit and Elisa Ramundo,
293–302. Institute of Competition Law, 2014. Reprinted in Concurrences 1 (2016).
“Economics and the Efficient Allocation of Spectrum Licenses.” With Simon Loertscher. In
Mechanisms and Games for Dynamic Spectrum Access, eds. Tansu Alpcan, Holger Boche,
Michael L. Honig, and H. Vincent Poor. Cambridge University Press, 2014.
“The Economics of Auctions and Bidder Collusion.” With Robert C. Marshall and Michael J.
Meurer. In Game Theory and Business Applications, 2nd ed., eds. Kalyan Chatterjee and William
F. Samuelson. Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2014.
“Coordinated Effects in Merger Review: Quantifying the Payoffs from Collusion.” With William
E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall, and Steven P. Schulenberg. In Annual Proceedings of the
Fordham Competition Law Institute: International Antitrust Law & Policy, ed. Barry E. Hawk,
271–85. Juris Publishing, Inc., 2007.
“Lessons for Competition Policy from the Vitamins Cartel.” With William E. Kovacic, Robert C.
Marshall, and Matthew E. Raiff. In The Political Economy of Antitrust, vol. 282, eds. Vivek
Ghosal and Johan Stennek, 149–76. Elsevier, 2007.
“Bidding Rings and the Design of Anti-Collusion Measures for Auctions and Procurements.”
With William E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall, and Matthew E. Raiff. In Handbook of
Procurement, eds. Nicola Dimitri, Gustavo Piga, and Giancarlo Spagnolo, 381–411. Cambridge
University Press, 2006.

A.8.c. Books
◼

The Economics of Collusion: Cartels and Bidding Rings. With Robert C. Marshall. MIT Press,
2012.

A.9. Honors and awards
◼

Outstanding paper awards as listed above

◼

Economic Theory Fellow, Society for the Advancement of Economic Theory, 2021

◼

Top Women in Antitrust, Global Competition Review, 2013, 2021

◼

Excellence in Teaching Award, Global Executive MBA Class of 2019

◼

Fellow of the Game Theory Society, 2019

◼

Who’s Who Legal of Competition Economists, 2017–present
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◼

Outstanding Antitrust Litigation Achievement in Economics, American Antitrust Institute,
October 2016

◼

FCC Woman Leader, Minority Media and Telecommunications Council, April 2013

◼

Business School Professor of the Week, Financial Times, July 2012

◼

Alfred P. Sloan Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship, 1993–1994

◼

Teaching Honor Roll, Simon School of Business, University of Rochester, 1999, 2001

◼

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship, 1989–1992

◼

Mary Love Collins Memorial Scholarship, 1989–1990

◼

Julia Dale Memorial Award in Mathematics, 1989

◼

Marie James Postgraduate Scholarship, 1989

◼

Phi Eta Sigma Graduate Scholarship, 1989

◼

Duke University Valedictorian, 1989

◼

Alice M. Baldwin Scholarship 1988–1989

◼

Duke University Faculty Scholar Award, 1988–1989

◼

Phi Chi Theta Foundation Scholarship, 1988–1989

◼

Phi Eta Sigma Senior Award, 1988–1989

◼

Golden Key National Honor Society Scholarship, 1987–1988

◼

National Merit Scholarship, 1985

◼

Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship, 1985

A.10. Professional activities
◼

Co-editor, American Economic Journal: Microeconomics, 2019–present

◼

Research Fellow, Mannheim Centre for Competition and Innovation (MaCCI), 2022–present

◼

Chair of the Program Committee, Asia-Pacific IO Conference, 2022

◼

Scientific Committee, 2021 EARIE Conference

◼

Selection Committee for YEEA awards, 2021 EARIE Conference

◼

Asia-Pacific IO Society, Scientific Board, 2021–present

◼

Scientific Committee, CEPR Virtual IO Seminar Series, 2021
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◼

Program Committee, Asia-Pacific IO Conference, 2021

◼

Executive Committee, European Association for Research in Industrial Economics, 2020–present

◼

Guest Editor, EARIE 2020 Special Issue of International Journal of Industrial Organization

◼

Chair of the Scientific Committee, European Association for Research in Industrial Economics,
47th Annual Conference, 2020

◼

Scientific Committee, CRESSE, 2019–present

◼

CRESSE Associate (Academics – Economists), 2018–2019

◼

Scientific Advisory Board, International Journal of Industrial Organization, 2018–present

◼

Co-Editor, American Economic Journal: Microeconomics, 2019–present

◼

Editorial Board, American Economic Journal: Microeconomics, 2007–2019

◼

Academic Affiliate, Center for the Study of Auctions, Procurements and Competition Policy at
Penn State University, 2007–present

◼

Editorial Board, International Journal of Game Theory, 2009–2021

◼

Council Member, Game Theory Society, 2013–2019

◼

Academic Steering Committee, Concurrences Journal Antitrust Writing Awards, 2015–2016

◼

Editorial Board, Journal of Economic Literature, 2010–2013

◼

Advisory Editor, Games and Economic Behavior, 2010–2012

◼

Associate Editor, International Economic Review, 2002–2005

◼

Referee: American Economic Review, Econometrica, Games and Economic Behavior,
International Journal of Industrial Organization, Journal of Economic Theory, RAND Journal of
Economics, Review of Economic Studies, Review of Industrial Organization

A.11. Selected speaking engagements
◼

◼

◼

“Incomplete Information Models in Industrial Organization,” Invited semi-plenary speaker, 6th
World Congress of the Game Theory Society, July 22, 2021.
“Incomplete Information Models in Industrial Organization,” Invited semi-plenary speaker,
Econometric Society and Bocconi University Virtual World Congress, August 21, 2020.
“Vertical Mergers: Enforcement Developments and Guidelines.” Panelist, Online CRESSE
Special Policy Sessions, July 1, 2020.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Competition Policy and Procurement,” Invited keynote speaker, 4th Asia-Pacific IO Conference,
Tokyo, December 13, 2019.
“Digital Monopolies: Privacy Protection or Price Regulation?” Invited keynote speaker, Japan
Fair Trade Commission, 18th CPRC International Symposium, Tokyo, December 12, 2019.
“Merger Review for Markets with Buyer Power and Coordinated Effects,” Invited speaker, US
Department of Justice, Washington, DC, March 26, 2019.
“Budget-Constrained Procurement.” Invited speaker, 13th CRESS Conference, Advances in the
Analysis of Competition Policy and Regulation. Crete, Greece, June 29, 2018.
“Fundamentals: Economics.” Invited panelist, 2017 ABA Antitrust Law Spring Meeting Panel.
Washington, DC, March 29, 2017.
“A Mechanism Design Approach to Merger Review.” Invited keynote speaker, 9th annual
Federal Trade Commission Microeconomics Conference. Washington, DC, November 4, 2016.
“A Mechanism Design Approach to Merger Review.” Invited speaker, First Annual Asia-Pacific
Industrial Organization Conference (APIOC). Melbourne, Australia, December 12, 2016.
Invited speaker, ABA Section of Antitrust Law Masters Course. Williamsburg, VA, September
28, 2016.
“Collaboration, Conversations and Cartels.” Invited speaker, Georgetown Law 9th Annual Global
Antitrust Enforcement Symposium. Washington, DC, September 29, 2015.
“Reverse Auction.” Invited panelist, Digital Policy Institute Webinar on the FCC Incentive
Auction. Muncie, IN, May 6, 2014.
“Coordinated Effects.” Invited speaker, 5th Lear Conference on the Economics of Competition
Law. Rome, June 27, 2013.
“Cartels.” Invited presenter, George Mason University Judicial Education Program. Arlington,
VA, October 7, 2013
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Appendix B. 2014 Bayesian regression analysis
(100)

I use a Bayesian regression to estimate the marginal values of a minute of programming from each of
the claimant groups in 2014. In this appendix, I briefly review Bayesian regression and my model
specification and then present the estimated coefficients for 2014.

B.1. Bayesian regression
(101)

Bayesian regression is a well-accepted tool in economic and scientific research that is well-suited to
situations in which the researcher has a “prior belief” about the distribution (e.g., mean and variance)
of parameters of interest and wishes to use additional data in order to update conclusions about the
parameters.85

(102)

To illustrate the logic of the Bayesian approach, suppose a researcher is interested in the free throw
rate of an NBA player. Existing research based on 100 observations from the prior season established
that the free throw rate of this player is 80% with standard error of 4%.86 As the new season begins,
the researcher observes the results of a sample of 20 free throws with a 50% success rate. What is the
best estimate of the player’s overall free throw success rate?

(103)

If the researcher ignored data from the prior season and used only the 20 current-season observations,
she would estimate a success rate of 50% (with a standard error of 11%). Alternatively, the researcher
could start with the existing knowledge, or “prior belief,” of an 80% success rate with standard error
of 4% and update the prior belief using the new data. This approach, called Bayesian updating, yields
an “updated” estimated free throw rate of 75% (with a standard error of 3.97%).87 The prior beliefs
constitute a starting point from which updated estimates are derived as new observations are added.
For example, if the researcher takes 1,000 observations instead of 20 observations after the initial
season and the free throw rate is still 50%, then the Bayesian estimate of the player’s true free throw
rate would be 53% (with a standard error of 1.5%).

(104)

The problem at hand is analogous: I have Professor Crawford’s regression estimates and standard
errors from his 2010–2013 analysis.88 And I have additional 2014 data on royalty payments,
85
86

87

88

Lancaster, Tony. An introduction to modern Bayesian econometrics. Oxford: Blackwell, 2004.
The estimate of the free throw rate follows a Bernoulli distribution with mean equals to the proportion of successful free
throw (𝑝) and standard error equal to p × (1 – p) ÷ n where n is the total number of free throws.
The “updated” estimated free throw rate and its standard error can be calculated from the posterior distribution. The
posterior distribution combines and summarizes the “prior belief” and the new data. See Greenberg, Edward.
Introduction to Bayesian Econometrics. Cambridge University Press, 2012, pp. 16–17.
Crawford CWDT, Fig. 22.
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programming minutes by claimant group, etc. As with the free throw example, I use a Bayesian
regression model that uses Professor’s Crawford 2010–2013 estimates as a starting point and updates
those using the 2014 data.
(105)

The econometric model that I build upon to generate relative market value shares for 2014 is similar
to Professor Crawford’s baseline econometric model from the 2010–2013 proceeding:89
′
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦)𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑐,𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛽𝑐 + 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡
𝛾 + 𝜀𝑔,𝑠,𝑡
𝑐∈𝐶

(106)

Following Professor Crawford, t indexes accounting periods, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 represents a CSO in the set of all
CSOs offering service in period t, 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑠𝑡 represents a subscriber group in the set of subscriber
groups in a CSO, s, in period t, and 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 represents a claimant group in the set of claimant groups
given by C = {Program Suppliers (PS), Sports (SPO), CTV, PTV, Devotional (DEV), Canadian
Claimants (CAN)}. Instead of including CSO-accounting period fixed effects in the regression as was
done in the Crawford regression analysis for the 2010–2013 proceeding, I de-mean all the regressors
in the equation by subtracting their corresponding means at the CSO-accounting period level from the
subscriber group-level data. This is statistically equivalent to including the fixed effects in the
equation: potential bias due to omitting other variables varying at the same level that could affect
royalties is effectively removed from the analysis without having to explicitly estimate them.90

(107)

The quantity 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦)𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 is the natural log of the royalty of subscriber group g of system s in
period t. The quantity 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝐶,𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛽𝐶 is the de-meaned programming minutes of claimant group c
carried on distant broadcast signals for subscriber group g of CSO s in period t. 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 is a vector of
control variables discussed below, and 𝜀𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 is the error term that captures other random factors that
are not included in the econometric model but that affect royalties.

(108)

The coefficient 𝛽𝑐 for claimant group c measures the effect of a marginal increase in programming
minutes of claimant group c on the natural log of royalties. The parameter vector 𝛾 measures the
impact of a change in each of the control variables in the 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 vector on the natural log of
royalties.

(109)

I specify 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 to include control variables as follows:
′
𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡
𝛾 = 𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾0 + 𝑇𝐵𝐴 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾1
+ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾2 + 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾4
+ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾5 + 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 3.75 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾6

89
90

Crawford CWDT, Appendix A. See also, the discussion in note 27, supra.
See for example, Greene, W. H. Chapter 14 Models for Panel Data. In Econometric Analysis (3rd ed., pp. 618–619).
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(110)

The control variables in the 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 vector include de-meaned values of the following variables:
unmerged minutes, to-be-announced (TBA) programming minutes, and the number of permitted
signals, distant signals, and local signals carried by the subscriber group. In addition, I include an
indicator variable that equals 1 if the subscriber group paid the 3.75% fee and equals 0 otherwise.

(111)

I include the (de-meaned) number of permitted signals and local signals carried by the subscriber
group to control for features of the CSO not otherwise accounted for that could affect the number of
subscribers and, thus, royalties.

(112)

The coefficient, 𝛽𝐶 , measures the impact of additional distant programming minutes from claimant
group c on royalties, holding all other variables in the econometric model constant. Without the
number of distant signals carried by the subscriber group included as a control variable, and given
that the number of minutes in a year is fixed, an additional distant programming minute would require
offering non-integer numbers of distant signals, which is not possible. By including the number of
distant signals as a control variable, 𝛽𝐶 measures the impact of adding a distant programming minute
of claimant group c, while taking away a minute of Big-3 network programming or off-air.

(113)

I include unmerged programming minutes and TBA programming minutes and an indicator variable
for whether the subscriber group pays the 3.75% fee to account for their direct impact on the royalties
a CSO pays in each period.

(114)

Unlike the regression specifications in Professor Crawford’s report for the 2010–2013 proceeding, the
econometric model in this report excludes the following control variables: an indicator variable for
whether a subscriber group pays the syndicated exclusivity surcharge, an indicator variable for each
of the six largest CSOs – Comcast, Time Warner, AT&T, Verizon, Cox, and Charter, and the lagged
number of subscribers of the subscriber group.

(115)

The indicator of whether a subscriber group pays the syndicated exclusivity surcharge is excluded
because none of the subscriber groups paid this surcharge in 2014. Indicator variables for the six
largest CSOs are omitted because de-meaning the other variables in the regression model effectively
removes the CSO-accounting period fixed effects.

(116)

The lagged number of subscribers of the subscriber group is not included as a control variable
because that would require associating 2013-2 data with 2014-1 data. Without 2013-2 data, including
the lagged number of subscribers as a control variable would result in the loss of 2014-1 data from the
analysis, cutting the data used in the Bayesian updating in half.

(117)

To examine the robustness of the baseline results to variations in the set of control variables, I also
estimate the model using the following alternative sets of control variables: (1) control variables in
the 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 vector including the de-meaned number of subscribers of the subscriber group in the
previous accounting period; (2) control variables in the 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 vector including the de-meaned number
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of subscribers of the subscriber group in the current accounting period; (3) the de-meaned number of
distant signals carried by the subscriber group as the only control variable. All specifications include
duplicative minutes. As shown in Figure 25, varying the set of control variables does not have a
substantial impact on the estimated coefficients.
Figure 25. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Bayesian updates
(2014)—sensitivity analysis
Specification

Program
Suppliers

Sports

Commercial
TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

Baseline

2.39 (0.13)

35.16 (3.08)

4.44 (0.40)

1.41 (0.12)

1.11 (0.27)

3.95 (0.27)

(1) Lagged subscribers

2.31 (0.13)

34.97 (3.03)

4.33 (0.39)

1.56 (0.12)

1.10 (0.26)

3.92 (0.27)

(2) Current subscribers

2.23 (0.12)

32.99 (2.96)

4.16 (0.38)

1.70 (0.12)

1.11 (0.26)

3.89 (0.27)

(3) No control but distant signals

2.36 (0.13)

36.02 (3.11)

4.45 (0.40)

1.23 (0.12)

1.25 (0.27)

4.03 (0.27)

Source: Crawford CWDT, CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant and standard error is in the parentheses. All coefficients are multiplied by
1,000,000.
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Appendix C. Estimation data and regression results
C.1. Summary statistics
Figure 26. Summary statistics

Variable

Variable
type

Including duplicative minutes

Excluding duplicative minutes

Standard
deviation

Mean

Standard
deviation

Mean

Royalty

Dependent
variable

28,921

112,108

28,921

112,108

Distant minutes of Program Suppliers
Claimants

Regressor

314,268

316,485

306,805

308,644

Distant minutes of Commercial
television Claimants

Regressor

44,673

63,269

44,616

63,053

Distant minutes of Sports Claimants

Regressor

10,891

6,603

10,238

6,059

Distant minutes of Devotional
Claimants

Regressor

24,330

47,031

24,213

46,240

Distant minutes of Public television
Claimants

Regressor

159,164

262,369

134,450

227,682

Distant minutes of Canadian
Claimants

Regressor

15,122

62,697

15,118

62,677

Distant unmerged minutes

Regressor

66,167

190,445

66,167

190,445

Distant minutes with missing
information ("to be announced")

Regressor

0.09

1.61

0.09

1.61

Indicator for whether the subscriber
group pays any 3.75% fee

Regressor

0.26

0.44

0.26

0.44

Number of distant signals rebroadcast
to the subscriber group

Regressor

2.46

2.09

2.46

2.09

Number of local signals rebroadcast
to the subscriber group

Regressor

17.16

9.68

17.16

9.68

Compensable minutes of Program
Suppliers Claimants

Other

158,951

318,362

151,508

309,600

Compensable minutes of Commercial
television Claimants

Other

44,632

63,271

44,575

63,056

Compensable minutes of Sports
Claimants

Other

9,734

6,204

9,080

5,609

Compensable minutes of Devotional
Claimants

Other

11,166

46,603

11,055

45,810

Compensable minutes of Public
television Claimants

Other

159,164

262,369

134,450

227,682

Compensable minutes of Canadian
Claimants

Other

15,122

62,697

15,118

62,677

Number of system, subscriber group,
accounting period observations

Other

6,748

-

6,748

-
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C.2. Regression results
Figure 27. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Crawford (2010–2013)
and Bayesian update (2014), including duplicative minutes
Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

2010–2013

Program
Suppliers
2.31 (0.20)

32.55 (3.93)

4.88 (0.59)

1.84 (0.19)

1.08 (0.31)

4.08 (0.33)

2014

2.39 (0.13)

35.16 (3.08)

4.44 (0.40)

1.41 (0.12)

1.11 (0.27)

3.95 (0.27)

Year

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 15; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; standard errors are in parentheses.

Figure 28. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Crawford (2010–2013)
and Bayesian update (2014), excluding duplicative minutes
Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

2010–2013

Program
Suppliers
2.49 (0.20)

34.96 (5.00)

5.77 (0.61)

1.98 (0.19)

1.17 (0.31)

4.26 (0.33)

2014

2.73 (0.14)

43.01 (3.77)

5.64 (0.42)

1.62 (0.13)

1.31 (0.27)

4.11 (0.28)

Year

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 18; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; standard errors are in parentheses.
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Figure 29. Average marginal value of one distant minute by claimant group: Crawford (2010–2013) and
Bayesian update (2014), including duplicative minutes
Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

2010

Program
Suppliers
0.062 (0.005)

0.870 (0.105)

0.131 (0.016)

0.049 (0.005)

0.029 (0.008)

0.109 (0.009)

2011

0.062 (0.005)

0.867 (0.105)

0.130 (0.016)

0.049 (0.005)

0.029 (0.008)

0.109 (0.009)

2012

0.065 (0.006)

0.918 (0.111)

0.138 (0.017)

0.052 (0.005)

0.030 (0.009)

0.115 (0.009)

2013

0.066 (0.006)

0.929 (0.112)

0.139 (0.017)

0.052 (0.005)

0.031 (0.009)

0.116 (0.009)

2014

0.069 (0.004)

1.017 (0.089)

0.128 (0.012)

0.041 (0.003)

0.032 (0.008)

0.114 (0.008)

Year

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 16; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; standard errors are in parentheses.

Figure 30. Average marginal value of one distant minute by claimant group: Crawford (2010–2013) and
Bayesian update (2014), excluding duplicative minutes
Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

2010

Program
Suppliers
0.067 (0.005)

0.935 (0.134)

0.154 (0.016)

0.053 (0.005)

0.031 (0.008)

0.114 (0.009)

2011

0.066 (0.005)

0.931 (0.133)

0.154 (0.016)

0.053 (0.005)

0.031 (0.008)

0.114 (0.009)

2012

0.070 (0.006)

0.986 (0.141)

0.163 (0.017)

0.056 (0.005)

0.033 (0.009)

0.120 (0.009)

2013

0.071 (0.006)

0.998 (0.143)

0.165 (0.017)

0.056 (0.005)

0.033 (0.009)

0.122 (0.010)

2014

0.079 (0.004)

1.244 (0.109)

0.163 (0.012)

0.047 (0.004)

0.038 (0.008)

0.119 (0.008)

Year

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 19; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; standard errors are in parentheses.
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C.3. Robustness results
Figure 31. Average number of viewing households per quarter-hour by coverage threshold and
associated number of signals
Average number of viewing households per quarter-hour

Threshold
Threshold

2014

2015

2016

2017

Number of
signals

25%

18,655

17,908

15,443

14,581

702

50%

21,221

20,427

20,079

18,858

365

85%

22,528

21,794

21,412

20,009

339

90%

22,582

21,846

21,466

20,055

338

Source: Nielsen data

Figure 32. Viewership (number of quarter-hour households) for CTV, PTV, and Program Suppliers
claimant groups’ content relative to 2014 viewership by coverage threshold
Threshold

25%

50%

85%

90%

Claimant

2015

2016

2017

Commercial TV

99.8

124.4

120

Public TV

96.5

115.7

106

Program Suppliers

98.3

113.2

108.9

Commercial TV

99.9

99.1

95.4

Public TV

96.4

93.2

86.6

Program Suppliers

98.3

92.3

88.5

Commercial TV

99.9

99.1

95.4

Public TV

96.5

92.5

85.6

Program Suppliers

98.1

92.1

88.3

Commercial TV

99.9

99.1

95.4

Public TV

96.5

92.5

85.6

Program Suppliers

98.1

92.1

88.3

Source: Nielsen data
Note. Total viewership for a claimant group’s content in a given year is the count of households that watched the claimant
group’s content in a given quarter-hour, summed across all quarter-hour intervals in the year.
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I. Introduction
I.A. Qualifications
(1)

My name is Leslie Marx. I am the Robert A. Bandeen Professor of Economics at the Fuqua School of
Business at Duke University. In addition, I am a Partner at Bates White, LLC, a professional services
firm that performs economic and statistical analyses in a variety of industries and forums. I specialize
in microeconomics, particularly the fields of industrial organization and applied game theory. I
received my PhD in Economics from Northwestern University and my BS in Mathematics from Duke
University, where I graduated summa cum laude and was the valedictorian.

(2)

Prior to joining the faculty at Duke, I was an Associate Professor of Economics and Management at
the W.E. Simon Graduate School of Business Administration at the University of Rochester. I have
taught PhD-level courses in game theory and industrial organization and MBA courses on managerial
decision analysis, managerial economics, managerial game theory, and environmental economics.

(3)

From 2005 to 2006, I was the Chief Economist for the Federal Communications Commission. Among
other things, a focus of my work was competition issues in media markets and markets for
multichannel video programming distribution.

(4)

I was qualified as an expert in economics and industrial organization in the Phonorecords III
proceeding, during which I submitted written testimony and provided live testimony before the
Copyright Royalty Board (“Board”).1 I have also submitted written direct and rebuttal testimony to
the Board in the Phonorecords IV proceeding.2 I have been qualified as an expert in other proceedings
involving the music industry in the United States and Canada.

(5)

Throughout my career, I have pursued a research program focusing on auctions, procurement, cartels,
and collusive behavior. My research incorporates my training in economic theory and econometrics. I
have authored papers in many areas relevant to competition policy, including papers examining the
conduct of the vitamins cartel, papers related to collusion at auctions, and papers on coordinated
effects related to merger analysis. These and other of my professional papers have been published in
peer-reviewed publications, as shown in my attached curriculum vitae. I am the coauthor of a book
published by MIT Press titled The Economics of Collusion: Cartels and Bidding Rings.

1

2

Determination of Rates and Terms for Making and Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords III), Docket No. 16-CRB0003-PR (2018-2022).
Determination of Royalty Rates and Terms for Making and Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords IV), Case No. 21CRB-0001-PR (2023-2027).
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(6)

In addition to my teaching responsibilities at Duke University, I have taught economics to federal
judges. I have twice been paired with another economist to teach the sessions on “Cartels” and
“Agreement and Facilitation Practices” at the Antitrust Law & Economics Institute for Judges,
cosponsored by the American Bar Association (ABA) Section of Antitrust Law and the Law &
Economics Center at George Mason University School of Law. I have also taught sessions on the
economics of cartels and the economics of mergers to participants in the ABA’s Antitrust Master’s
Program.

(7)

Additional information about my previous testifying experience and my professional experience as an
economist, including publications and affiliations, is included in my curriculum vitae, attached as
Appendix A.

I.B. Scope of charge
(8)

Counsel for the Commercial Television (“CTV”) claimants have asked me to evaluate changes in the
cable industry and carriage of distant signals since the 2010–2013 royalties hearings and
determination. In particular, I was asked to identify and assess market factors and changes that may
have affected the CTV claimants’ relative market value between 2014 and 2017. In addition, I was
asked to evaluate the reliability and applicability of Professor Gregory Crawford’s regression model
from the 2010–2013 proceeding to the 2014–2017 period at issue in the current proceeding.

I.C. Summary of opinions
(9)

My primary conclusions are as follows:
a) Key data relevant to assessing relative market value are similar between 2010–2013 and
2014, but change sharply after 2014. Although there were significant market changes in the
2014–2017 period overall, those occurred at the end of 2014 or later. Data on programming
minutes, carriage of distant signals, and royalty payments for 2014 align well with analogous
data from 2010–2013 but change sharply in 2015 and afterwards. This implies that Professor
Crawford’s regression approach, properly implemented, is informative for 2014. However,
his regression model is substantially less informative and reliable for years after 2014.
b) Professor Crawford’s regression model, applied to 2014 data, produces estimated royalty
shares for the CTV claimant group that are similar to the corresponding estimated shares
from the 2010–2013 time period.
c) Significant market changes render Professor Crawford’s regression model substantially less
informative and less reliable for the 2015–2017 period. On December 15, 2014, WGN
America (WGNA), which was received as a distant signal by 69% of subscriber groups,
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converted to a cable network. As a result, WGNA could no longer be carried as a distant
signal. In turn, this resulted in significantly fewer cable system operators (CSOs) having two
or more subscriber groups, which is a necessary condition for inclusion of a CSO in Professor
Crawford’s regression analysis. Thus, applied after 2014, a regression similar to Professor
Crawford’s would exclude a large proportion of CSOs and royalties from the analysis,
making the approach less informative and less reliable.
d) Reclassification of many Public TV (PTV) signals from exempt to non-exempt explains a
large proportion of the increase in PTV minutes carried after 2014, but such reclassification is
not a valid basis to ascribe a higher relative valuation to the PTV claimant group. Consumers
can access the same PTV signals before and after reclassification by a CSO. With no change
in the actual content available to consumers, and thus no change in the value that distant PTV
signals bring to a CSO, there is no logical basis to ascribe a higher relative valuation to the
PTV claimant group for changes in minutes that result from reclassification.
e) Streaming expanded while cable TV subscriptions fell over the 2014–2017 period, with the
likely effect of reducing the value of Program Suppliers and PTV claimants’ retransmitted
programming relative to the programming offered by CTV claimants. Consistent with the
decline in cable TV subscriptions, Nielsen data show a decrease in household viewership of
TV signals during this period. However, the decline in importance of TV viewing was less
pronounced for content from CTV claimants than for content from Program Suppliers and
PTV claimants, meaning that viewership of CTV content increased relative to viewership of
Program Suppliers and PTV content. In short, the growth of streaming likely had a greater
adverse impact on Program Suppliers and PTV claimants than on CTV claimants. All else
equal, this is consistent with a higher relative market value for CTV claimants over the 2014–
2017 period as compared with the Program Suppliers and PTV claimant groups.
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II. Background
II.A. Carriage of distant broadcast television signals
(10)

CSOs assemble cable networks and broadcast stations into bundles that they market to their actual
and potential subscribers.3 The majority of CSO revenue is from the monthly subscription fees that
households pay for that programming, with a portion of the CSOs’ subscription revenue typically
passed through to the cable networks in the form of an “affiliate fee” for the right to distribute the
signals on their systems. In addition, CSOs may earn advertising revenues on cable channels that
permit advertising.

(11)

CSOs can include distant over-the-air broadcast station signals (or “distant signals”) in their channel
line-ups. Each distant signal has a digital signal equivalent (“DSE”), defined as the value assigned to
the “secondary transmission of any non-network television programming carried by a cable system . .
. beyond the local area of the primary transmitter of such programming.”4 In contrast to cable
networks and local broadcast signals, CSOs are not allowed to insert their own advertisements in
distant signals.5 Accordingly, a CSO’s decision to carry one or more distant signals will, all else
equal, be based on the incremental subscription revenue associated with doing so minus the
corresponding incremental cost. Adding a distant signal to a CSO’s line-up can generate incremental
subscription revenue through some combination of charging a higher subscription fee to existing
subscribers, attracting new subscribers, or lowering the rate at which existing subscribers depart.

(12)

The incremental cost of carrying a distant signal—i.e., the royalties that CSOs must pay for the
distant signals they carry—depends on the license fee for the signal, which is set according to rules
embodied in Section 111 of the Copyright Act. A CSO would pay the maximum of (1) a fee based on
a percentage of total subscription revenues (“minimum fee”) and (2) a royalty based on the DSE
assigned to each distant signal for every subscriber group, aggregated across subscriber groups.6 If a
3

4

5
6

I use the term “CSO” to include not only cable system operators per se but also telecommunications companies that now
provide pay television services (e.g., Verizon Fios and AT&T U-verse). I include the telecommunications companies
because they pay royalties for distant signals under the same system as CSOs. The term “CSO” should be read to
include these companies throughout this report. I do not include satellite television service providers because they do not
pay royalties for the carriage of distant signals under Section 111 at issue in this proceeding.
“Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form), 2015, General Instructions, p. (vi).” A television broadcast station may
transmit multiple digital signals or channels, such as its primary signal and multicast signals. For the purposes of my
report, I refer to each individual transmitted channel as a “signal.”
17 U.S.C. § 111(c)(3).
A subscriber group is a community of subscribers with a channel line-up that is designated by a number in the Statement
of Accounts (SOA). For a given accounting period, a cable system assigns a subscriber group number to communities
whose bundle of cable networks and broadcast stations includes at least one distant signal. See “Statement of Account,
SA3 (Long Form),” 2015, Form SA3, p. 1b and DSE Schedule, p. 17. For communities with no distant signal, the SOA
may not assign a subscriber group number. Typically, a CSO assigns the same subscriber group number to communities
with the same distant signal(s) in an accounting period, as it does not affect the CSO’s total royalties. For example, a
CSO with two communities offering four DSEs to both its communities with subscription revenues of $1,000 and
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CSO does not carry any distant signal or carries signals with a total DSE of 1 or less, it pays the
minimum fee as royalties.7
(13)

While CSOs have to pay royalties for some distant signals, they may be “exempt” from paying
royalties on some other distant signals.8 For purposes of allocating royalties under Section 111, not all
programming minutes on paid distant signals are eligible for compensation. Specifically,
programming minutes associated with content from the Big-3 networks or with content on a distant
signal that is not identical with the content on the corresponding local signal are not compensable.
The rest of the programming minutes on paid distant signals are “compensable.”

II.B. Data description
(14)

I primarily rely on data on the minutes of programming contained on each distant signal imported by
CSOs between 2014 and 2017 and the associated royalties paid by CSOs. These data were provided
to me by Dr. Christopher Bennett, a Partner at Bates White, LLC. Further details regarding the
construction of the data may be found in Dr. Bennett’s report.9

(15)

In my discussion below, I also evaluate selected data from 2010 through 2013 based on the 2010–
2013 proceeding for reference purposes.

II.B.1. Programming minutes
(16)

I use data on the minutes of different programming types carried on distant broadcast signals, as
prepared under the direction of Dr. Bennett and his team at Bates White.10 Dr. Bennett used Red Bee
Media data on the programming aired on each distant broadcast signal imported on any Form 3 cable
system from 2014 to 2017 and categorized the aired programming into groups representing the six
claimant groups in this proceeding (Sports, Program Suppliers, CTV, PTV, Canadian, and
Devotional) and a group containing non-compensable Big-3 network (ABC, CBS, and NBC)

7

8
9
10

$2,000, respectively, would pay the same total royalty irrespective of whether it treats the two communities as two
separate subscriber groups (i.e., $1,000 × 4 × 1.064% + $2,000 × 4 × 1.064% = $196.8) or aggregates the subscription
revenues across the two communities and treats them as a single subscriber group (i.e., ($1,000 + $2,000) × 4 × 1.064%
= $196.8).
The Copyright Office’s Statement of Account forms define DSE type-values and how to calculate the royalty for any
combination of distant broadcast signals. See, for example, “Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form),” 2015,
Instructions for DSE Schedule, DSE Schedule, p. 10–11.
See, for example, “Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form),” 2015, Instructions for DSE Schedule, DSE Schedule, p.
11. Any CSO with DSEs totaling 1 or less will pay the minimum fee as royalties. However, a CSO may carry signals
with DSEs summing to more than 1 yet pay the minimum fee (e.g., when a CSO carries a distant signal to only some of
its subscriber groups).
Unless otherwise stated, in this report I use “distant signal” to refer to a paid, not exempt, distant signal.
See Testimony of Christopher Bennett, July 1, 2022 [hereinafter “2014–17 Bennett Report”], section III.
See 2014–2017 Bennett Report, section IV.
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programming and off-air minutes.11 Furthermore, Dr. Bennett merged the broadcast signals data from
Red Bee Media (along with the associated minutes of each program type) with the broadcast signals
carried on each subscriber group of each system, as noted in the CSO’s Form 3 Statement of
Accounts (“SOAs”).12
(17)

Figure 1 reports each claimant group’s share of total minutes carried by CSOs on paid distant
broadcast signals between 2010 and 2017 (minutes on exempt distant signals are excluded). These
shares are weighted by each CSO’s number of subscribers.13 During 2014–2017, PTV claimants
accounted for the largest share of paid distant minutes carried and Program Suppliers accounted for
the second-largest share. Compared with 2010–2013, shares of carried minutes declined for the
Sports, Program Suppliers, and CTV claimants.
Figure 1. Shares of subscriber-weighted total distant minutes carried, by claimant group
Year

Sports

Program
Suppliers

Commercial
TV

Public TV

Canadian

Devotional

Big3/Off-air

2010

2.5%

60.9%

6.9%

15.0%

2.8%

5.6%

6.3%

2011

2.5%

61.2%

7.0%

16.4%

2.7%

4.4%

5.8%

2012

2.8%

61.6%

7.1%

15.7%

3.0%

3.8%

6.0%

2013

2.9%

61.7%

6.7%

16.8%

3.2%

4.2%

4.4%

2014

3.1%

61.79%

5.9%

17.7%

2.86%

4.8%

4.1%

2015

0.4%

41.26%

3.9%

38.1%

6.51%

2.7%

7.1%

2016

0.4%

19.520.1%

4.0%

59.3%

7.61%

1.1%

8.1%

2017

0.3%

17.39%

3.8%

63.5%

7.16.5%

0.9%

7.1%

Source: 2010–2013 data are from Crawford CWDT, Figure 11; 2014–2017 data are from CDC and Red Bee Media.
Note. A claimant group’s share of total distant minutes carried in a year is (1) the group’s total distant minutes carried (i.e., the
sum of its subscriber-weighted distant minutes across all subscriber groups and CSOs for the two accounting periods that
define the year) divided by (2) the sum of all groups’ total distant minutes carried in the relevant year.

(18)

Figure 2 reports the same information as Figure 1 but for compensable programming minutes only;
that is, it excludes non-compensable Big-3 Network and Off-air programming as well as WGNA
programming that is not retransmitted from WGN-TV in Chicago (“WGN”). The differences in
shares of total minutes and compensable minutes are largely driven by the non-compensability of
significant portions of the programming on WGNA, particularly content from Program Suppliers (I
discuss WGNA in more detail in section IV.A).
11

12

13

1.2% of programming remained “to be announced” or “Off-air,” and detailed program information was not available for
that in the Red Bee Media data. See 2014–2017 Bennett Report, footnote 11.
All Form 3 cable system in the United States file semi-annual SOAs with the Copyright Office. “Form 3” systems are
cable systems with semi-annual gross receipts in excess of $527,600. These systems are required to file an SOA 3 (Long
Form) semi-annually with the Licensing Section of the Copyright Office (referred to as an “accounting period”).
Because royalty costs for distant broadcast signals are a share of a CSO’s revenue for the bundle on which distant
signals are carried, bundles with more subscribers pay higher royalties. To account for the effect of the number of
subscribers, I weight the total number of distant minutes carried by each CSO by its number of subscribers.
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Figure 2. Shares of subscriber-weighted compensable distant minutes carried, by claimant group

5.4%

Program
Suppliers
38.3%

Commercial
TV
14.7%

5.2%

33.7%

15.7%

2012

6.2%

31.9%

2013

6.7%

2014

6.6%

2015

0.6%

2016
2017

Year

Sports

Public TV

Canadian

Devotional

2010
2011

32.3%

6.0%

3.2%

36.9%

6.2%

2.3%

16.5%

36.6%

7.0%

1.8%

28.7%

15.6%

39.7%

7.6%

1.6%

27.37%

14.5%

43.5%

6.85%

1.2%

26.97.4%

5.6%

56.0%

9.50%

1.5%

0.4%

21.28%

4.4%

64.5%

8.37.7%

1.2%

0.4%

18.69.3%

4.1%

68.3%

7.60%

0.9%

Source: 2010–2013 data are from Crawford CWDT, Figure 12; 2014–2017 data are from CDC and Red Bee Media.
Note. A claimant group’s share of compensable distant minutes carried in a year is (1) the group’s total compensable distant
minutes carried (i.e., the sum of its subscriber-weighted compensable minutes across all subscriber groups and CSOs for the
two accounting periods that define the year) divided by (2) the sum of all groups’ total compensable distant minutes carried in
the relevant year.

(19)

As with total minutes, shares of compensable minutes declined for the Sports, Program Suppliers, and
CTV claimant groups between 2010–2013 and 2014–2017, while shares of compensable minutes
increased for PTV (I discuss the increase in PTV minutes in section IV.C).

II.B.2. Royalty payments
(20)

Data on royalty payments are from the Cable Data Corporation (CDC). These data are digitized
versions of the semi-annual information in the SOAs that CSOs file at the Licensing Section
(formerly, Licensing Division) of the Copyright Office. The SOA asks for information from the CSO
at both the level of the cable system and the level of each subscriber group designated by the CSO. In
his report, Dr. Bennett describes in more detail what the SOA asks of CSOs.14 My analyses focus on
the Form 3 CSOs that have more than $527,600 in semiannual gross receipts. For purposes of my
analyses, one of the most relevant fields from the CDC data is the royalty paid by a given CSO for a
given subscriber group in a given accounting period.

(21)

A CSO’s royalty fee is calculated as a share of its semi-annual gross receipts from subscriber fees. A
CSO that does not carry any distant signal pays the “minimum fee,” which is 1.064% of gross receipts
for the accounting period. As discussed above, for CSOs that carry at least one distant signal, the
royalty depends on the DSE-type values of those distant signals.

(22)

Figure 3 reports the count of CSOs carrying at least one distant signal, along with those CSOs’ total
subscription fees and royalties paid from 2010 through 2017.15 For 2014, distant signal carriage, gross
14
15

See 2014–2017 Bennett Report, section III.A.
For each accounting period in a given year, I assign a “flag” for a system with at least one distant signal. I then count the
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receipts, and royalties paid were in line with 2012 and 2013. But for 2015 onward, substantially fewer
CSOs carried distant signals; for example, whereas 816 CSOs carried a distant signal in 2013, only
512 did so in 2017. Corresponding to this, total royalties paid also declined in 2015–2017.16 In section
IV, I discuss the factors that underlie the substantive shifts that began in 2015.
Figure 3. CSOs carrying at least one distant signal and their gross receipts and total royalties, 2010–2017
Year

# CSOs

Gross receipts
($ millions)

Total royalties
($ millions)

2010

1,063

$13,421

$177

2011

968

$14,343

$189

2012

838

$15,500

$201

2013

816

$16,316

$208

2014

822

$17,100

$215

2015

630

$14,901

$165

2016

520

$13,229

$144

2017

512

$13,408

$146

Source: 2010–2013 data are from 2010–2013 Bennett Report, Figure 1. 2014–2017 data are from CDC.
Note. The count of CSOs is the average number of CSOs over the two accounting periods in each year; gross receipts and
total royalties are summed across the two accounting periods in each year. Data are limited to CSOs carrying at least one
distant signal.

II.C. The 2010–2013 proceeding
(23)

In the previous proceeding, the Copyright Royalty Judges (“Judges”) determined the allocation of
semi-annual royalty payments submitted by CSOs for the distant broadcast programming that cable
operators retransmitted during 2010–2013. As in prior proceedings, the Judges adopted the “relative
marketplace value” of retransmitted programs as the standard for allocation.17

(24)

In the 2010–2013 proceeding, the Judges evaluated “five discrete analytical methodologies”
presented by the parties as part of their determination of relative market value: “regression analyses,
CSO survey results, viewership measurements, a changed circumstances analysis, and a cable content
analysis.”18 Several experts in that proceeding, including Professor Crawford, used a regression
approach.19 The Judges recognized regression analysis as one methodology for relating CSOs’

16

17

18
19

number of unique CSOs with a flag across the two accounting periods for the year. Gross receipts and royalties are the
sum of receipts and royalties across each system with a flag in the two accounting periods.
The total number of CSOs (i.e., ones carrying a distant signal and ones that did not) declined slightly from 2014 to 2017,
from 966 to 954. This shows that the decline in the count of CSOs carrying distant signals was the result of fewer CSOs
carrying distant signals rather than an overall decline in the number of CSOs.
Final Determination of Royalty Allocation, Consolidated Proceeding No. 14-CRB-0010-CD (2010-13), October 18,
2018 [hereinafter “2010–13 Distribution Order”], p. 7.
2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 9.
Testimony of Gregory S. Crawford, Corrected April 11, 2017, in re Distribution of Cable Royalty Funds, Consolidated
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royalties paid to their revealed preferences among program categories offered by the various
claimants.20 The Judges found that Professor Crawford’s regression analysis was “highly useful in
estimating relative values in this [2010–2103] proceeding” and was “better constructed” and more
reliable than those offered by other experts.21 I describe this regression analysis and Professor
Crawford’s methodology in more detail below.
(25)

Ultimately, the Judges used Professor Crawford’s estimates of relative market values and the
resulting Basic Fund allocations as a starting point and then made adjustments in order to reach their
final share allocations for all claimant groups.22

II.D. Professor Crawford’s regression analysis
(26)

In this section, I briefly summarize regression analysis, with a focus on requirements for such an
analysis to be reliable and informative. I start by describing regression generally and then summarize
Professor Crawford’s methodology.

II.D.1. Regression analysis overview
(27)

Regression analysis is a statistical methodology for measuring the empirical relationships between
variables in a sample of data. In the simplest form, a regression model relates one variable, called the
dependent variable (the “left-hand side” variable), to one or more other variables, called the
independent or explanatory variables (the “right-hand side” variables). For instance, the Department
of Education might collect data on individuals’ wages, education (years of schooling), and income of
the individual’s parent (parental income) to understand how wages (dependent variable) relate to
academic achievement and parental income (explanatory variables). Economists who testified in past
proceedings before this Board, such as Professors Waldfogel and Crawford, have used regression
analysis as part of their calculations of relative market value.

(28)

The goal of a regression analysis depends on the issue at hand. In some settings, the goal is to predict
the dependent variable as accurately as possible, given the values of all the explanatory variables
(e.g., What is the probability of rain tomorrow given measurable conditions today?). In other settings,
including in the current proceeding, the coefficients (or “parameters”) that measure the relationships

20
21
22

Proceeding No. 14-CRB-0010-CD (2010-13) [hereinafter “Crawford CWDT”]; 2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 10. The
2010–2013 Distribution Order refers to Professor Crawford’s regression as a “Waldfogel-type” regression, alluding to
the regression approach undertaken by Dr. Joel Waldfogel in the 2004–05 proceeding.
2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 9.
2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 37, 54, 61.
2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 117–119.
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between explanatory variables and the dependent variable are of greater interest (e.g., By how much
would one more year of schooling increase income?).23
(29)

Relationships between a dependent variable and explanatory variables are generally not exact. In the
example above, two individuals with the same academic achievement and identical levels of parental
income would likely have different wages, but their wages would likely be more similar on average
than two individuals who did not share those characteristics. In an econometric model, unobserved
factors that affect the dependent variables are captured by an “error term.”24 For example, luck (a
truly random factor) and motivation (a systematic but unobserved factor) also affect wages but are
typically not readily measurable and so would be included in the “error term.”

(30)

“Motivation” highlights an econometric challenge that arises in many settings: omitted variable bias
(this is one example of a general concern in econometrics—namely, factors that are unobserved by
the econometrician but correlated with one or more of the explanatory variables). Continuing the
education example, part of a measured positive relationship between schooling and wages may reflect
not just the benefit of schooling but also the fact that high motivation tends to result in both more
schooling and higher wages (i.e., “motivation” rather than schooling per se causes at least some of the
positive association).25

(31)

When decision-makers, be they individuals or, say, business entities, are observed repeatedly (e.g., biannually for several years, in multiple geographies, or both), economists commonly use fixed effects
to reduce or remove the bias that would otherwise result.26 In some settings, fixed effects can be used
to eliminate bias associated with omitted variables that do not vary over time. For example, in the
schooling example, including a fixed effect for each individual could remove the bias associated with
not including motivation as an explanatory variable, so long as data are available for each individual
repeatedly and with differing levels of both education and wages.27

23

24

25
26

27

This distinction mirrors the distinction between a “prediction” regression and an “effects” regression as discussed by the
Judges in the prior proceeding. 2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 25–26.
For example, a multiple regression aimed at measuring the effect of education on income while controlling for parental
income would take the form 𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙_𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 . In this equation, 𝜀 is the error
term that captures the combined effect of unmeasured factors, such as luck and motivation, that affect wages.
In this case, the estimated effect of schooling on wages would be “biased upwards.”
For example, Professor Crawford included fixed effects for “each cable system in each accounting period.” Crawford
CWDT, ¶ 107. In the 2010–2013 proceeding, the Judges included that “[Professor Crawford’s] use of a fixed effects
approach avoided the criticism that he had omitted key variables” among the six reasons why they concluded that
Professor Crawford’s model was “highly useful in estimating relative values.” 2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 36–37.
For additional discussion of fixed effects, see Jeffrey Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach, 6th
ed. (Boston: Cengage Learning, 2016), 412–13.
For example, we might observe individuals who are in the labor force after having 12 years of schooling and the same
individuals in the labor force after 16 years of schooling. Intuitively, under the assumption that individuals’
“motivation” does not change over time, the effect of four additional years of schooling would be the average of the
increase in wages (= wage16 – wage12) across the individuals in the sample. In this calculation, the effect of “motivation”
on an individual’s wages is present at both points in time and so is removed via the subtraction. In practice, such an
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II.D.2. Professor Crawford’s regression model in the 2010–2013 proceeding
(32)

For the 2010–2013 proceeding, Professor Crawford used a regression approach to estimate the
relative value to CSOs of distant minutes of alternative types of content.28 His econometric model
related the “natural log of the royalties to the minutes of programming of the respective groups
carried on distant broadcast signals within a given subscriber group and accounting period.”29 It
included other control variables, such as the number of local and distant broadcast signals, the number
of activated cable channels, and the size of the CSO. Additionally, Professor Crawford’s econometric
model included CSO-accounting period “fixed effects,” such that the model relies on “variation in the
royalty paid across subscriber groups within each CSO and across time within those subscriber
groups” to estimate the impact of changes in minutes of each programming type on royalties.30

(33)

For such variation to exist between subscriber groups within a CSO, the CSO must have at least two
subscriber groups.31 Such CSOs may or may not have paid the minimum fee. If a CSO had two
subscriber groups, even if it paid the minimum fee, then the CSO would be included in the fixedeffect estimation.32 However, a CSO with only one subscriber group would be excluded from
Professor Crawford’s econometric model.33 I evaluate Professor Crawford’s regression model in more
detail in section IV.

28

29
30
31
32
33

analysis would typically be implemented as a multiple regression with time-varying control variables such as age, years
in the workforce, marital status, number of children, and perhaps macro-economic measures. The regression would not
include time-invariant factors such as gender or race because those are already captured by the individual-specific fixed
effects.
This example raises another important consideration in econometric analyses. Most people do not complete schooling,
enter the labor force, return for more schooling, and then re-enter the labor force. Certainly, some people do, and one
could run a fixed effects regression based on them. But that would raise the question of whether conclusions derived
from the idiosyncratic individuals (those with the school-work-school-work pattern) included in the regression are
representative of the broader population of individuals (those with the typical school-work pattern).
Crawford CWDT, p. 28. The Judges agreed that Professor Crawford’s regression model was informative: “the Judges
place primary reliance on Professor Crawford’s regression analysis. . . .” See 2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 118.
Crawford CWDT, p. 31.
Crawford CWDT, p. 31.
Jeffrey Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach, 6th ed. (Boston: Cengage Learning, 2016), 435.
Even for a system that ultimately pays the minimum fee, the SOA reports the royalties for each subscriber group.
As discussed previously, if a CSO offers the same channel line-up across its communities, it typically, but not always,
assigns the same subscriber group number to those communities. For the question of whether a CSO can be included in
the fixed effects regression, this possibility does not matter. Two subscriber groups with the exact same channel line-up
would have the exact same programming minutes and hence would not contribute more than the underlying single
observation to understanding the variation in royalties associated with CSOs’ subscriber groups. So, for the purposes of
the regression analysis, it is immaterial whether those communities are assigned the same subscriber group number or
different numbers.
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III. Key data are similar between 2010–2013 and 2014, but
change sharply for 2015 onward
(34)

As I noted above, the Judges in the 2010–2013 proceeding relied in significant part, although not
solely, upon Professor Crawford’s regression analysis in estimating relative values.34 Professor
Crawford’s methodology relates, at the subscriber group level, (1) the royalties paid by CSOs to (2)
the total minutes of programming within each claimant group that are carried on the distant signals
that CSOs offer to each subscriber group. Royalties paid by CSOs and claimant groups’ programming
minutes were key data elements in the 2010–2013 proceeding. As I show below, these key data for
2014 are similar to the prior years but change sharply for 2015 and subsequent years. Specifically,
data on programming minutes and royalties based on the carriage of distant signals for 2014 are a
close match to comparable data from the 2010–2013 proceeding. That is not the case for data from
2015 through 2017.

(35)

First, shares of total distant minutes for each claimant group for 2014 are similar to the same shares in
2010–2013, but show significant differences from total distant minute shares in 2015–2017. Figure 4
shows that the shares of subscriber-weighted total distant minutes across claimant groups in 2014 are
almost perfectly correlated (correlation near 1.0) with the corresponding distant minute shares in each
of 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013. In contrast, the same correlations between distant minute shares in
2014 and each of 2015, 2016, and 2017 are low (0.8 in 2015, dropping to about 0.3 in 2016 and
2017).35 This is true whether I include or exclude total distant minutes associated with Big-3 network
programming and off-air time, which are both non-compensable. In short, the underlying total distant
minutes data are similar between 2014 and the prior four years but show significant differences for
the three years after 2014.36

34
35

36

2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 37.
Correlation is a measure of the association between two random variables. Statistically, it is measured by the correlation
coefficient, which takes a value between -1 and 1. If the correlation coefficient between two random variables is equal to
zero, they are uncorrelated. If the correlation coefficient is equal to 1, they are perfectly correlated (and negatively
correlated if it is equal to -1). The closer the coefficient is to 0, the less correlation there is between these two variables.
See Marno Verbeek, A Guide to Modern Econometrics, 4th ed. (Chichester, West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, 2012),
452-53
Intuitively, this pattern of correlations quantifies the transition that is readily apparent from inspection of Figure 1:
shares of subscriber-weighted total distant minutes across the various claimant groups are similar across all years from
2010 through 2014 but then change sharply starting in 2015 and even more so in 2016 and 2017. The same pattern holds
for compensable distant minutes, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4. Correlations by year with 2014 subscriber-weighted total distant minute shares across claimant
groups
Correlation with 2014 shares, by year
2010

2011

2012

2013

2015

2016

2017

Including Big3/Off-air

0.9987

0.999

0.998

1.0000.999

0.82807

0.3370

0.28992

Excluding Big3/Off-air

0.998

0.999

0.999

1.0000.999

0.82200

0.3191

0.26871

Source. Figure 1, supra.

(36)

Figure 5 shows that royalty payments by CSOs carrying at least one distant signal grew steadily from
2010 through 2014. Then, in 2015, royalties from CSOs carrying at least one distant signal dropped
by about 23% compared with 2014; by 2017, these royalties were about 32% lower than in 2014. As
with the total distant minutes, data for 2014 are consistent with the prior four years but not with years
after 2014.
Figure 5. Royalty payments by CSOs that carried at least one distant signal
240

220

Royalty ($ million)

200

180

160

140

120

100
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: Figure 3, supra.

(37)

Returning to regression, one methodology for deriving estimates analogous to Professor Crawford’s
regression from the 2010–2013 proceeding for the year 2014 is a Bayesian approach. A Bayesian
regression uses Professor Crawford’s 2010–2013 estimates as a starting point and statistically updates
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those estimates using the 2014 data.37 (I do not do this for years after 2014 for the reasons that I
explain in section IV.) The resulting estimated regression coefficients for 2014 are shown in Figure 6
and Figure 7, where the first figure is based on including all distant minutes in the regression while
the second figure excludes duplicated broadcast network programming minutes.38 Both figures also
include Professor Crawford’s estimated coefficients from the 2010–2013 proceeding for comparison.
Overall, whether duplicated minutes are included or excluded, Bayesian updating does not
substantially change the estimated coefficients on the minutes of programming from the various
claimants. This provides further evidence that 2014 market conditions and data are in line with 2010–
2013 market conditions and data.39
Figure 6. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Crawford (2010–2013) and
Bayesian updates (2014), including duplicative minutes
Year
2010–2013
2014

Program
Suppliers
2.31
2.39

Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

32.55

4.88

1.84

1.08

4.08

35.1622

4.44

1.41

1.110

3.958

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 15; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; for coefficients with standard errors, see Appendix C.

Figure 7. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Crawford (2010–2013) and
Bayesian updates (2014), excluding duplicative minutes
Year
2010–2013
2014

Program
Suppliers
2.49
2.73

Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

34.96

5.77

1.98

1.17

4.26

43.0113

5.64

1.62

1.310

4.113

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 18; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; for coefficients with standard errors, see Appendix C.

(38)

In the 2010–2013 proceeding, the Judges considered regression evidence (primarily Professor
Crawford’s regression results) along with survey evidence in determining their final allocations.40 A
key implication of comparing 2014 with 2010–2013 is that Professor Crawford’s regression approach,
properly implemented, is informative for 2014.

37

38
39

40

The model that I use has a specification similar to Professor Crawford’s. I slightly modify his specification to
accommodate a Bayesian regression approach and because I do not have all of Professor Crawford’s data. The
modifications do not affect the interpretation of the estimated regression coefficients. In Appendix B, I discuss details of
the Bayesian model, my regression specifications, and differences between my specification and Professor Crawford’s.
For a discussion of duplicated minutes, see Crawford CWDT, § VII.B.
Professor Crawford also tested statistically whether his estimated coefficients on the various categories of minutes are
stable over time and finds that they are. Crawford CWDT, ¶ 12 and Appendix C.2. Qualitatively, that the Bayesian
updating does not substantively change the coefficients indicates that this stability extended to 2014.
2010–13 Distribution Order, pp. 117–119; Table 18.
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(39)

Using the Bayesian regression approach for 2014, estimated shares by claimant are as follows. First,
for the analysis including duplicated minutes, the estimated shares are (1) Program Suppliers—
20.6982%; (2) Sports—41.783%; (3) CTV—13.945%; (4) PTV—18.854%; (5) Devotional—0.476%;
(6) Canadian—4.3110 %. Second, for the analysis excluding duplicated minutes, the estimated shares
are (1) Program Suppliers—19.7385%; (2) Sports—43.894.00%; (3) CTV—15.564%; (4) PTV—
16.4139%; (5) Devotional—0.48%; (6) Canadian—3.973%.

(40)

Importantly, as I show in the next section, Professor Crawford’s regression approach is substantially
less informative and reliable for years after 2014.
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IV. Post-2014 marketplace changes render Professor
Crawford’s 2010–2013 regression model substantially less
informative and less reliable as a measure of relative
marketplace value for 2015–2017
(41)

As I discussed above, compared with the 2010–2013 period, patterns of programming minutes on
distant signals are similar in 2014 but changed thereafter. In this section, I describe two important
changes in the market for cable television services since the 2010–2013 royalties proceeding. First,
WGNA converted from a broadcast station into a cable network in December 2014 and became
ineligible for carriage as a distant signal. Second, in 2016 Charter Communications acquired two
CSOs, Time Warner Cable and Bright House Networks. These post-2014 events underlie many of the
changes in programming minutes and shares across claimant groups that I described above. One
important implication of these changes is that Professor Crawford’s regression methodology, which
the Judges relied upon in the 2010–2013 proceeding, is substantially less reliable and less informative
for the 2015–2017 period.

IV.A. WGNA, the most widely carried distant signal, became a cable
network in December 2014
(42)

WGNA redistributed the signal of WGN, an independent TV broadcast station in Chicago. As the
national feed of WGN, WGNA had a program schedule that was initially substantially the same as
that of WGN. Over time, WGNA programming deviated from that of WGN, which caused the
proportion of non-compensable programming minutes on WGNA to increase.41 Throughout 2010–
2013 and continuing into 2014, most CSOs carried WGNA as a distant signal.

(43)

On December 15, 2014, WGNA converted to a cable network.42 As a cable network, WGNA
programming was no longer compensable as a distant signal.43 Below, I review the post-conversion
changes on CSOs that had previously carried WGNA as a distant signal. Many of those CSOs carried
no distant signal after not replacing the lost WGNA signal.

41

42

43

As mentioned previously, for a programming minute on a distant signal to be compensable, it must carry the same
content at the same time as the corresponding local signal.
Kent Gibbons, “WGN America Converts to Cable in 5 Markets,” NextTV, December 16, 2014, available at
https://www.nexttv.com/news/wgn-america-converts-cable-5-markets-386348. See also David Lieberman, “Tribune
Media Execs Urge Wall Street to Wait for Payoff from New Initiatives,” Deadline, December 11, 2014, available at
https://deadline.com/2014/12/tribune-media-peter-liguori-investors-wgn-original-shows-1201320406/.
SOA data show that some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a paid distant signal even after 2014. I treat WGNA as a
paid signal for those CSOs reporting WGNA as such but with no compensable programming minutes after its
conversion. By the second accounting period in 2017, almost no CSOs reported WGNA as a paid distant signal.
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IV.A.1. While the majority of CSOs carried WGNA as a distant signal in 2014,
few CSOs changed their distant signal carriage after WGNA’s conversion
(44)

WGNA was a popular distant signal that was available on the majority of subscriber groups’ channel
line-ups. Figure 8 highlights the broad carriage of WGNA as of 2014. Specifically, the figure reports
for each accounting period from 2014 through 2017 counts of CSOs with at least one distant signal,
those that carried WGNA as a distant signal, and those that carried WGNA as the only distant
signal.44 Additionally, it reports counts of subscriber groups and subscriber groups that carried
WGNA as a distant signal. WGNA was prominent among CSOs that carried a distant signal: among
the 819 CSOs that carried distant signals in 2014-2, most (78% = 642 ÷ 819) carried WGNA, and,
moreover, one-third (33% = 270 ÷ 819) of CSOs that carried a distant signal had WGNA as their sole
distant signal. Likewise, in 2014, most subscriber groups—almost 69% in 2014-2—had WGNA as a
distant signal.

(45)

After 2014, and especially after 2015-1, reported carriage of WGNA as a distant signal plummets,
which is as expected given WGNA’s conversion to a cable network.45 By 2017, only two subscriber
groups reported carrying WGNA as a distant signal.
Figure 8. Subscriber group carriage of WGNA, 2014–2017
Accounting
Period

# CSOs with
distant signals

# CSOs with
WGNA

# CSOs with
only WGNA

# SGs

# SGs with
WGNA

2014-1

826

644

272

3,623

2,492

2014-2

819

642

270

3,628

2,501

2015-1

674

274

137

3,302

882

2015-2

585

96

61

3,140

177

2016-1

525

6

0

2,926

10

2016-2

515

3

0

2,932

4

2017-1

516

1

0

2,929

2

2017-2

508

1

0

2,917

2

Source: CDC data.
Note. CSOs report annual data separately for two accounting periods, which are denoted with “-1” and “-2” suffixes. Some
CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in December 2014. The
count of CSOs and subscriber groups that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data. This figure excludes CSOs that carry
no distant signals.

(46)

The conversion of WGNA from a distant signal to a cable network had implications for the distant
signals that CSOs subsequently carried. Below, I discuss CSOs’ responses and ways in which the
WGNA conversion had differential impacts across CSOs. I show that CSOs carrying WGNA in 2014,
44

45

Not all CSOs carried a distant signal. For instance, in 2014-2, 819 of 951 CSOs in total carried at least one distant signal
but the remainder carried none.
CSOs report annual data separately for two accounting periods, which are denoted with “-1” and “-2” suffixes.
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and particularly those carrying only WGNA as a distant signal, were less likely to make changes to
their distant signal carriage decisions than CSOs that did not carry WGNA. In addition, after having
one fewer distant signal following the WGNA conversion, many CSOs carried only local signals or
had only one subscriber group and so would be excluded from a regression analysis along the lines of
Professor Crawford’s in the 2010–2013 proceeding.
(47)

Figure 9 summarizes CSOs’ responses after WGNA’s conversion. I start with the set of CSOs that
carried WGNA as a distant signal in 2014-2 and track their carriage of distant signals through 20172.46 To evaluate the decisions that CSOs made after the WGNA conversion, I compare the carriage of
distant signals other than WGNA by two groups of CSOs: (1) CSOs that had carried WGNA in 20142 and (2) CSOs that did not carry WGNA in 2014-2.47 CSOs in the former group lost an important
distant signal after 2014, so their carriage decisions reflect their responses to that loss as well as to
factors other than the WGNA conversion. CSOs in the second group did not carry WGNA in the first
place, so their carriage decisions reflect responses to factors other than the WGNA conversion.
Differences between the two groups after 2014 provide insight into how CSOs that had carried
WGNA responded to its conversion.

(48)

As shown in Figure 9, 57% (= 347 ÷ 611) of the CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014-2 had a “net zero
change” in their distant signal carriage of stations other than WGNA as of 2017-2.48 And, among
CSOs that had WGNA as their only distant signal, 95% (= 241 ÷ 254) had a “net zero change” as of
2017-2.49 As this shows, it was common for CSOs that had offered WGNA in 2014—and especially
common among CSOs that had only offered WGNA as a distant signal—to not expand their carriage
of other distant signals after the WGNA conversion. By comparison, among the 153 CSOs without
WGNA in 2014-2, 45% (= 69 ÷ 153) had a “net zero change” to their distant signal carriage by 20172.

(49)

Thus, CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014-2 were less likely to make net changes to their distant signal
carriage decisions than CSOs that did not carry WGNA. As a result, many of these CSOs had, after
2014, fewer than two subscriber groups.50 As I explain below, this means that a regression analyses
46

47
48

49
50

Because WGNA became a cable network in December 2014, I consider the systems and their distant carriage signals as
of the second accounting period of 2014 (“2014-2”) and compare those systems as of the second accounting period of
2017 (“2017-2”). For purposes of comparison, I only consider those CSOs in 2014-2 that also filed an SOA in 2017-2.
For purposes of comparison, I limit the set of “No WGNA” CSOs to ones that carry at least one distant signal.
“Net zero change” includes 2014-2 systems that, by 2017-2, may have added and dropped equal numbers of distant
signals such that the net change in the count of distant signals is zero (excluding WGNA). Additionally, a CSO that
carried WGNA in 2014-2 and made no changes to its distant signal carriage would have a “net zero change” (excluding
WGNA) and would have in total one fewer distant signal (including WGNA). The majority of “net zero change” CSOs
made zero changes at all in carried distant signals as of 2017-2 (347 CSOs with WGNA in 2014-2, 241 CSOs with only
WGNA in 2014-2, and 69 CSOs with no WGNA in 2014-2 had no change in their distant signal carriage beyond the
WGNA conversion).
13 of the 254 “Only WGNA” CSOs added one or more distant signals as of 2017-2.
See Figure 13 which shows that 45% of the CSOs carrying WGNA in 2014-2 ended up carrying no distant signals in
2017-2.
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along the lines of Professor Crawford’s model in the 2010–2013 proceeding would capture fewer
CSOs and a smaller proportion of total royalty payments.
Figure 9. CSOs’ responses as of 2017-2 after the WGNA conversion, by WGNA carriage status in 2014-2
# CSOs with ONLY WGNA
in 2014-2
As of 2014-2
254
CSOs’ Response by 2017-2
241

# CSOs with WGNA in 2014-2

No WGNA in 2014-2

# CSOs

611

153

# "Net zero change" CSOs

347

69

Source: CDC data.
Note. Some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014-2.
The count of CSOs that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data. This figure includes only 2014-2 CSOs that carried at
least one distant signal (including CSOs with "No WGNA") and also filed an SOA in 2017-2. “Net zero change” CSOs are those
with zero net change in the number of distant signals (excluding WGNA) by 2017-2 relative to 2014-2. These include CSOs
that made no change as well as CSOs that added and dropped equal numbers of distant signals.

IV.A.2. WGNA’s conversion to a cable network
(50)

In this section, I describe the effects of the substantial changes induced by the WGNA conversion on
the CTV claimant group.

(51)

Figure 10 itemizes WGNA programming minutes across the claimant groups annually from 2014 to
2017. Of the six claimant groups, WGNA did not carry programs from the PTV or Canadian
claimants in any year. In 2014, Program Suppliers constituted the largest share of WGNA
programming minutes in total. However, over 97% of these minutes were non-compensable because
they were not retransmitted WGN programs. Restricting to compensable minutes in 2014, CTV
claimants had the highest share of WGNA minutes (48%), followed by Sports and then by Program
Suppliers.51

(52)

After 2014, WGNA programming minutes were no longer compensable, even though noncompensable minutes continued to appear in the data for the Program Suppliers, CTV, and
Devotional claimant groups.

51

Programming minutes on WGNA were not compensable after it converted to a cable network, even if it continued to be
reported as a paid distant carriage signal in the SOA by some CSOs after 2014. Total compensable WGNA
programming minutes fell starting December 15, 2014, the day the conversion took effect, and the loss of these
programming minutes is reflected in the compensable minutes for 2014 in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. WGNA minutes across claimant groups, 2014–2017
Sports

Program Suppliers

Commercial TV

Devotional

Year

Noncompensable

Compensable

Noncompensable

Compensable

Noncompensable

Compensable

Noncompensable

Compensable

2014

3,128

20,648

419,805

14,122

112

31,845

35,580

360

2015

0

0

486,630

0

1,590

0

37,320

0

2016

0

0

484,410

0

1,290

0

41,280

0

2017

0

0

495,240

0

420

0

29,940

0

Source: Red Bee Media data.
Note. WGNA minutes are summed across the two accounting periods each year. WGNA has no compensable programming
minutes after its conversion. Compensable WGNA minutes for 2014 reflect the loss of WGNA compensable minutes for a short
period after its conversion starting December 15, 2014.

(53)

WGNA accounted for a significant proportion, 69%, of CTV compensable minutes in 2014.52 So the
post-2014 decline in aggregate compensable minutes would be high for CTV claimant group unless
(1) CSOs added more distant signals with CTV content and/or (2) distant signals changed their mix of
programming to include more content from CTV. To evaluate this, I focus on the contribution of
WGNA to the CTV claimant group’s programming minutes, as well as CSOs’ responses to WGNA
becoming a cable network.

(54)

Figure 11 subdivides CSOs into ones that carried WGNA in 2014 and ones that did not.53 For each set
of CSOs, the figure shows the average number of distant and local signals per subscriber group across
CSOs and the corresponding average number of distant and local minutes.54
◼

◼

52

53

54

55

Across the 611 CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014-2, subscriber groups had, on average, 1.6
distant signals with CTV programming and offered about 42,000 compensable distant CTV
minutes.
In 2017-2, 337 of the 611 CSOs that had offered WGNA in 2014 offered a distant signal and the
associated subscriber groups offered, on average, 1.1 distant signals and carried about the same
number of distant CTV programming minutes as in 2014-2.55
This is WGNA compensable minutes from CTV as a percent of total CTV minutes. The numerator is subscriberweighted WGNA compensable minutes from CTV in a subscriber group (which equals zero for subscriber groups
without WGNA) summed across all subscriber groups and then aggregated across the two accounting periods in 2014.
The denominator is subscriber-weighted compensable minutes from CTV from all distant signals (not just WGNA) in a
subscriber group summed across all subscriber groups and then aggregated across the two accounting periods in 2014.
For purposes of comparison, CSOs carrying WGNA and those with “No WGNA” carry a distant signal to at least one of
their subscriber groups.
This figure does not include local signals carried on CSOs that have no subscriber groups. In the SOA, a CSO assigns a
subscriber group number to communities that receive a channel line-up with at least one distant signal. There is no
reliable method to identify the programming received by communities that receive no distant signal. So “local” minutes
comprise minutes associated with a local signal offered in a channel line-up that includes at least one distant signal (i.e.,
the local signal is part of a subscriber group).
As I show in Figure 13, 274 of the 611 CSOs offered no distant signal as of 2017-2.
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(55)

In other words, by 2017, many CSOs had taken measures to replace the CTV minutes that were
previously offered on WGNA—otherwise, given that WGNA had about 31,800 compensable CTV
minutes in 2014 but none thereafter, CTV minutes would have declined commensurately.

(56)

By comparison, there was little change in the average number of distant signals and distant minutes
per subscriber group among CSOs that did not carry WGNA in 2014. Likewise, there was no large
change in local CTV carriage or minutes, whether for CSOs with WGNA or CSOs without WGNA.
These data indicate that CSOs did not substantially increase the number of local signals they carried
in order to compensate for the lost distant CTV minutes.56
Figure 11. Average Commercial TV minutes per subscriber group on CSOs with and without WGNA as of
2014
CSO category
in 2014
With WGNA
Without WGNA

Accounting
period

Distant CTV

Local CTV

# CSOs with
CTV content

# Signals

# Minutes

# Signals

# Minutes

2014-2

611

1.6

42,027

10.6

414,696

2017-2

337

1.1

43,136

10.7

404,473

2014-2

153

1.3

50,274

9.7

371,069

2017-2

146

1.1

49,858

9.9

369,452

Sources: CDC and Red Bee Media data.
Note. Some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014-2.
The count of CSOs that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data. This figure includes only 2014-2 CSOs that carried at
least one distant signal (including CSOs with "No WGNA") and also filed an SOA in 2017-2. The count of distant (or local)
signals is the average number of distant (or local) signals per subscriber group across CSOs; it excludes the signals and
minutes for those communities in a CSO that only received local signals (i.e., do not have a subscriber group number) as well
as for CSOs with no distant signals at all (i.e., with no subscriber groups). Thus, the count of CSOs in 2017-2 is restricted to
CSOs that carried at least one distant signal.

IV.B. Applied to the 2015–2017 period, Professor Crawford’s regression
approach would exclude many CSOs as well as the majority of paid
royalties
(57)

As I discussed above, Professor Crawford’s econometric model included CSO-accounting period
“fixed effects” and so relied on variation between subscriber groups within a CSO. If a CSO had at
least two subscriber groups, then the CSO would be included in the model but it would otherwise be
excluded.

(58)

Starting in 2015, 62% of CSOs accounting for almost 35% of total royalties did not meet the
“multiple observations” requirement that a CSO have at least two subscriber groups. This was largely
driven by a rise in the share of CSOs that, after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014, had
fewer than two subscriber groups. As I show below, the effect of these changes is that Professor
56

This analysis includes only those CSOs in 2014-2 that also filed an SOA in 2017-2.
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Crawford’s econometric model, applied to the 2014–2017 period or the 2015–2017 period, would
exclude a large share of CSOs and their royalties.

IV.B.1. Many CSOs that carried WGNA pre-2014 had fewer than two subscriber
groups after the WGNA conversion and so would be excluded from Professor
Crawford’s regression analysis
(59)

Figure 12 shows the trend in the number of subscriber groups CSOs had over time. The first row
shows that the proportion of CSOs with no subscriber groups (i.e., CSOs that carried no distant
signal) increased from 13% in 2014 to 45% in 2017. Likewise, the proportion of CSOs with fewer
than two subscriber groups increased from 55% in 2014 to 62% in 2015 and then to 69% in 2017.57
Recall that Professor Crawford’s regression includes fixed effects for each CSO, an approach that
requires CSOs to have at least 2 subscriber groups. Thus, the number of CSOs excluded from
Professor Crawford’s regression analysis increases in 2015 and again in 2016 and 2017.
Figure 12. Distribution of subscriber groups per CSO, 2014–2017

# of SGs

# CSOs
2014

2015

2016

2017

0

13.0%

30.0%

44.6%

44.8%

1

41.8%

32.4%

23.5%

24.0%

<2

54.9%

62.4%

68.1%

68.8%

2+

45.1%

37.6%

31.9%

31.2%

Source: CDC data.
Note. Some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014-2.
The count of CSOs and subscriber groups that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data.

(60)

To understand the response of the CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014 to the conversion, I track those
CSOs’ carriage of distant signals. Figure 13 summarizes distant signal carriage as of 2017-2 for CSOs
that carried WGNA as a distant signal in 2014-2.58 In 2014-2, 611 CSOs carried WGNA, with 357
(58%) also carrying other distant signals and 254 (42%) carrying only WGNA. Of the 254 CSOs with
WGNA as their only distant signal in 2014, 241 (95%) did not add another distant signal to
compensate for the removal of WGNA from the channel line-up, and thus carried no distant signal by
2017-2. Further, of the 357 CSOs that in 2014 carried WGNA and other distant signals, 33 (9%)
carried no distant signals by 2017.

57

58

The increased share of “fewer than two subscriber groups” after 2014 reflects CSOs that had two or more subscriber
groups in 2014 decreasing the number of subscriber groups after 2014. For example, of 2014 CSOs that had exactly two
subscriber groups, 38% (if they survived in 2015) had fewer than two subscriber groups in 2015.
This includes both CSOs that carried and that did not carry WGNA as a distant signal in 2014-2. Additionally, I only
include those 2014-2 CSOs that also filed an SOA in 2017-2.
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(61)

With many CSOs that carried WGNA as of 2014-2 not adding another distant signal after the
conversion, more CSOs were paying the minimum fee in 2017-2. Of the 611 CSOs with WGNA in
2014-2, 44% paid the minimum fee. This increased to 92% as of 2017-2 after the WGNA conversion.
This 48-point post-conversion increase in the percentage of WGNA-carrying CSOs paying the
minimum fee was higher than the increase among CSOs without WGNA as of 2014-2, where the
percentage of CSOs that paid the minimum fee rose from 65% (100 ÷ 153) in 2014-2 to 71% (109 ÷
153) in 2017-2.

(62)

Overall, of the 611 CSOs that carried WGNA as a distant signal in 2014, 274 (45%) had no distant
signal in their channel line-up by 2017 and, consequently, could not be included in a Crawford-style
fixed-effects regression as applied to the post-2014 period.59 In contrast, among the 153 CSOs that
did not carry WGNA in 2014-2, only 7 (5%) had no distant signal by 2017. Comparing the two
percentages, CSOs that carried WGNA in 2014 were substantially more likely (45% vs. 5%) to not
carry any distant signal as of 2017. As this shows, CSOs that had carried WGNA in 2014 would be
disproportionately excluded from a regression analysis with CSO fixed effects.
Figure 13. Count and share of WGNA-carrying CSOs that carried no distant signal and paid minimum fee
post-conversion, as of 2017
CSO carriage of WGNA as of 2014-2

➔

Carriage of WGNA

Count
(1)

# paying
minimum fee
(2)

WGNA plus others

357

28

Only WGNA

254

TOTAL with WGNA
No WGNA

CSOs’ responses by 2017-2
# carrying no distant
signal
(3)

# paying minimum fee
(4)

➔

33 (9%)

309 (87%)

241

➔

241 (95%)

254 (100%)

611

269

➔

274 (45%)

563 (92%)

153

100

➔

7 (5%)

109 (71%)

Source: CDC data.
Note. Some CSOs continued to report WGNA as a distant signal even after WGNA converted to a cable network in 2014-2.
The count of CSOs that carried WGNA is based on as-reported data. I only consider those CSOs in 2014-2 that carried at least
one distant signal (including CSOs with "No WGNA") and also filed an SOA in 2017-2.

(63)

In the 2010–2013 proceeding, the Judges took note of a criticism of Professor Crawford’s regression
analysis by Dr. Erkan Erdem, the Devotional claimants’ economic expert. In particular, Dr. Erdem
raised concerns about the loss of observations arising from Professor Crawford’s reliance on fixed
effects in the regression model.60 Based on the above discussion, such a concern would be further
elevated with the Crawford-style regression for the 2015–2017 period, when the loss of WGNA as a
distant signal left a large number of CSOs without any distant signal.
59

60

One CSO of the 611 CSOs with WGNA in 2014-2 continued to report WGNA as a distant signal as of 2017-2. So that
CSO would continue to count toward CSOs that had a distant signal as of 2017-2.
2010–13 Distribution Order, p. 29.
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IV.B.2. Professor Crawford’s regression approach would exclude the majority
of royalties, due to the increase in CSOs that did not satisfy the “multiple
observations” requirement after 2014
(64)

The increased proportion of CSOs with fewer than the two subscriber groups after 2014, including
many CSOs that shifted from carrying WGNA in 2014 to carrying no distant signal after 2014,
reduces the amount of royalty revenue that Professor Crawford’s regression framework would
include. Specifically, in Professor Crawford’s econometric model, none of these CSOs would
contribute to the estimation of relative value for the 2014–2017 period. This omits a large amount of
information that is relevant to the question of relative market value and renders Professor Crawford’s
model substantially less representative and less informative in the current proceeding than in the
2010–2013 proceeding.

(65)

Figure 14 shows the share of royalties attributable to CSOs paying the minimum fee as well as the
share of royalties attributable to CSOs that do not meet the “multiple observations” requirement (i.e.,
“< 2 SGs”), annually from 2014 through 2017. The first panel shows that the share of royalties
generated by CSOs paying the minimum fee increased after 2014—from 39% in 2014 to 94% in
2017. As shown in the second panel, the share of royalties associated with CSOs with less than two
subscriber groups also increased, from 26% in 2014 to 38% in 2017.
Figure 14. Total royalties and royalties from CSOs with at least 1 DSE and with at least 2 subscriber
groups, 2014–2017
CSOs paying minimum fee
Year

Total royalties

2014

CSOs with < 2 SGs

Royalties

% of Total
royalties

Royalties

% of Total
royalties

$225,787,643

$88,559,463

39.2%

$59,366,240

26.3%

2015

$207,614,933

$167,086,862

80.5%

$73,090,517

35.2%

2016

$200,589,126

$188,325,027

93.9%

$78,768,816

39.3%

2017

$200,192,670

$187,725,902

93.8%

$76,055,070

38.0%

Source: CDC data.

(66)

This has two implications. First, post-2015 royalty payments were less tied to whether the various
CSOs carried a distant signal (i.e., whether the CSO had a subscriber group); instead, payments after
2015 are driven more by minimum fees. Second, a smaller proportion of royalty payments are
attributable to CSOs that meet the “multiple observations” condition necessary to implement
Professor Crawford’s fixed effects regression model.

(67)

Overall, by 2017, 69% of CSOs had fewer than two subscriber groups and so would be excluded from
a Crawford-style regression (see Figure 12). This set of regression-excluded CSOs accounted for 38%
of royalties paid in 2017. Both percentages are substantially higher after 2014. In sum, applied after
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2014, the Crawford regression model incorporates economic decisions by substantially fewer CSOs
that collectively represent a substantially lower proportion of royalty payments. This renders the
approach less informative and less reliable for estimating relative marketplace value after 2014.

IV.C. Public TV minutes increased in 2015 and 2017, due in large part to
changed accounting treatment of exempt signals and to significant CSO
mergers
(68)

Alongside the WGNA conversion in December 2014, but not directly related to it, PTV minutes
began to increase in 2015. As Figure 1 and Figure 2 show, while most claimant groups saw either a
decline or small increase in their shares of total and compensable minutes after 2014, shares of
minutes increased for PTV. As I show below, the increase in PTV minutes coincides with the
reclassification of previously exempt PTV signals as paid signals, particularly following Charter
Communications’ acquisition of two other CSOs in 2016—Time Warner Cable and Bright House
Networks (the “Charter transactions”). This reclassification of PTV signals explains a large
proportion of the higher share of carried compensable minutes for the PTV claimant group after 2014.
Specifically, 231 PTV signals were reclassified from exempt to paid between 2014-2 and 2017-2, and
81% of those reclassifications were associated with the entities in the Charter transactions.

(69)

Importantly, the increase in PTV claimant group minutes results in large part from reclassification of
existing signals and not from the offering to consumers of new or additional PTV content or viewing
options. An increase in compensable minutes from reclassification of PTV signals (rather than an
improved offering to consumers on some dimension) is not a sound basis to ascribe a higher relative
valuation to the PTV claimant group.

IV.C.1. Reclassification of previously exempt PTV signals into paid signals
after 2014 explains a large portion of the increase in distant PTV signals and
minutes
(70)

While CSOs do not pay for local PTV signals, they pay for distant PTV signals in some
circumstances but are “exempt” from paying royalties on other PTV distant signals.61 In particular, a
distant signal may be retransmitted on different subchannels (i.e., a multicast stream). Some of these
multicast streams are exempt if they were first retransmitted by a CSO before February 27, 2010, or if
there was a written agreement between the CSO and the station.62 For example, KEET is a PBS
61

62

Both PTV and non-PTV distant signals may be exempt from royalty payments. Also, not all programming minutes on a
paid signal need be compensable. For example, a paid signal carrying content from a Big 3 network or WGNA content
that is not identical with WGN’s content is not compensable. See 17 U.S.C. § 111 (d)(3).
The SOA defines a multicast as “a digital stream of programming that is transmitted by a television broadcast station
and is not the station’s primary stream” and a simulcast as “a multicast stream of a television broadcast station that
duplicates the programming transmitted by the primary stream or another multicast stream of such station.” See
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member television station, and its digital signal is multiplexed with call signs KEET-DT1, KEETDT2, KEET-DT3, and KEET-DT4. Between 2012 and 2015, Charter treated KEET-DT1 as a paid
signal and the others as exempt signals.
(71)

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show significant increases in PTV’s shares of total minutes and compensable
minutes after 2014. While the addition of new paid PTV signals may increase PTV’s share of minutes
carried, a large proportion of the increase was due to previously exempt signals being reclassified as
not exempt (“reclassified PTV signals”). This reclassification changes the reporting of PTV minutes
in the data, but it does not change the content or value that CSOs offer to their subscribers and
therefore should not affect relative market value.
IV.C.1.a. Increases in distant PTV signals did not proportionately increase PTV programming
available to consumers

(72)

Figure 15 shows the count of paid PTV signals on a semi-annual basis from 2014-2 through 2017-2,
along with the period-to-period net change in that count. From the beginning of 2014 through 2017,
the number of paid PTV signals increased by almost 60%, from 806 to 1,287, with the largest
increases happening during the two 2016 accounting periods.
Figure 15. Number of and changes in paid PTV signals between 2014 and 2017
Accounting period

Number of paid PTV signals

Net change in paid PTV signals

2014-1

806

2014-2

817

11

2015-1

827

10

2015-2

835

8

2016-1

972

137

2016-2

1,151

179

2017-1

1,236

85

2017-2

1,287

51

Total

481

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV signals are non-exempt PTV distant signals carried by CSOs. The number of paid PTV signals in an
accounting period is the count of each CSO’s unique paid PTV signals, summed across all CSOs in the accounting period.
“Net change in paid PTV signals” is the difference in the number paid PTV signals between two consecutive accounting
periods.

(73)

The count of paid distant PTV signals will increase if a CSO reclassifies a previously exempt PTV
signal as a paid signal, even if the channel line-ups available to consumers do not change. Figure 16
provides one example. During two distinct periods, 2014–2015 and 2016–2017, Charter offered its
“Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form), 2015, Important Notice About This Statement of Account.” In my analyses, I
exclude simulcast signals because they are duplicative. See also “Statement of Account, SA3 (Long Form),” 2015,
General Instructions for SA3 (Long Form), p. (vi).”
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subscribers the exact same set of distant PTV signals: KEET and three subchannels (KEET-DT2,
DT3, and DT4). However, the subchannels were exempt in the former period but non-exempt (i.e.,
paid) in the latter period. Solely from this reclassification, PTV distant minutes on KEET station
would be approximately four times higher in 2016–2017 than in 2014–2015, even though, from the
subscriber or viewer perspective, nothing changed at all. This is an example of the type of
reclassification that would affect the reporting of minutes but not relative market value.
Figure 16. Reclassification of a PTV station carried by Charter

Callsign

2014–2015

2016–2017

KEET-DT1

Distant and paid

Distant and paid

KEET-DT2

Distant but exempt

Distant and paid

KEET-DT3

Distant but exempt

Distant and paid

KEET-DT4

Distant but exempt

Distant and paid

Source. CDC data
Note. These callsigns are associated with subscriber group number 4 of CAC860.

(74)

Changes in counts of paid PTV signals (and, correspondingly, minutes) can arise through three
routes: (1) CSOs adding paid PTV signals to their channel line-up for a subscriber group; (2) CSOs
removing paid PTV signals; and (3) CSOs switching to paying for previously exempt PTV signals, as
in the preceding example. Figure 17 shows net changes in paid PTV signals from all three sources
combined, as well as the count of PTV signals reclassified from exempt to paid. In aggregate,
reclassification of PTV signals accounts for almost half (48% = 231 ÷ 481) of the net increase in paid
PTV signals between 2014 and 2017. Over 90% of the reclassification occurred in 2016.
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Figure 17. Percentage of net additional PTV signals attributable to reclassification, 2014–2017

2014-2

Net change in paid PTV
signals
(1)
11

2015-1

10

0

0%

2015-2

8

2

25%

2016-1

137

88

64%

2016-2

179

126

70%

2017-1

85

9

11%

2017-2

51

3

6%

Total

481

231

48%

Accounting period

Reclassified PTV signals
(2)

Due to reclassification
(3) = (2) ÷ (1)

3

27%

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV signals are non-exempt PTV distant signals carried by CSOs. The number of PTV signals, paid or exempt
(which may be subsequently reclassified as paid), in an accounting period is the count of each CSO’s unique PTV signals,
summed across all CSOs in the accounting period. “Net change” in PTV signals is the difference in the number of PTV signals
between two consecutive accounting periods. “Reclassified” describes a PTV signal that was previously exempt but is
subsequently reclassified as paid.

(75)

PTV programming minutes are equally available to consumers whether they are on paid PTV signals
or exempt PTV signals. Consequently, an increase in the number of paid PTV signals that is caused
by reclassification of previously exempt PTV signals does not increase the volume of PTV
programming available to consumers—that is the same both before and after reclassification. With no
change in the actual content available to consumers, and thus no change in the value that distant PTV
signals bring to a CSO, there is no logical basis to ascribe a higher relative valuation to the PTV
claimant group for changes in minutes that are the result of reclassification.
IV.C.1.b. Few CSOs paid increased royalties after PTV signals were reclassified as paid
signals

(76)

A substantial proportion of the increase in paid PTV signals from 2014 through 2017 was the result of
the reclassification of exempt PTV signals. The majority of these reclassified PTV signals were
offered by CSOs that paid the minimum fee.

(77)

Along with net changes in paid PTV signals and the numbers of reclassified PTV signals, Figure 18
reports the number and percentage of reclassified PTV signals associated with CSOs that paid the
minimum fee in each accounting period. Almost 90% of the reclassified PTV signals are on CSOs
that paid the minimum fee and bore no incremental cost from that reclassification. This reinforces the
point above—changes in PTV minutes that result from reclassification are not a sound basis on which
to ascribe a higher relative valuation to the PTV claimant group.
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Figure 18. Share of reclassified PTV signals associated with minimum fee paying CSOs, 2014–2017

Net change in paid PTV
signals
(1)

Reclassified PTV
signals
(2)

Reclassified PTV
signals associated with
CSOs paying minimum
fee
(3)

2014-2

11

3

3

100%

2015-1

10

0

0

N/A

2015-2

8

2

2

100%

2016-1

137

88

81

92%

2016-2

179

126

112

89%

2017-1

85

9

4

44%

Accounting
period

% Reclassified
(4) = (3) ÷ (2)

2017-2

51

3

3

100%

Total

481

231

205

89%

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV signals are non-exempt PTV distant signals carried by CSOs. The number of PTV signals, paid or exempt
(which may be subsequently reclassified as paid), in an accounting period is the count of each CSO’s unique PTV signals,
summed across all CSOs in the accounting period. “Net change” in PTV signals is the difference in the number of PTV signals
between two consecutive accounting periods. “Reclassified” describes a PTV signal that was previously exempt but is
subsequently reclassified as paid.

IV.C.2. Distant PTV minutes increased following Charter Communications’
acquisitions of Time Warner Cable and Bright House Networks in 2016
(78)

Charter Communications completed its acquisitions of Time Warner Cable and Bright House
Networks in May 2016.63 These three CSOs (the “Charter entities”) were among the largest cable
systems: as of 2013, they accounted for 26.2% of total industry subscribers.64 Together, these
transactions appear to underlie much of the reclassification of PTV signals from exempt to paid.

(79)

Figure 19 displays the count of paid PTV signals from 2014 to 2017 for the three Charter entities and
for all other cable systems. Total paid PTV signals rose after 2015, and most of the increase is due to
the Charter entities, especially in 2016.

63

64

David Shepardson, “Charter Communications completes purchase of Time Warner Cable,” Reuters, May 18, 2016,
available at https://www.reuters.com/article/us-twc-m-a/charter-communications-completes-purchase-of-time-warnercable-idUSKCN0Y92BR.
6.7% (Charter), 16.5% (Time Warner), and 3% (Bright House). CDC data.
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Figure 19. Number of paid PTV signals: Charter entities and others

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV distant signals are non-exempt PTV signals that CSOs carry. The number of paid PTV signals in an accounting
period is the count of each CSO’s unique paid PTV signals, summed across all CSOs in the accounting period.

(80)

Figure 20 reports the net changes in paid PTV signals overall, the total number of PTV signals
reclassified from exempt to paid across all CSOs, and the composition of net changes in paid PTV
signals for the Charter entities (taken together both before and after the Charter transactions) in each
accounting period from 2014 through 2017. The Charter entities accounted for 69% (= 335 ÷ 481) of
the net increase in paid PTV signals over this period. As discussed previously, a substantial
proportion of the net increase in PTV signals was due to the reclassification of exempt PTV signals.
The Charter entities accounted for 81% (= 187 ÷ 231) of these reclassified PTV signals. After the
Charter transactions, especially in 2016, many of Charter’s exempt PTV signals were reclassified as
paid PTV signals with the result that the Charter entities’ reclassified PTV signals account for over
86% (= (86 + 98) ÷ (88 + 126)) of all reclassified PTV signals in 2016.
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Figure 20. The Charter entities’ share of reclassified PTV signals, 2014–2017
Charter entities
Reclassified
PTV signals
(4)
0

Net change in
paid PTV
signals
(1)

Reclassified
PTV signals
(2)

2014-2

11

3

Net change in
paid PTV signals
(3)
-5

2015-1

10

0

-1

0

N/A

2015-2

8

2

13

2

100%

2016-1

137

88

105

86

98%

2016-2

179

126

150

98

78%

2017-1

85

9

31

0

0%

2017-2

51

3

42

1

33%

Total

481

231

335

187

81%

Accounting
period

(5) = (4) ÷ (2)
0%

Source: CDC data.
Note. Paid PTV signals are non-exempt PTV distant signals carried by CSOs. The number of PTV signals, paid or exempt
(which may be subsequently reclassified as paid), in an accounting period is the count of each CSO’s unique PTV signals,
summed across CSOs in the accounting period. “Net change” in PTV signals is the difference in the number of PTV signals
between two consecutive accounting periods. “Reclassified” describes a PTV signal that was previously exempt but is
subsequently reclassified as paid. The Charter entities are Charter, Time Warner, and Bright House.

(81)

In sum, PTV’s shares of total minutes and compensable minutes rose significantly in 2015 and 2016
(see Figure 1 and Figure 2). Almost half of the net increase in paid PTV signals between 2015 and
2017 was the result of reclassification of previously exempt PTV signals, with the majority of that
attributable to Charter’s 2016 acquisitions of Time Warner and Bright House. Whatever the driver of
reclassification, the resulting changes in PTV minutes are not a sound basis on which to ascribe a
higher relative market value to the PTV claimant group.
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V. Compared with CTV, the relative value of Program Suppliers
and Public TV content has likely diminished since the prior
proceeding
(82)

As I discussed in section IV, marketplace changes over the 2015–2017 period—including the WGNA
conversion, reclassification of PTV minutes, and the Charter transactions—affected both CSOs and
claimants. In this section, I turn to evidence from the demand side: changes in the types of content
consumers viewed and, especially, changes in how they viewed content. Specifically, streaming of
programming through various over-the-top (OTT) platforms expanded rapidly over the 2014–2017
period.65 This not only affected how consumers access content but has also done so in ways that likely
had differential effects across the claimant groups.

(83)

I first summarize the expansion of streaming before and during the 2014–2017 period at issue in this
proceeding. I then use Nielsen data to evaluate the directional impact of expanded streaming on
relative market values. This is a “directional” analysis in that I do not quantitatively measure the
effect of streaming on relative market values. Instead, I provide evidence on the types of content and
thus which groups of claimants were likely to have increased or decreased relative importance as a
result of the growth of streaming. Claimant groups whose content had a larger shift to streaming
would, all else equal, be likely to have a decrease in relative importance when it comes to delivery as
a distant signal by CSOs (even if such programming had no change or even an increase in total value
to consumers across all delivery methods including streaming). Conversely, claimant groups whose
content had smaller shifts to streaming likely would, all else equal, have an increase in relative
importance.

(84)

I then review data from Nielsen on household viewership over the relevant period. At a high level,
and consistent with the growth of streaming, Nielsen data show a declining trend in TV viewership
between 2014 and 2017. For instance, the average number of households watching a TV station in a
quarter-hour interval (i.e., the average number of “quarter-hour households”) fell by 119% over this
period. The decline in viewership was larger for content from the PTV and Program Supplier
claimants than for CTV content.66

65

66

OTT services are not limited to video content but include other services, such as music and gaming. For the purposes of
my report, I use OTT to refer to the streaming of content related to TV programs, such as through Netflix, Hulu, or
Amazon, rather than other video programming content such as YouTube’s user-generated videos.
I focus on the directional relative effects of streaming growth on CTV, PTV, and Program Suppliers claimants for
practical reasons. The Nielsen Local Monthlies data only contain one Canadian station and the Devotional category is
small and thus both less reliably measured and less impactful. Sports content is more challenging to evaluate with this
data due to geographic and temporal variation in ratings driven by factors unrelated to the growth of streaming. In
addition, I understand that streaming of Sports claimants’ content was limited during the 2014-2017 period.
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V.A. Dating back to at least 2010, streaming and smart device
penetration have increased while CSOs have lost subscribers
(85)

Streaming is an alternative to traditional distribution, such as through cable or satellite.67 Netflix, one
of the most well-known streaming services, transitioned in 2007 from mail delivery to streamed
content over the Internet.68 Since then, as I review below, cable TV’s subscriber base has eroded.
(Other forms of Pay TV, such as satellite, have been similarly affected, but those are not directly
relevant to the current proceeding.)

(86)

Streaming platforms use a variety of business models, including “consumer-pays” models and
“advertisement-supported” models. Netflix and Hulu are leading examples of the “consumer-pays”
model through which consumers access a catalog of video content for a recurring periodic fee. Under
the advertisement-supported streaming model, consumers access content with no monetary fee (e.g.,
YouTube) or at a discounted fee (e.g., Hulu with ads), but are required to watch advertisements.
Finally, “Virtual TV” (sometimes alternatively labeled vMVPD or “TV Everywhere”) refers to the
provision of live linear channels and on-demand video through streaming, typically for a recurring
fee; Sling TV (launched in 2015) and YouTube TV (launched in 2017) are examples.

(87)

Figure 21 shows the number of subscriptions for traditional TV (cable and non-cable), streaming, and
Virtual TV services. During 2014–2017, the number of households with cable TV subscriptions
declined (a reflection of “cord cutting,” meaning households giving up their cable TV subscriptions).
Total cable video subscriber counts fell from 67.0 million in 2014 to 62.2 million in 2017, even as the
number of households continued to grow.69 By contrast, the number of streaming subscriptions in the
United States grew by 96%, from 74 million in 2014 to 145 million in 2017. With 124 million
households in the United States in 2017 and nearly 150 million streaming subscriptions, the average
household had more than one subscription. Finally, Virtual TV only started to reach significant
penetration in 2017 and so is of minimal relevance to the current proceeding.

67
68

69

I use the term “traditional distribution channels” and “Pay TV” interchangeably.
Stefani Munro, “When Did Netflix Start?” Fansided, accessed June 29, 2022, https://netflixlife.com/2022/02/20/whendid-netflix-start/
Pay TV subscriptions as a % of U.S. households dropped from 81.8% in 2015 to 75.3% in 2017. See Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Subscriptions for traditional TV, streaming, and Virtual TV, 2010–2020

US households
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Source: Kagan, a division of S&P Global Market.
Note. “Cable TV” is the sum of “Cable Video Subscriptions” and “IPTV-Telco TV Video Subscriptions” in the Kagan data;
“Streaming” corresponds to “Online Video Subscriptions” in the Kagan data; and “Virtual TV” corresponds to “Virtual
Multichannel Subscriptions” in the Kagan data. “Non-cable Pay TV” is computed as the count of Pay TV subscriptions
(“Traditional Multichannel Video Subscriptions”) minus the count of “Cable TV” subscriptions. Households often have more than
one streaming subscription, which is why the line for Streaming is above the U.S household line after 2016.

(88)

Households may have streaming subscriptions in place of or alongside their Pay TV services.
According to a 2017 survey, 67.3% of respondents without Pay TV and 63.6% of respondents with
Pay TV had one or more streaming subscriptions.70 That is, households without Pay TV are only
moderately more likely to have streaming subscriptions as of 2017. Even without cutting the cord,
households with both Pay TV and one or more streaming subscriptions are likely to spend less of
their time watching content on Pay TV as they spend more time on streaming.

(89)

Multiple factors have contributed to the shift to streaming, including viewer convenience and
improved access to digital and broadband infrastructure. Unlike traditional televiewing methods that
70

TiVO, Consumer Behavior Across Pay-TV, PVOD, OTT, TVE, Streaming Devices and Content Discovery, Video Trends
Report, Q2 2017 [hereinafter “2017 TiVO Report”], p. 19. Also see Deloitte, “Digital Media Trends Survey,” 13th ed.,
Deloitte Insights 2019, p. 3. Also see Deloitte, “Digital Media Trends Survey,” 12th ed., Deloitte Insights 2018, p. 7.
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require viewers to access pre-determined and pre-scheduled TV programs, streaming offers
consumers the flexibly to choose the content they prefer at the time and largely the place of their
choosing.71 The ubiquity of smart and mobile devices has facilitated the adoption of streaming
services.72 Furthermore, broadband adoption for faster connectivity grew roughly in tandem with the
decline in Pay TV (via cable, satellite, or telecom provider) penetration rate.73 Finally, faster
download speeds of residential connections have also allowed expanded and simultaneous streaming
within a household.74

V.B. Nielsen data show diminished TV viewership over the 2014–2017
period
(90)

As Figure 21 shows, cable subscriptions, and Pay TV subscriptions in general, declined over the
2014–2017 period. Although Pay TV subscriptions fell, a large proportion of households—estimated
at 64% in 2017—used both Pay TV and streaming (i.e., had both Pay TV and one or more streaming
subscriptions).75 Thus, streaming provided an alternative source of content to some of the
programming on cable both at the household level (i.e., cancelling Pay TV subscriptions) and the
intra-household level (i.e., spending more time streaming in lieu of watching Pay TV content, but
without cancelling a Pay TV subscription). Both mechanisms likely explain the decline in the number
of households watching TV over the 2014–2017 period that is evident in the Nielsen data that I
review in this section.

V.B.1. Overview of Nielsen data
(91)

I obtained the “Local Monthlies” data for 2014 through 2017 from Nielsen (“Nielsen data”). The data
provide local household audience estimates for TV viewership at the signal level for the US. More
specifically, for each quarter-hour interval, the data provide the count of households watching a signal
carried in a designated market area (DMA).76
71
72

73
74

75

76

Some of these benefits need not apply to content that is more valuable in real-time, such as news, weather, and sports.
Kanchan Samtani and Gaurav Jindal, “Entertainment Goes Online,” Boston Consulting Group, November 2018, p. 4,
available at https://web-assets.bcg.com/img-src/Entertainment-Goes-Online_tcm9-208006.pdf. See also, Keith Nissen,
“Q1 2017 Consumer Survey Summary Report: The Rise of ‘Internet TV,’” SNL Consumer Insights, S&P Global Market
Intelligence, May 26, 2017, 1-2. Also see Pew Research Fact Sheets, April 7, 2021,
https://www.pewresearch.org/publications/?formats=fact-sheet&research-teams=internet-tech.
“U.S. Multichannel Market Industry Presentation, Q4’2017,” S&P Global Market Intelligence, p. 5.
2020 Federal Communications Commission, Communications Marketplace Report, December 31, 2020, Fig. II.B.20, p.
84.
2017 TiVO Report, p. 19. Also see Deloitte, “Digital Media Trends Survey,” 13th ed., Deloitte Insights 2019, p. 3. Also
see Deloitte, “Digital Media Trends Survey,” 12th ed., Deloitte Insights 2018, p. 7.
As described by Nielsen, “A DMA region is a group of counties and zip codes that form an exclusive geographic area in
which the home market television stations hold a dominance of total hours viewed. There are 210 DMA regions,
covering the entire continental U.S., Hawaii, and parts of Alaska.” Nielsen, DMA® Regions, accessed June 30, 2022,
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(92)

Based on the dataset and algorithms prepared by Dr. Bennett, I categorize the type of programming
and associated claimant group for the content carried on each signal in each 15-minute interval in the
Nielsen data. I restrict my analysis to the set of signals that CSOs carried in at least one accounting
period between 2014 and 2017 (as identified in the CDC data). Among 4,775 signals that were ever
carried by CSOs between 2014 and 2017, 1,059 are present in the Nielsen data.77 For the analysis in
the current section, I examine local viewership of all signals rather than of signals that were carried as
distant signals.78 Even though local signals are not at issue in the current proceeding, for the purpose
of my analysis in this section—i.e., to evaluate the potentially differential effects of declining cable
TV viewership on different categories of content—trends in viewership on local signals are
informative.

V.B.2. TV viewership fell between 2014 and 2017
(93)

To construct a consistent sample over time, I limit my analysis to the set of signals in the Nielsen data
that have coverage of at least 85% of the yearly quarter-hours and for each of the four years in
question.79 To examine viewership trends over time, I calculate the number of households per quarterhour averaged across all signals included in my analysis in each year.80 Figure 22 shows the
downward trend in the extent of viewership over the 2014–2017 period. The average number of
households watching TV per quarter-hour fell by 11% between 2014 and 2017.

77
78

79

80

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/contact-us/intl-campaigns/dma-maps/.
I exclude 27 Canadian and Mexican stations.
This is because I am not attempting to use Nielsen data to quantify the relative market values of different claimant
groups associated with programming provided on distant signals. Instead, my purposes in this section are, first, to
identify the types of content that were more and less affected by the rise of streaming and concomitant decline in Pay TV
subscribers and, second, to derive qualitative implications of those shifts for the relative market value of CTV, PTV, and
Program Suppliers claimants.
I consider alternative coverage thresholds and present the results in Appendix C.3. My conclusions are qualitatively
unchanged. Using a low coverage threshold is more likely to include smaller stations that would appear sporadically in
the Nielsen data, and are more likely to appear during quarter-hour intervals in which they are carrying more popular
content. In contrast, a higher coverage threshold includes stations that appear more consistently in the Nielsen data.
I do not use the aggregate number of households across stations within a year as a measure of viewership. Under such an
approach, yearly differences in TV viewership could be due to differences in the number of quarter-hour intervals across
the stations or the count of stations in the Nielsen data rather than due to changes in viewing patterns.
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Figure 22. Average number of viewing households per quarter-hour
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V.C. Increased streaming and lower cable subscribership appear to
have diminished the importance of PTV and Program Suppliers content
relative to CTV content
(94)

Had declines in Pay TV subscribership and viewership been spread randomly across types of
consumers, the relative importance of the different claimant groups would not change—there would
be fewer cable TV subscribers overall, but they would have the same viewing patterns on average.81
But, insofar as those declines were not random, their relative importance is likely to change. Thus,
one possible implication of the growth in streaming that the Judges may wish to consider is that
viewers did not shift to streaming in a random fashion, but rather specific types of consumers were
more likely to switch to streaming (in whole, by cutting the cord, or in part by simply spending less
time watching Pay TV content), while other types of consumers were more likely to continue
accessing content through traditional Pay TV. In that case, claimant groups whose content was
increasingly viewed through mediums other than Pay TV in consequence of those systematic shifts

81

Consumers may be of different "types;” i.e., there may be observable and unobservable differences across consumers.
Observable differences could be based on gender, age, etc., while unobservable differences could be related to factors,
such as preferences. Consumers of different types may exhibit different television viewing patterns.
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would, all else equal, be likely to have a decrease in relative market value when it comes to delivery
as a distant signal by CSOs.
(95)

To illustrate, consider that some of Netflix’s highest-profile content offerings have included major
sitcoms such as Friends, Seinfeld, and The Office.82 In syndication (i.e., re-runs), these shows fall
under the Program Suppliers claimant group.83 If the consumers who valued these and similar shows
on Netflix were the most likely to cancel their Pay TV subscriptions, then the remaining pool of cable
subscribers would comprise individuals who, on average, have a lower value for Program Suppliers’
content (because the subscribers who most valued Program Suppliers’ content, in this example, are
now watching on Netflix instead of cable or other Pay TV). In that case, the relative importance of
Program Suppliers’ content to subscribers would decrease generally, including on distant signals. As
another example, suppose that consumers who most value CTV content are the least likely to cancel
their cable subscriptions. In that case, as cord-cutting progresses, a larger percentage of consumers
still paying for cable will be those who most value CTV. In this case, the relative importance of CTV
content to subscribers would increase.84 Cord-cutting is an extreme example that makes the
mechanism clearer, but the same points apply if consumers are simply watching less of specific types
of content on cable and more on streaming.

(96)

Below, I provide evidence that changes in viewership across claimant groups’ content during the
2014–2017 period were not random. In particular, declines in cable viewership were greater for
Program Suppliers and PTV claimant groups than for CTV.

V.C.1. Nielsen data show differential changes for the CTV, PTV, and Program
Suppliers claimant groups
(97)

Nielsen data show a declining trend in the number of households watching content associated with the
CTV, PTV, and Program Suppliers claimant groups. However, the declines were greater for the
content associated with PTV and Program Suppliers groups than for CTV claimants’ content. That is,
viewership of CTV content increased relative to PTV and Program Suppliers content. This is evident
in Figure 23, which depicts trends in total quarter-hour viewership for content from CTV, PTV, and
Program Suppliers, relative to their respective viewership in 2014. By 2017, viewership of CTV

82

83
84

Friends, Seinfeld, and The Office are considered to be the best sitcoms of all times according to IMDb, a popular online
database of information including ratings and reviews related to films, TV shows, and other streaming content. See “The
Best Sitcoms of All Time”, IMDb, updated April.24, 2017, available at https://www.imdb.com/list/ls069786537/.
See, 2014-2017 Bennett Report, Appendix B.
This is akin to the Judges’ discussion of revealed preference in the 2010–2013 ruling. 2010–13 Distribution Order, pp.
8–9. Consumers who cut the cord or scale back their time viewing on Pay TV are an instance of a “revealed preference”
for content available through other mediums. Understanding what those other mediums offer provides indirect evidence
on the preferences of those who did not switch.
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content was down a bit less than 5%, but viewership of Program Suppliers content was down more
than 11% and viewership of PTV content was down nearly 14%.
Figure 23. Viewership (number of quarter-hour households) for CTV, PTV, and Program Suppliers
claimant groups’ content relative to 2014 viewership
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Source: Nielsen data.
Note. Total viewership for a claimant group’s content in a given year is the count of households that watched the claimant
group’s content in a given quarter-hour, summed across all quarter-hour intervals in the year.

(98)

The falling share of viewership on cable of Program Suppliers content is in line with the improved
quality of streaming video content provided on platforms such as Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, and
Hulu. Besides licensed TV shows, these streaming platforms also produce original content. Figure 24
shows the rising trend of Emmy nominations for streaming platforms’ content over the 2013–2018
period, gains that came at least partly at the expense of traditional cable networks’ productions,
including HBO’s. This indicates that the quality of content carried by streaming platforms also
increased over the 2013–2018 period.
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Figure 24. Emmy nominations, 2013–2018

Source: Ellis Cloption, “Storming the Emmys: Netflix, Amazon and Hulu Edge Out Networks,” Variety, July 13, 2018,
https://variety.com/2018/tv/news/emmys-netflix-amazon-hulu-streaming-data-1202872238/.

(99)

In sum, streaming grew rapidly during 2014–2017. Nielsen data show concomitant declines in
viewership of the PTV and Program Suppliers claimant groups’ content. CTV content viewership also
declined, but that decline was smaller than for PTV and Program Suppliers. This implies that the
growth of streaming likely had a greater adverse impact on Program Suppliers and PTV claimants
than on CTV claimants. All else equal, this is consistent with a higher relative market value for CTV
claimants over the 2014–2017 period as compared with Program Suppliers and PTV claimants.
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Appendix A. Curriculum Vitae
A.1. Summary of experience
Leslie M. Marx is the Robert A. Bandeen Professor of Economics at the Fuqua School of Business at
Duke University. She is an expert in auctions, vertical contracting, antitrust liability, and cartels. Dr.
Marx is well known for her innovative ideas in the areas of industrial organization, applied game
theory, auctions, procurements, and collusion. She served as Chief Economist of the Federal
Communications Commission from August 2005 through August 2006.
Dr. Marx has published extensively in peer-reviewed journals and elsewhere on topics related to
industrial organization, applied game theory, auctions, procurements, and collusion. Her published
work includes papers on collusive mechanisms, incentives in procurement contracting, slotting
allowances, and exclusive dealing. In addition, Dr. Marx has been named among the Who’s Who
Legal of Competition Economists since 2017.

A.2. Education
◼

PhD, Economics, Northwestern University

◼

MA, Economics, Northwestern University

◼

BS, Mathematics, Duke University

A.3. Professional experience
◼

Fuqua School of Business and Department of Economics, Duke University


Robert A. Bandeen Professor of Economics, 2013–present



William and Sue Gross Research Fellow and Professor of Economics, 2012–2013



Professor of Economics, 2008–2013



Associate Professor of Economics, 2002–2008 (with tenure). On leave 2005–2006

◼

Toulouse School of Economics, Visiting Scholar, 2018

◼

University of Melbourne


Visiting Eminent Scholar, 2014, 2016, 2019
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Academic Visitor, 2012

◼

US Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Chief Economist, 2005–2006

◼

W.E. Simon Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Rochester

◼



Associate Professor of Economics and Management, 2000–2002 (with tenure), 1999–2000



Assistant Professor of Economics and Management, 1994–1999

California Institute of Technology, Visiting Associate, 2000

A.4. Teaching
◼

◼

◼

MBA: Managerial Economics, Environmental Economics, Managerial Decision Analysis,
Managerial Game Theory
Executive MBA: Environmental Economics, Managerial Decision Analysis, Managerial
Economics, Managerial Game Theory
PhD: Game Theory, Industrial Organization

A.5. Selected consulting experience
◼

◼

◼

◼

On behalf of Amazon, submitted written direct and rebuttal testimony in the Phonorecords IV
proceeding before the Copyright Royalty Board analyzing reasonable royalty rates for mechanical
licenses for musical works.
On behalf of Spotify, submitted expert reports in Thomas Morgan Robertson et al. v. Spotify USA
Inc. and Robert Gaudio et al. v. Spotify USA Inc. Analyzed the economic choices faced by
relevant actors in the music streaming industry, calculated the actual economic damages caused
by Spotify’s alleged infringement, and analyzed plaintiffs’ statutory damage request in light of
actual economic damages.
On behalf of several direct action plaintiffs that include large electronic component distributors
and contract manufacturers, submitted expert reports in In re Capacitors Antitrust Litigation. The
plaintiffs allege that more than 15 capacitor manufacturers colluded to fix the prices of aluminum,
film, and tantalum capacitors in the United States for at least 12 years.
Provided economic analysis in consulting capacity related to two mergers in the retail gasoline
industry. Analyzed the relevant antitrust markets, price patterns, and market positioning of the
merging parties. Opined on whether the proposed mergers would substantially lessen competition
in the retail gasoline market.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

In the matter In re Optical Disk Drive Products Antitrust Litigation, testified on behalf of Dell
Inc. and Dell Products, Inc.
Retained by the Department of Justice (DOJ) to evaluate the potential competitive effects of
Sinclair Broadcast Group’s proposed acquisition of Tribune Media. Analyzed potential
competitive effects of the merger, which would have expanded Sinclair’s reach to more than 70%
of US homes. Tribune ultimately terminated the merger agreement.
In the case SOCAN-Re: Sound Pay Audio Services Tariffs, 2007–2016 (Copyright Board of
Canada proceeding), submitted an expert report and testified on behalf of Stingray Digital and the
broadcasting distribution undertakings in Canadian Copyright Board litigation involving
performing rights royalties for pay audio services payable for musical works and sound
recordings.
In In re Determination of Rates and Terms for Making and Distributing Phonorecords, testified
on behalf of Spotify USA Inc. regarding royalty payments under Section 115 of the Copyright
Act.
Submitted an expert report in In re Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Antitrust Litigation on behalf of a
class of direct purchasers. Analyzed economic evidence related to defendant’s role in alleged
price-fixing conspiracy.
Prepared as a testifying expert on behalf of DOJ in support of its successful challenge of the
proposed $34.6 billion merger of Halliburton and Baker Hughes.
Served as testifying expert at trial on behalf of a large coalition of direct action plaintiffs in In re
Urethane Antitrust Litigation. Analyzed impact and estimated damages. Analysis indicated that
plaintiffs were overcharged by $608 million, or 11%, between 1994 and 2003 as a result of
alleged price-fixing conspiracy among chemicals suppliers. Direct action plaintiffs reached
settlements, including a $400 million settlement with The Dow Chemical Company.
In the matter ACCC v. Informed Sources, provided economic analysis on behalf of the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission in its Federal Court of Australia proceedings against
Informed Sources. Analyzed whether the retail gasoline price information provided by Informed
Sources to fuel retailers that subscribed to the service likely lessened competition in metropolitan
Melbourne.
In the matter Anderson News, LLC v. American Media, Inc., submitted expert reports on behalf of
Anderson News regarding allegations that leading magazine publishers and distributors engaged
in a conspiracy to boycott magazine wholesaler Anderson.
In the matter In re Petition of Pandora Media, Inc., served as testifying expert on behalf of
Pandora in its litigation with the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
(ASCAP). The court ultimately adopted key aspects of Dr. Marx’s analysis of proposed
benchmarks and set a rate within the range of rates proposed by Dr. Marx.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Served as a testifying damage expert on behalf of plaintiffs in In re TFT-LCD (Flat Panel)
Antitrust Litigation.
In the matter In re Chocolate Confectionary Antitrust Litigation, assisting testifying expert on
behalf of defendant regarding its participation in an alleged price-fixing conspiracy of chocolate
candy products in the United States.
Filed a report with the FCC on behalf of Verizon regarding proposals to restrict Verizon’s and
AT&T’s participation in the upcoming Incentive Auction for wireless spectrum.
Assisted lead testifying expert in United States ex rel. Bunk v. Birkart Globistics and United
States ex rel. Ammons v. Pasha Group. On behalf of the United States, provided support on
economic damages related to a conspiracy by Department of Defense contractors for moving
services.
Submitted a white paper to and participated in meetings with DOJ and the FCC on behalf of the
Communications Workers of America (CWA), an interested party in the proposed TMobile/AT&T merger. Opined on the appropriate methods of analysis and horizontal and vertical
concerns with the proposed merger.
Provided economic analysis related to the Comcast-NBCU merger on behalf of Bloomberg, LP.
Conditions were imposed on the transaction to protect Bloomberg TV and other competitors of
Comcast-NBCU’s business news network CNBC from being disadvantaged.
Served as a testifying expert in In re Electrical Carbon Products Antitrust Litigation. Submitted
an expert report on damages.
In In re Vitamins Antitrust Litigation, served as a consulting expert. Worked closely with Bates
White professionals to examine whether the economic evidence was inconsistent with
noncooperative conduct during a period of time predating the defendants’ guilty pleas.
In Oxford Health Plans v. Liberty Surplus Ins. Corp., provided expert testimony for Liberty
Surplus Insurance Corporation in litigation that concerned Oxford Health Plans’ settlement
negotiations in a securities class action lawsuit.

A.6. Testifying experience
◼

◼

United States Copyright Royalty Judges, Determination of Royalty Rates and Terms for Making
and Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords IV), Case No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027).
Written direct and rebuttal testimony, and deposition testimony: 2021–2022.
In Re Rail Freight Fuel Surcharge Antitrust Litigation, MDL No. 1869, Case No. 07-489. Expert
report and deposition testimony: 2020–2021.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Thomas Morgan Robertson et al. v. Spotify USA Inc., No. 3:17-cv-01616 (M.D. Tenn., filed
2017) and Robert Gaudio et al. v. Spotify USA Inc., No. 3:17-cv-01052 (M.D. Tenn., filed 2017).
Expert reports, deposition testimony: 2018–2019.
In re Capacitors Antitrust Litigation, No. 3:14-cv-03264 (N.D. Cal. filed 2014). Expert reports,
deposition, and Daubert hearing testimony: 2018–2020.
Dell Inc. and Dell Products L.P. v. Hitachi-LG Data Storage Korea, Inc., et al., No. 3:13-cv03550-RS (W.D. Texas). Expert report and deposition testimony: 2017.
United States Copyright Royalty Judges, Determination of Rates and Terms for Making and
Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords III), Docket No. 16–CRB–0003–PR (2018–2022).
Written direct, rebuttal, and remand testimony, deposition, and hearing testimony: 2016–2022.
ACCC v. Informed Sources (Australia) Pty Ltd & Ors VID450/2014. Provided economic analysis
on behalf of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission in its Federal Court of
Australia proceedings against Informed Sources. Expert report: 2015.
In Re Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Antitrust Litigation, Master File No. C-07-5944 JST, MDL No.
1917. Expert report: 2016.
SOCAN-Re:Sound Pay Audio Services Tariffs, 2007–2016 (Copyright Board of Canada
proceeding). Expert report and trial testimony: 2016.
Expert report and testimony in arbitration involving two large telecommunications companies:
2016.
In re Urethane Antitrust Litig., No. 08-cv-05169 (D.N.J. filed 2008). Expert report, deposition,
and trial testimony: 2013–2016.
In re Anderson News, L.L.C. v. Am. Media, Inc., No. 09-cv-2227 PAC (S.D.N.Y.). Expert report
and deposition testimony: 2014.
In re Petition of Pandora Media, Inc., No. 12-cv-8035 (S.D.N.Y. filed 2013). Expert reports,
declaration, deposition, and trial testimony: 2013–2014.
In re Urethane Antitrust Litig., MDL No. 04-1616 (D. Kan. filed 2004). Rule 26 Disclosure and
deposition testimony: 2013.
In re TFT-LCD (Flat Panel) Antitrust Litig., MDL No. 07-1827 (N.D. Cal. filed 2007). Expert
reports and deposition testimony: 2011–2014.
In re Elec. Carbon Prod. Antitrust Litig., No. 05-6042 (D.N.J. filed 2006) Expert report: 2009.
Oxford Health Plans v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company et al., C.A. No. 03C-04-268
(W.C.C.) (Del. Super. Ct. filed 2004). Expert report and deposition.
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A.7. Consulting
◼

Bates White Economic Consulting, Washington, DC, 2002–2005, 2007–present

◼

Bloomberg, LP, 2010

◼

Federal Communications Commission, Washington, DC, 2006–2007

◼

Latex International, Ansonia, CT, 2001

◼

Xerox Corp., Rochester, NY, 1999

◼

Rochester Gas & Electric Corp., Rochester, NY, 1997, 1998

◼

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY, 1995, 1996, 1999

A.8. Publications
A.8.a. Research papers in academic journals
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Bilateral Trade with Multi-Unit Demand and Supply.” With Simon Loertscher. Forthcoming in
Management Science.
“Incomplete Information Bargaining with Applications to Mergers, Investment, and Vertical
Integration.” (With Simon Loertscher.) American Economic Review 112, no. 2 (2022), 616–649.
“Coordinated Effects in Merger Review.” With Simon Loertscher. Journal of Law & Economics
64, no. 4 (2021): 705–744.
“The Possibility of Social-Surplus-Reducing Vertical Mergers.” With Simon Loertscher. CPI
Antitrust Chronical (October 2020): 1–5.
“Digital Monopolies: Privacy Protection or Price Regulation?” With Simon Loertscher.
International Journal of Industrial Organization 71 (2020): 1–13.
“Asymptomatically Optimal Prior-Free Clock Auctions.” With Simon Loertscher. Journal of
Economic Theory 187 (2020).
“A Dominant Strategy Asset Market Mechanism.” With Simon Loertscher. Games and Economic
Behavior 120 (2020): 1–15.
“Merger Review with Intermediate Buyer Power.” With Simon Loertscher. International Journal
of Industrial Organization 67 (2019): 1–16.
“Mix-and-Match Divestitures and Merger Harm.” With Simon Loertscher. Japanese Economic
Review 70, no. 3 (2019): 346–66.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Merger Review for Markets with Buyer Power.” With Simon Loertscher. Journal of Political
Economy 127, no. 9 (2019).
“Two-Sided Allocation Problems, Decomposability, and the Impossibility of Efficient Trade.”
With David Delacrètaz, Simon Loertscher, and Tom Wilkening. Journal of Economic Theory 179
(2019): 416–54.
“Auctions with Bid Credits and Resale.” With Simon Loertscher. International Journal of
Industrial Organization 55 (2017): 58–90.
“Defending Against Potential Collusion by Your Suppliers—26th Colin Clark Memorial
Lecture.” Economic Analysis and Policy 53 (2017): 123–28.
“Club Good Intermediaries.” With Simon Loertscher. International Journal of Industrial
Organization 50 (2017): 430–59.
“A Long Way Coming: Designing Centralized Markets with Privately Informed Buyers and
Sellers.” With Simon Loertscher and Tom Wilkening. Journal of Economic Literature 53(4)
(2015): 857–97.
“Antitrust Leniency with Multi-Market Colluders.” With Claudio Mezzetti and Robert C.
Marshall. American Economic Journal: Microeconomics 7, no. 3 (2015): 205–40.
“Buyer Resistance for Cartel versus Merger.” With Vikram Kumar, Robert C. Marshall, and Lily
Samkharadze. International Journal of Industrial Organization 39 (2015): 71–80.
“Effects of Antitrust Leniency on Concealment Effort by Colluding Firms.” With Claudio
Mezzetti. Journal of Antitrust Enforcement 2, no. 2 (2014): 305–32.


◼

◼

“An Oligopoly Model for Analyzing and Evaluating (Re)-Assignments of Spectrum Licenses.”
With Simon Loertscher. Review of Industrial Organization 45, no. 3 (2014): 245–73.
“Plus Factors and Agreement in Antitrust Law.” With William E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall,
and Halbert L. White. Michigan Law Review 110, no. 3 (2011): 393–436.


◼

◼

Winner of Best Economics Article—2015 Antitrust Writing Awards.

Winner of the 10th Annual Jerry S. Cohen Memorial Fund Writing Award for the best
antitrust piece during the prior year.

“Bidder Collusion at First-Price Auctions.” With Giuseppe Lopomo and Peng Sun. Review of
Economic Design 15, no. 3 (2011): 177–211.
“Carbon Allowance Auction Design: An Assessment of Options for the U.S.” With Giuseppe
Lopomo, David McAdams, and Brian Murray. Review of Environmental Economics and Policy 5,
no. 1 (2011): 25–43.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Coordinated Effects in the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines.” With Wayne-Roy Gayle,
Robert C. Marshall, and Jean-Francois Richard. Review of Industrial Organization 39, no. 1
(2011): 39–56.
“The Economics of Contingent Re-Auctions.” With Sandro Brusco and Giuseppe Lopomo.
American Economic Journal: Microeconomics 3, no. 2 (2011): 165–93.
“Break-Up Fees and Bargaining Power in Sequential Contracting.” With Greg Shaffer.
International Journal of Industrial Organization 28, no. 5 (2010): 451–63.
“Slotting Allowances and Scarce Shelf Space.” With Greg Shaffer. Journal of Economics &
Management Strategy 19, no. 3 (2010): 575–603.
“Cartels as Two-Stage Mechanisms: Implications for the Analysis of Dominant-Firm Conduct.”
With Randal D. Heeb, William E. Kovacic, and Robert C. Marshall. Chicago Journal of
International Law 10, no. 1 (2009): 213–31.
“Individual Accountability in Teams.” With Francesco Squintani. Journal of Economic Behavior
& Organization 72, no. 1 (2009): 260–73.
“Quantitative Analysis of Coordinated Effects.” With William E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall,
and Steven P. Schulenberg. Antitrust Law Journal 76, no. 2 (2009): 397–430.
“The ‘Google Effect’ in the FCC’s 700 MHz Auction.” With Sandro Brusco and Giuseppe
Lopomo. Information Economics and Policy 21, no. 2 (2009): 101–14.
“The Vulnerability of Auctions to Bidder Collusion.” With Robert C. Marshall. Quarterly
Journal of Economics 124, no. 2 (2009): 883–910.
“Cartel Price Announcements: The Vitamins Industry.” With Robert C. Marshall and Matthew E.
Raiff. International Journal of Industrial Organization 26, no. 3 (2008): 762–802.


◼

◼

◼

◼

Awarded the 2009 Paul Geroski Best Article Prize for one of the best two articles published
in the International Journal of Industrial Organization in 2008.

“Bidder Collusion.” With Robert C. Marshall. Journal of Economic Theory 133, no. 1 (2007):
374–402.
“Exploring Relations between Decision Analysis and Game Theory.” With Jules van Binsbergen.
Decision Analysis 4, no. 1 (2007): 32–40.
“Rent Shifting and the Order of Negotiations.” With Greg Shaffer. International Journal of
Industrial Organization 25, no. 5 (2007): 1109–25.
“Upfront Payments and Exclusion in Downstream Markets.” With Greg Shaffer. RAND Journal
of Economics 38, no. 3 (2007): 823–43.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Economics at the Federal Communications Commission.” Review of Industrial Organization 29,
no. 4 (2006): 349–68.
“Inefficiency of Collusion at English Auctions.” With Giuseppe Lopomo and Robert C. Marshall.
B. E. Journal of Theoretical Economics 5, no. 1 (2005).
“Opportunism and Menus of Two-Part Tariffs.” With Greg Shaffer. International Journal of
Industrial Organization 22, no.10 (2004): 1399–1414.
“Opportunism in Multilateral Vertical Contracting: Nondiscrimination, Exclusivity, and
Uniformity: Comment.” With Greg Shaffer. American Economic Review 94, no. 3 (2004): 796–
801.
“The Joint Determination of Leverage and Maturity.” With Michael J. Barclay and Clifford W.
Smith, Jr. Journal of Corporate Finance 9, no. 2 (2003): 149–67.


◼

◼

“Adverse Specialization.” With Glenn M. MacDonald. Journal of Political Economy 109, no. 4
(2001): 864–99.
“Insurer Ownership Structure and Executive Compensation as Complements.” With David
Mayers and Clifford W. Smith, Jr. Journal of Risk and Insurance 68, no. 3 (2001): 449–63.


◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Winner of Outstanding Paper in Corporate Finance at the 1997 Southern Finance Association
Meetings.

Winner of Outstanding Paper in Financial Services at the 1998 Southern Finance Association
Meetings.

“Dynamic Voluntary Contribution to a Public Project.” With Steven A. Matthews. Review of
Economic Studies 67, no. 2 (2000): 327–58.
“Adaptive Learning and Iterated Weak Dominance.” Games and Economic Behavior 26, no. 2
(1999): 253–78.
“Odd-Eighth Avoidance as a Defense against SOES Bandits.” With Eugene Kandel. Journal of
Financial Economics 51, no.1 (1999): 85–102.
“Payments for Order Flow on NASDAQ.” With Eugene Kandel. Journal of Finance 54, no. 1
(1999): 35–66.
“Predatory Accommodation: Below-Cost Pricing without Exclusion in Intermediate Goods
Markets.” With Greg Shaffer. RAND Journal of Economics 30, no. 1 (1999): 22–43.
“Process Variation as a Determinant of Bank Performance: Evidence from the Retail Banking
Study.” With Frances Frei, Ravi Kalakota, and Andrew Leone. Management Science 45, no. 9
(1999): 1210–20.
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◼

“Efficient Venture Capital Financing Combining Debt and Equity.” Review of Economic Design
3, no. 4 (1998): 371–87.


◼

◼

◼

◼

Winner of the Koç University Prize for the Best Paper of the Year in Review of Economic
Design.

“The Effects of Transaction Costs on Stock Prices and Trading Volume.” With Michael J.
Barclay and Eugene Kandel. Journal of Financial Intermediation 7, no. 2 (1998): 130–50.
“Cost Effective Use of Muscle Relaxants: A Decision Analysis.” With Jeffrey S. Rubenstein,
Wendy Colin, Darryl Jackson, Craig Lockwood, and Janice Molloy. Pediatrics 100, no. 3 (1997):
451–52.
“NASDAQ Market Structure and Spread Patterns.” With Eugene Kandel. Journal of Financial
Economics 45, no. 1 (1997): 35–60.
“Order Independence for Iterated Weak Dominance.” With Jeroen M. Swinkels. Games and
Economic Behavior 18, no. 2 (1997): 219–45. Corrigendum, Games and Economic Behavior 31
(2000): 324–29.

A.8.b. Research papers published in books and conference volumes
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“What Next? Cartel Strategy after Getting Caught.” With Robert C. Marshall and Claudio
Mezzetti. In Competition Law and Economics: Developments, Policies, and Enforcement Trends
in the US and Korea, eds. Jay Pil Choi, Wonhuyk Lim, and Sang-Hyop Lee, 125–144. Edward
Elgar Publishing, 2020.
“A Tussle over Royalties: Pandora v. ASCAP, Pandora v. BMI, and the DOJ’s Consent Decree
Review.” With Keith Waehrer. In The Antitrust Revolution, 7th ed., eds. John Kwoka and
Lawrence White. Oxford University Press, 2018.
“Leniency, Profiling and Reverse Profiling: Strategic Challenges for Competition Authorities.”
With Claudio Mezzetti. In Anti-Cartel Enforcement in a Contemporary Age: The Leniency
Religion, eds. C. Beaton-Wells and C. Tran. Hart Publishing, 2015.
“Tacit Collusion in Oligopoly.” With Edward J. Green and Robert C. Marshall. In Oxford
Handbook of International Antitrust Economics, vol. 2, eds. Roger D. Blair and D. Daniel Sokol.
Oxford University Press, 464–497 (2015).
“Section 1 Compliance from an Economic Perspective.” With Robert C. Marshall. In William E.
Kovacic: An Antitrust Tribute Liber Amicorum, vol. 2, eds. Nicolas Charbit and Elisa Ramundo,
293–302. Institute of Competition Law, 2014. Reprinted in Concurrences 1 (2016).
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Economics and the Efficient Allocation of Spectrum Licenses.” With Simon Loertscher. In
Mechanisms and Games for Dynamic Spectrum Access, eds. Tansu Alpcan, Holger Boche,
Michael L. Honig, and H. Vincent Poor. Cambridge University Press, 2014.
“The Economics of Auctions and Bidder Collusion.” With Robert C. Marshall and Michael J.
Meurer. In Game Theory and Business Applications, 2nd ed., eds. Kalyan Chatterjee and William
F. Samuelson. Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2014.
“Coordinated Effects in Merger Review: Quantifying the Payoffs from Collusion.” With William
E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall, and Steven P. Schulenberg. In Annual Proceedings of the
Fordham Competition Law Institute: International Antitrust Law & Policy, ed. Barry E. Hawk,
271–85. Juris Publishing, Inc., 2007.
“Lessons for Competition Policy from the Vitamins Cartel.” With William E. Kovacic, Robert C.
Marshall, and Matthew E. Raiff. In The Political Economy of Antitrust, vol. 282, eds. Vivek
Ghosal and Johan Stennek, 149–76. Elsevier, 2007.
“Bidding Rings and the Design of Anti-Collusion Measures for Auctions and Procurements.”
With William E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall, and Matthew E. Raiff. In Handbook of
Procurement, eds. Nicola Dimitri, Gustavo Piga, and Giancarlo Spagnolo, 381–411. Cambridge
University Press, 2006.

A.8.c. Books
◼

The Economics of Collusion: Cartels and Bidding Rings. With Robert C. Marshall. MIT Press,
2012.

A.9. Honors and awards
◼

Outstanding paper awards as listed above

◼

Economic Theory Fellow, Society for the Advancement of Economic Theory, 2021

◼

Top Women in Antitrust, Global Competition Review, 2013, 2021

◼

Excellence in Teaching Award, Global Executive MBA Class of 2019

◼

Fellow of the Game Theory Society, 2019

◼

Who’s Who Legal of Competition Economists, 2017–present

◼

◼

Outstanding Antitrust Litigation Achievement in Economics, American Antitrust Institute,
October 2016
FCC Woman Leader, Minority Media and Telecommunications Council, April 2013
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◼

Business School Professor of the Week, Financial Times, July 2012

◼

Alfred P. Sloan Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship, 1993–1994

◼

Teaching Honor Roll, Simon School of Business, University of Rochester, 1999, 2001

◼

National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship, 1989–1992

◼

Mary Love Collins Memorial Scholarship, 1989–1990

◼

Julia Dale Memorial Award in Mathematics, 1989

◼

Marie James Postgraduate Scholarship, 1989

◼

Phi Eta Sigma Graduate Scholarship, 1989

◼

Duke University Valedictorian, 1989

◼

Alice M. Baldwin Scholarship 1988–1989

◼

Duke University Faculty Scholar Award, 1988–1989

◼

Phi Chi Theta Foundation Scholarship, 1988–1989

◼

Phi Eta Sigma Senior Award, 1988–1989

◼

Golden Key National Honor Society Scholarship, 1987–1988

◼

National Merit Scholarship, 1985

◼

Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship, 1985

A.10. Professional activities
◼

Co-editor, American Economic Journal: Microeconomics, 2019–present

◼

Research Fellow, Mannheim Centre for Competition and Innovation (MaCCI), 2022–present

◼

Chair of the Program Committee, Asia-Pacific IO Conference, 2022

◼

Scientific Committee, 2021 EARIE Conference

◼

Selection Committee for YEEA awards, 2021 EARIE Conference

◼

Asia-Pacific IO Society, Scientific Board, 2021–present

◼

Scientific Committee, CEPR Virtual IO Seminar Series, 2021

◼

Program Committee, Asia-Pacific IO Conference, 2021

◼

Executive Committee, European Association for Research in Industrial Economics, 2020–present

◼

Guest Editor, EARIE 2020 Special Issue of International Journal of Industrial Organization
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◼

Chair of the Scientific Committee, European Association for Research in Industrial Economics,
47th Annual Conference, 2020

◼

Scientific Committee, CRESSE, 2019–present

◼

CRESSE Associate (Academics – Economists), 2018–2019

◼

Scientific Advisory Board, International Journal of Industrial Organization, 2018–present

◼

Co-Editor, American Economic Journal: Microeconomics, 2019–present

◼

Editorial Board, American Economic Journal: Microeconomics, 2007–2019

◼

Academic Affiliate, Center for the Study of Auctions, Procurements and Competition Policy at
Penn State University, 2007–present

◼

Editorial Board, International Journal of Game Theory, 2009–2021

◼

Council Member, Game Theory Society, 2013–2019

◼

Academic Steering Committee, Concurrences Journal Antitrust Writing Awards, 2015–2016

◼

Editorial Board, Journal of Economic Literature, 2010–2013

◼

Advisory Editor, Games and Economic Behavior, 2010–2012

◼

Associate Editor, International Economic Review, 2002–2005

◼

Referee: American Economic Review, Econometrica, Games and Economic Behavior,
International Journal of Industrial Organization, Journal of Economic Theory, RAND Journal of
Economics, Review of Economic Studies, Review of Industrial Organization

A.11. Selected speaking engagements
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Incomplete Information Models in Industrial Organization,” Invited semi-plenary speaker, 6th
World Congress of the Game Theory Society, July 22, 2021.
“Incomplete Information Models in Industrial Organization,” Invited semi-plenary speaker,
Econometric Society and Bocconi University Virtual World Congress, August 21, 2020.
“Vertical Mergers: Enforcement Developments and Guidelines.” Panelist, Online CRESSE
Special Policy Sessions, July 1, 2020.
“Competition Policy and Procurement,” Invited keynote speaker, 4th Asia-Pacific IO Conference,
Tokyo, December 13, 2019.
“Digital Monopolies: Privacy Protection or Price Regulation?” Invited keynote speaker, Japan
Fair Trade Commission, 18th CPRC International Symposium, Tokyo, December 12, 2019.
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◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“Merger Review for Markets with Buyer Power and Coordinated Effects,” Invited speaker, US
Department of Justice, Washington, DC, March 26, 2019.
“Budget-Constrained Procurement.” Invited speaker, 13th CRESS Conference, Advances in the
Analysis of Competition Policy and Regulation. Crete, Greece, June 29, 2018.
“Fundamentals: Economics.” Invited panelist, 2017 ABA Antitrust Law Spring Meeting Panel.
Washington, DC, March 29, 2017.
“A Mechanism Design Approach to Merger Review.” Invited keynote speaker, 9th annual
Federal Trade Commission Microeconomics Conference. Washington, DC, November 4, 2016.
“A Mechanism Design Approach to Merger Review.” Invited speaker, First Annual Asia-Pacific
Industrial Organization Conference (APIOC). Melbourne, Australia, December 12, 2016.
Invited speaker, ABA Section of Antitrust Law Masters Course. Williamsburg, VA, September
28, 2016.
“Collaboration, Conversations and Cartels.” Invited speaker, Georgetown Law 9th Annual Global
Antitrust Enforcement Symposium. Washington, DC, September 29, 2015.
“Reverse Auction.” Invited panelist, Digital Policy Institute Webinar on the FCC Incentive
Auction. Muncie, IN, May 6, 2014.
“Coordinated Effects.” Invited speaker, 5th Lear Conference on the Economics of Competition
Law. Rome, June 27, 2013.
“Cartels.” Invited presenter, George Mason University Judicial Education Program. Arlington,
VA, October 7, 2013
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Appendix B. 2014 Bayesian regression analysis
(100)

I use a Bayesian regression to estimate the marginal values of a minute of programming from each of
the claimant groups in 2014. In this appendix, I briefly review Bayesian regression and my model
specification and then present the estimated coefficients for 2014.

B.1. Bayesian regression
(101)

Bayesian regression is a well-accepted tool in economic and scientific research that is well-suited to
situations in which the researcher has a “prior belief” about the distribution (e.g., mean and variance)
of parameters of interest and wishes to use additional data in order to update conclusions about the
parameters.85

(102)

To illustrate the logic of the Bayesian approach, suppose a researcher is interested in the free throw
rate of an NBA player. Existing research based on 100 observations from the prior season established
that the free throw rate of this player is 80% with standard error of 4%.86 As the new season begins,
the researcher observes the results of a sample of 20 free throws with a 50% success rate. What is the
best estimate of the player’s overall free throw success rate?

(103)

If the researcher ignored data from the prior season and used only the 20 current-season observations,
she would estimate a success rate of 50% (with a standard error of 1611%). Alternatively, the
researcher could start with the existing knowledge, or “prior belief,” of an 80% success rate with
standard error of 4% and update the prior belief using the new data. This approach, called Bayesian
updating, yields an “updated” estimated free throw rate of 75% (with a standard error of 3.97%).87
The prior beliefs constitute a starting point from which updated estimates are derived as new
observations are added. For example, if the researcher takes 1,000 observations instead of 20
observations after the initial season and the free throw rate is still 50%, then the Bayesian estimate of
the player’s true free throw rate would be 53% (with a standard error of 1.5%).

(104)

The problem at hand is analogous: I have Professor Crawford’s regression estimates and standard
errors from his 2010–2013 analysis.88 And I have additional 2014 data on royalty payments,
85
86

87

88

Lancaster, Tony. An introduction to modern Bayesian econometrics. Oxford: Blackwell, 2004.
The estimate of the free throw rate follows a Bernoulli distribution with mean equals to the proportion of successful free
throw (𝑝) and standard error equal to p × (1 – p) ÷ n where n is the total number of free throws.
The “updated” estimated free throw rate and its standard error can be calculated from the posterior distribution. The
posterior distribution combines and summarizes the “prior belief” and the new data. See Greenberg, Edward.
Introduction to Bayesian Econometrics. Cambridge University Press, 2012, pp. 16–17.
Crawford CWDT, Fig. 22.
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programming minutes by claimant group, etc. As with the free throw example, I use a Bayesian
regression model that uses Professor’s Crawford 2010–2013 estimates as a starting point and updates
those using the 2014 data.
(105)

The econometric model that I build upon to generate relative market value shares for 2014 is similar
to Professor Crawford’s baseline econometric model from the 2010–2013 proceeding:89
′
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦)𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑐,𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛽𝑐 + 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡
𝛾 + 𝜀𝑔,𝑠,𝑡
𝑐∈𝐶

(106)

Following Professor Crawford, t indexes accounting periods, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑡 represents a CSO in the set of all
CSOs offering service in period t, 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝑠𝑡 represents a subscriber group in the set of subscriber
groups in a CSO, s, in period t, and 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 represents a claimant group in the set of claimant groups
given by C = {Program Suppliers (PS), Sports (SPO), CTV, PTV, Devotional (DEV), Canadian
Claimants (CAN)}. Instead of including CSO-accounting period fixed effects in the regression as was
done in the Crawford regression analysis for the 2010–2013 proceeding, I de-mean all the regressors
in the equation by subtracting their corresponding means at the CSO-accounting period level from the
subscriber group-level data. This is statistically equivalent to including the fixed effects in the
equation: potential bias due to omitting other variables varying at the same level that could affect
royalties is effectively removed from the analysis without having to explicitly estimate them.90

(107)

The quantity 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦)𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 is the natural log of the royalty of subscriber group g of system s in
period t. The quantity 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝐶,𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛽𝐶 is the de-meaned programming minutes of claimant group c
carried on distant broadcast signals for subscriber group g of CSO s in period t. 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 is a vector of
control variables discussed below, and 𝜀𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 is the error term that captures other random factors that
are not included in the econometric model but that affect royalties.

(108)

The coefficient 𝛽𝑐 for claimant group c measures the effect of a marginal increase in programming
minutes of claimant group c on the natural log of royalties. The parameter vector 𝛾 measures the
impact of a change in each of the control variables in the 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 vector on the natural log of
royalties.

(109)

I specify 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 to include control variables as follows:
′
𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡
𝛾 = 𝑢𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾0 + 𝑇𝐵𝐴 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾1
+ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾2 + 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾4
+ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾5 + 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 3.75 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 𝛾6

89
90

Crawford CWDT, Appendix A. See also, the discussion in note 27, supra.
See for example, Greene, W. H. Chapter 14 Models for Panel Data. In Econometric Analysis (3rd ed., pp. 618–619).
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(110)

The control variables in the 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 vector include de-meaned values of the following variables:
unmerged minutes, to-be-announced (TBA) programming minutes, and the number of permitted
signals, distant signals, and local signals carried by the subscriber group. In addition, I include an
indicator variable that equals 1 if the subscriber group paid the 3.75% fee and equals 0 otherwise.

(111)

I include the (de-meaned) number of permitted signals and local signals carried by the subscriber
group to control for features of the CSO not otherwise accounted for that could affect the number of
subscribers and, thus, royalties.

(112)

The coefficient, 𝛽𝐶 , measures the impact of additional distant programming minutes from claimant
group c on royalties, holding all other variables in the econometric model constant. Without the
number of distant signals carried by the subscriber group included as a control variable, and given
that the number of minutes in a year is fixed, an additional distant programming minute would require
offering non-integer numbers of distant signals, which is not possible. By including the number of
distant signals as a control variable, 𝛽𝐶 measures the impact of adding a distant programming minute
of claimant group c, while taking away a minute of Big-3 network programming or off-air.

(113)

I include unmerged programming minutes and TBA programming minutes and an indicator variable
for whether the subscriber group pays the 3.75% fee to account for their direct impact on the royalties
a CSO pays in each period.

(114)

Unlike the regression specifications in Professor Crawford’s report for the 2010–2013 proceeding, the
econometric model in this report excludes the following control variables: an indicator variable for
whether a subscriber group pays the syndicated exclusivity surcharge, an indicator variable for each
of the six largest CSOs – Comcast, Time Warner, AT&T, Verizon, Cox, and Charter, and the lagged
number of subscribers of the subscriber group.

(115)

The indicator of whether a subscriber group pays the syndicated exclusivity surcharge is excluded
because none of the subscriber groups paid this surcharge in 2014. Indicator variables for the six
largest CSOs are omitted because de-meaning the other variables in the regression model effectively
removes the CSO-accounting period fixed effects.

(116)

The lagged number of subscribers of the subscriber group is not included as a control variable
because that would require associating 2013-2 data with 2014-1 data. Without 2013-2 data, including
the lagged number of subscribers as a control variable would result in the loss of 2014-1 data from the
analysis, cutting the data used in the Bayesian updating in half.

(117)

To examine the robustness of the baseline results to variations in the set of control variables, I also
estimate the model using the following alternative sets of control variables: (1) control variables in
the 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 vector including the de-meaned number of subscribers of the subscriber group in the
previous accounting period; (2) control variables in the 𝑍𝑔,𝑠,𝑡 vector including the de-meaned number
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of subscribers of the subscriber group in the current accounting period; (3) the de-meaned number of
distant signals carried by the subscriber group as the only control variable. All specifications include
duplicative minutes. As shown in Figure 25, varying the set of control variables does not have a
substantial impact on the estimated coefficients.
Figure 25. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Bayesian updates
(2014)—sensitivity analysis
Specification

Program
Suppliers

Baseline

2.39 (0.13)

(1) Lagged subscribers

2.31 (0.13)

(2) Current subscribers

2.232
(0.123)

(3) No control but distant signals

2.36 (0.13)

Sports
35.1622
(3.089)
34.975.04
(3.03)
32.993.08
(2.967)
36.0210
(3.116)

Commercial
TV

Public TV

Devotional

4.44 (0.40)

1.41 (0.12)

1.110 (0.27)

4.332 (0.39)

1.56 (0.12)

1.10 (0.26)

4.165 (0.38)

1.70 (0.12)

1.11 (0.26)

4.45 (0.40)

1.23 (0.12)

1.254 (0.27)

Canadian
3.958
(0.278)
3.924
(0.278)
3.8992
(0.27)
4.036
(0.278)

Source: Crawford CWDT, CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant and standard error is in the parentheses. All coefficients are multiplied by
1,000,000.
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Appendix C. Estimation data and regression results
C.1. Summary statistics
Figure 26. Summary statistics

Variable

Variable
type

Including duplicative minutes

Excluding duplicative minutes

Standard
deviation

Mean

Standard
deviation

Mean

Royalty

Dependent
variable

28,921

112,108

28,921

112,108

Distant minutes of Program Suppliers
Claimants

Regressor

314,268315,047

316,485316,448

306,805307,583

308,644308,593

Distant minutes of Commercial
television Claimants

Regressor

44,673

63,269

44,616

63,053

Distant minutes of Sports Claimants

Regressor

10,89110,895

6,6036,602

10,23810,241

6,0596,058

Distant minutes of Devotional
Claimants

Regressor

24,330

47,031

24,213

46,240

Distant minutes of Public television
Claimants

Regressor

159,164

262,369

134,450

227,682

Distant minutes of Canadian
Claimants

Regressor

15,12214,341

62,69759,458

15,11814,337

62,67759,439

Distant unmerged minutes

Regressor

66,16766,401

190,445190,525

66,16766,401

190,445190,525

Distant minutes with missing
information ("to be announced")

Regressor

0.09

1.61

0.09

1.61

Indicator for whether the subscriber
group pays any 3.75% fee

Regressor

0.26

0.44

0.26

0.44

Number of distant signals rebroadcast
to the subscriber group

Regressor

2.46

2.09

2.46

2.09

Number of local signals rebroadcast
to the subscriber group

Regressor

17.16

9.68

17.16

9.68

Compensable minutes of Program
Suppliers Claimants

Other

158,951
159,729

318,362
318,488

151,508
152,287

309,600
309,717

Compensable minutes of Commercial
television Claimants

Other

44,632

63,271

44,575

63,056

Compensable minutes of Sports
Claimants

Other

9,7347

6,2043

9,0803

5,6098

Compensable minutes of Devotional
Claimants

Other

11,166

46,603

11,055

45,810

Compensable minutes of Public
television Claimants

Other

159,164

262,369

134,450

227,682

Compensable minutes of Canadian
Claimants

Other

15,122 14,341

62,697 59,458

15,118 14,337

62,677 59,439

Number of system, subscriber group,
accounting period observations

Other

6,748

-

6,748

-
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C.2. Regression results
Figure 27. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Crawford (2010–2013)
and Bayesian update (2014), including duplicative minutes
Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

2010–2013

Program
Suppliers
2.31 (0.20)

32.55 (3.93)

4.88 (0.59)

1.84 (0.19)

1.08 (0.31)

4.08 (0.33)

2014

2.39 (0.13)

35.1622 (3..089)

4.44 (0.40)

1.41 (0.12)

1.110 (0.27)

3.958 (0.278)

Year

Devotional

Canadian

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 15; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; standard errors are in parentheses.

Figure 28. Regression coefficients on minutes of claimant group programming: Crawford (2010–2013)
and Bayesian update (2014), excluding duplicative minutes
Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

2010–2013

Program
Suppliers
2.49 (0.20)

34.96 (5.00)

5.77 (0.61)

1.98 (0.19)

1.17 (0.31)

4.26 (0.33)

2014

2.73 (0.14)

43.0113 (3.779)

5.64 (0.421)

1.62 (0.13)

1.310 (0.27)

4.113 (0.28)

Year

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 18; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; standard errors are in parentheses.
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Figure 29. Average marginal value of one distant minute by claimant group: Crawford (2010–2013) and
Bayesian update (2014), including duplicative minutes
Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

2010

Program
Suppliers
0.062 (0.005)

0.870 (0.105)

0.131 (0.016)

0.049 (0.005)

0.029 (0.008)

0.109 (0.009)

2011

0.062 (0.005)

0.867 (0.105)

0.130 (0.016)

0.049 (0.005)

0.029 (0.008)

0.109 (0.009)

2012

0.065 (0.006)

0.918 (0.111)

0.138 (0.017)

0.052 (0.005)

0.030 (0.009)

0.115 (0.009)

2013

0.066 (0.006)

0.929 (0.112)

0.139 (0.017)

0.052 (0.005)

0.031 (0.009)

0.116 (0.009)

2014

0.069 (0.004)

1.0179 (0.089)

0.128 (0.012)

0.041 (0.003)

0.032 (0.008)

0.1145 (0.008)

Year

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 16; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; standard errors are in parentheses.

Figure 30. Average marginal value of one distant minute by claimant group: Crawford (2010–2013) and
Bayesian update (2014), excluding duplicative minutes
Sports

Commercial TV

Public TV

Devotional

Canadian

2010

Program
Suppliers
0.067 (0.005)

0.935 (0.134)

0.154 (0.016)

0.053 (0.005)

0.031 (0.008)

0.114 (0.009)

2011

0.066 (0.005)

0.931 (0.133)

0.154 (0.016)

0.053 (0.005)

0.031 (0.008)

0.114 (0.009)

2012

0.070 (0.006)

0.986 (0.141)

0.163 (0.017)

0.056 (0.005)

0.033 (0.009)

0.120 (0.009)

2013

0.071 (0.006)

0.998 (0.143)

0.165 (0.017)

0.056 (0.005)

0.033 (0.009)

0.122 (0.010)

2014

0.079 (0.004)

1.2447 (0.109)

0.163 (0.012)

0.047 (0.004)

0.038 (0.008)

0.119 (0.008)

Year

Source: Crawford CWDT, Figure 19; CDC data and Red Bee Media data.
Note: All estimates are statistically significant; standard errors are in parentheses.
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C.3. Robustness results
Figure 31. Average number of viewing households per quarter-hour by coverage threshold and
associated number of signals
Average number of viewing households per quarter-hour

Threshold
Threshold

2014

2015

2016

2017

Number of
signals

25%

18,655

17,908

15,443

14,581

702

50%

21,221

20,427

20,079

18,858

365

85%

22,528

21,794

21,412

20,009

339

90%

22,582

21,846

21,466

20,055

338

Source: Nielsen data

Figure 32. Viewership (number of quarter-hour households) for CTV, PTV, and Program Suppliers
claimant groups’ content relative to 2014 viewership by coverage threshold
Threshold

25%

50%

85%

90%

Claimant

2015

2016

2017

Commercial TV

99.8

124.4

120

Public TV

96.5

115.7

106

Program Suppliers

98.3

113.2

108.9

Commercial TV

99.9

99.1

95.4

Public TV

96.4

93.2

86.6

Program Suppliers

98.3

92.3

88.5

Commercial TV

99.9

99.1

95.4

Public TV

96.5

92.5

85.6

Program Suppliers

98.1

92.1

88.3

Commercial TV

99.9

99.1

95.4

Public TV

96.5

92.5

85.6

Program Suppliers

98.1

92.1

88.3

Source: Nielsen data
Note. Total viewership for a claimant group’s content in a given year is the count of households that watched the claimant
group’s content in a given quarter-hour, summed across all quarter-hour intervals in the year.
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